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2022-2023-Overall Results-Undergraduate Exit Survey Results
No. of responses = 4487

Survey ResultsSurvey Results

1. Demographics1. Demographics

Please consider whether you agree to the use of your information as described and indicate your choice below. 1.1)

n=4487
av.=1.1
dev.=0.3

Yes, I give permission for my responses to be used for research purposes. 87.6%

No, I do not give permission for my responses to be used for research purposes. 12.4%

Original Application Decision Code 1.3)

n=4487
av.=1.9
dev.=0.3

AA - Admit 12.1%

AF - Admit Contingent 87.8%

AO - Admit for Orientation 0%

Freshman - Transfer - Other 1.4)

n=4487
av.=1.4
dev.=0.5

F - Freshman 60%

T - Transfer 39.8%

O - Other 0.3%

Confidentiality Indicator 1.5)

n=4375
av.=2
dev.=0

Yes 0%

No 100%

Gender 1.6)

n=4487
av.=1.5
dev.=0.5

F - Female 52.5%

M - Male 47.5%

Ethnicity 1.7)

n=4487
av.=4.8
dev.=1.1

1 - American Indian or Alaskan Native 0.5%

2 - Asian 1.4%

3 - Black or African American 14.8%

4 - Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander 0%

5 - White 76.2%

H - Hispanic 2.9%

I - International 0%

M - Multiracial 2.4%

U - Unknown 1.8%
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Marital Status 1.8)

n=1971
av.=4.9
dev.=0.5

D - Divorced 0.3%

E - Separated 0%

M - Married 3.9%

P - Domestic Partner 0%

S - Single 93%

U - Unknown 2.8%

W - Widowed 0%

Residency 1.9)

n=4487
av.=1.3
dev.=0.5

1-85 - Instate 70.2%

100-199 - Outstate 28.5%

200-999 - International 1.3%

Composite ACT/SAT 1.10)

n=402612 0.1%

13 0.2%

14 0.4%

15 1%

16 1.5%

17 2.2%

18 3.3%

19 5.2%

20 6.7%

21 7.7%

22 7.7%

23 7%

24 8%

25 5.9%

26 6.5%

27 6.7%

28 5.7%

29 4.8%

30 5.6%

31 4%

32 2.8%

33 3.4%

34 2.1%

35 1.2%

36 0.2%
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Term Graduating 1.11)

n=4487202220 10.9%

202230 24.6%

202310 64.6%

Campus of Degree1.12)

n=4487
av.=1.5
dev.=1.3

0 - Geosciences 0%

1 - Starkville 86.4%

2 - Meridian 3.6%

3 - Vicksburg 0%

4 - Stennis 0%

5 - Online Education 8.4%

6 - MSU Gulf Coast CC 1%

7 - Veterinary Medicine 0.5%

8 - Study Abroad/Exchange 0%

9 - Independent Study 0%

College1.13)

n=4487
av.=5.1
dev.=2.4

1 - Adkerson School of Accountancy 2.4%

2 - Ag & Life Sciences 11.3%

3 - Architecture, Art & Design 3.7%

4 - Arts & Sciences 26.2%

5 - Business 15.7%

6 - Education 15.9%

7 - Engineering 19.2%

8 - Forest Resources 2.2%

9 - Veterinary Medicine 0.5%

15 - Academic Affairs 2.8%

Degree1.14)

n=4487
av.=1
dev.=0

BS - 1Bachelor 66.7%

BA - 1Bachelor 8.7%

BACC - 1Bachelor 2.4%

BLA - 1Bachelor 0.4%

BARC - 1Bachelor 1.1%

BFA - 1Bachelor 1%

BSW - 1Bachelor 0.8%

BBA - 1Bachelor 15.7%

BME - 1Bachelor 0.4%

BAS - 1Bachelor 1.6%

BAT - 1Bachelor 0%

BUS - 1Bachelor 1.2%
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Department1.15)

n=4487
av.=565.4
dev.=227.4

199 - School of Accountancy 0.2%

205 - Ag & Bio Engineering 1.9%

220 - Agricultural Economics 0.8%

235 - Animal Dairy Science 1.8%

252 - Food Sci Nutr & Health Prom 0.9%

255 - School of Human Sciences 3.2%

260 - Plant & Soil Sciences 0.8%

265 - Landscape Architecture 0.7%

275 - Poultry Science 0.3%

280 - Biochem, Molecular Bio, & Entomology/Plant Pathology 2.3%

310 - Art AAD 1%

320 - Design 0.6%

350 -School of Architecture 1.1%

360 - Building Construction Science 1%

415 - Biological Sciences 4%

420 - Chemistry 0.2%

425 - Communication 3.1%

435 - English 0.4%

440 - Classical & Modern Lang & Lit 0.7%

445 - Geosciences 1.5%

450 - History 0.7%

455 - Math & Statistics 0.7%

465 - Philosophy & Religion 0.2%

470 - Physics 0.1%

475 - Political Sci & Pub Admin 1.2%

480 - Psychology 5.6%

485 - Sociology 2%

490 - Anthro. & Mid. East. Cultures 0.4%

499 - Dean of Arts & Sciences 5.3%

510 - Accounting 2.2%

530 - Finance & Economics 2.5%

540 - Management & Info Systems 1.7%

550 - Marketing, Quan Anal & Bus. Law 4.6%

599 - Dean of Business 6.8%

610 - Counseling, HEL, EPY, Fdns 1.3%

620 - Teacher Education & Leadership 6.8%

650 - Music 0.4%

660 - Kinesiology 5.8%

670 - Instr Tech, Instr Design, & CCL 1.7%

710 - Aerospace Engineering 1.5%

720 - School of Chemical Engineering 2.3%

730 - Civil & Environmental Engineering 2.6%

735 - Computer Science & Engineering 2.9%

740 - Electrical & Computer Engineering 2.7%
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770 - Industrial & Systems Engineering 1.6%

780 - Mechanical Engineering 4.3%

820 - Forestry 0.9%

840 - Wildlife, Fisheries & Aquaculture 1.3%

860 - Sustainable Bioproducts 0%

935 - Veterinary Medicine 0.5%

1501 - Provost Office 2.8%

Major1.16)

n=4487
av.=95.5
dev.=58.7

ACC - Accounting 2.4%

ADS - Animal & Dairy Science 1.8%

AELC - Ag Educ., Leadership & Comm 0.6%

AETB - Ag Eng Tech & Bus 0.6%

AGB - Agribusiness 0.8%

AGN - Agronomy 0.6%

AGS - Agricultural Science 0.7%

AN - Anthropology 0.4%

APSI - Applied Science 1.6%

ARC - Architecture 1.1%

ART - Art 1%

ASE - Aerospace Engineering 1.5%

AT - Applied Technology 0%

BCH - Biochemistry 2.3%

BCS - Building Construction Sci 1%

BE - Biological Engineering 0.2%

BIO - Biological Sciences 3.1%

BIS - Business Info Systems 0.9%

BME - Biomedical Engineering 1.2%

BSIS - Interdisciplinary Studies 4.8%

BUAD - Business Administration 6.3%

BUSI - Business Admin-MR 0.5%

CE - Civil Engineering 2.6%

CH - Chemistry 0.2%

CHE - Chemical Engineering 2%

CO - Communication 3.1%

CPE - Computer Engineering 0.8%

CRIM - Criminology 1%

CS - Computer Science 2.2%

CYSO - Cyber Security & Operations 0%

ECAS - Economics-A&S 0.2%

ECO - Business Economics 0.2%

EE - Electrical Engineering 1.8%

EEM - Environmental Econ & M 0.1%

EES - Environmental Econ & Sustain 0%

ELED - Elementary Education 4.9%
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EN - English 0.4%

EPY - Educational Psychology 1.3%

ESAS - Environmental Sci in Ag System 0%

EXED - Special Education 0.6%

FDM - Fashion Design & Merchandising 0.9%

FINA - Finance (Ungrads) 2.3%

FL - Foreign Language 0.7%

FO - Forestry 0.8%

FSNH - FoodSci,Nutr,HlthPromUG 0.9%

GG - Geoscience 1.5%

GSC - General Science 0%

HDFS - Human Development & Family Stu 0.9%

HI - History 0.7%

HO - Horticulture 0.2%

ID - Interior Design 0.6%

IE - Industrial Engineering 1.6%

INDT - Industrial Technology 1.1%

ITS - Information Tech Services 0.6%

KINE - Kinesiology 5.8%

LA - Landscape Architecture 0.4%

LAC - Landscape Contracting 0.3%

MA - Mathematics 0.7%

ME - Mechanical Engineering 4.3%

MEDT - Medical Technology 0.2%

MGT - Management 0.8%

MIC - Microbiology 0.7%

MKT - Marketing 4%

MU - Music 0.2%

MUED - Music Education 0.4%

NREC - Nat Res & Envir Conservation 0%

PH - Physics 0.1%

PO - Poultry Science 0.3%

PR - Philosophy 0.2%

PS - Political Science 1.2%

PSY - Psychology 5.6%

PTE - Petroleum Engineering 0.4%

SBP - Sustainable Bioproducts 0%

SCLO - Supply Chain Logistics 0.6%

SE - Software Engineering 0.7%

SEED - Secondary Education 1.2%

SO - Sociology 0.2%

SW - Social Work 0.8%

USTU - University Studies 1.2%

VMT - Veterinary Med Technology 0.5%

WFA - Wildlife, Fisheries & Aqua 1.3%
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First Concentration Area1.17)

n=1853
av.=86.5
dev.=45.2

ACS - Am Chemical Society Conc 0.1%

AGCO - Agricultural Communication 0.4%

AGLD - Agricultural Leadership 0.6%

AI - Artificial Intelligence 0.2%

APOM - Applied Poultry Management 0.4%

ARO - Aeronautics 1.9%

ASIA - Asian Studies 0.3%

ASO - Astronautics 1.7%

BA - Business Administration 1%

BCST - Broadcasting 0.1%

BDJ - Broadcast & Digital Journalism 1%

BIED - Biology Education 0.5%

BIOM - Biomolecular Engineering 0.5%

BION - Bio-Sci Nursing 0.2%

BIOO - Pre-Optometry 0.3%

BIOP - Bio-Sci Phys Therapy 0.3%

BIOT - Bio-Occupational Therapy 0.1%

BME - Biomedical Engineering 0.3%

BMP - Broadcast Meteorology 0.4%

BOPM - Broadcast & Operational Met 1.6%

BSB - Botany 0.1%

BSZ - Zoology 0.3%

BU - SBP Business 0.1%

BUIN - Business & Industry 0.4%

CERD - Chemical Eng Research/Dev 0.2%

CHDV - Child Development 1.6%

CHEP - Chemical Engineering Practice 4%

CHVC - CS Human & Visual Computing 0.1%

CL - Child Life 0.4%

CLAS - Classics 0.1%

CLE - ConservationLawEnforcement 0.2%

CLEP - ClinicalExercisePhysiology 4.2%

CMGT - Communication Studies 1.7%

CMST - Communication & Media Studies 0.2%

CONB - Conservation Biology 0.3%

DENT - Pre-Dental 1.7%

DPD - Design & Product Development 0.7%

ECHD - Early Childhood 0.8%

EMGT - Enterprise Management 0.2%

ENCO - Environmental Conservation 0.2%

ENED - English Education 0.7%

ENGS - Environmental Geoscience 0.5%

ENVE - Environmental Engineering 0.8%
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FAMS - Family Science 0.1%

FCSE - Fam & Consumer Sci Teacher Ed 0.1%

FDS - Food Safety 0.1%

FINE - Fine Arts 0.9%

FLMG - Floral Management 0.1%

FLOR - Floriculture & Ornamental 0.2%

FN - Food & Nutrition 1.8%

FOBN - Forest Business 0.1%

FOMG - Forest Management 1%

FOSC - Forensic Sciences 0.5%

FRN - French 0.3%

FRVP - Fruit & Vegetable Production 0.1%

FSSC - Food Science-Science 0.2%

FSTP - Food Science Tech-Processing 0.1%

GGP - Professional Geology 0.1%

GIS - Geographic Info Systems 0.1%

GR - German 0.1%

GRPH - Art-Graphic Design 1.5%

GSTM - Golf & Sports Turf Mgt 0.4%

HA - Healthcare Administration 0.2%

HCAT - Health Care Services 0.1%

HWI - Human-Wildlife Interaction 0.4%

IAUT - Industrial Automation 0.6%

IB - International Business 1%

ICM - Integrated Crop Mgt 0.4%

IDIS - Industrial Distribution 0.2%

IDM - Integrated Digital Marketing 2.4%

IPM - Integrated Pest Management 0.6%

JOUR - Journalism 0.2%

LAW - Pre-Law 0.1%

MAED - Mathematics Education 0.6%

MDSC - Middle School 11.2%

MED - Pre-Medicine 5.5%

MERC - Merchandising 1.6%

MFMA - Manufacturing & Maintenance 1.9%

MGT - Management 1.1%

MUI - Instrumental 0.8%

MUV - Vocal 0.2%

NM - Neuromechanics 5.6%

NREM - Nat Resources & Env Mgt 0.1%

NRT - Natural Resource Technology 0.1%

OPT - Pre-Optometry 0.3%

PDJ - Print & Digital Journalism 0.5%

PECO - Physical Education & Coaching 0.9%

PF - Performance Fitness 1%
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PGM - PGA Golf Management 0.5%

PHOT - Photography 0.2%

PHPR - Pre-Health Professions 0.1%

PMED - Pre-Med (Chemistry) 0.1%

PMET - Professional Meteorology 0.9%

PMGT - Production Management 0.6%

POLL - Policy & Law 0.3%

PPHR - Pre-Pharmacy-Biochemistry 0.1%

PPTH - Plant Pathology 0.1%

PRAG - Precision Agriculture 0.8%

PREL - Public Relations 3.7%

PROD - Production 0.4%

PVBC - Pre-Veterinary-Biochemistry 0.6%

PVSB - Pre-Veterinary-Bio Science 1.2%

PVSC - Pre-Veterinary/Science-ADS 2.9%

PVSM - Pre-Veterinary-Microbiology 0.1%

PVSP - Pre-Veterinary-Poultry Science 0.1%

RCS - Resource Conservation Science 0.1%

REL - Religion 0.2%

RMI - Risk Management and Insurance 1.3%

SCI - Science 0.4%

SCM - Supply Chain Management 0.5%

SGEO - Surveying/Geomatics 0.4%

SP - Spanish 0.8%

SPAD - Sports Administration 2.4%

SPVS - Poultry-Science & Pre Vet Sci 0.3%

SSED - Social Studies Education 1.2%

SVTS - Science/Veterinary Science 0.4%

TC - Teaching Concentration (AIS) 0.5%

THEA - Theatre 0.2%

WFMG - Wildlife Management 0.7%

WLAC - Wildlife Ag Conservation 0.2%

WLFS - Wildlife & Fisheries Science 1.2%

WLVM - Wildlife Veterinary Medicine 0.8%

YD - Youth Development 0.2%

COOP Student 1.18)

n=4487
av.=1.9
dev.=0.2

Yes 6%

No 94%

College Student with Disabilities 1.19)

n=4487
av.=1.9
dev.=0.3

Yes 8.7%

No 91.3%
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University Honors College Student 1.20)

n=4487
av.=1.9
dev.=0.2

Yes 5.5%

No 94.5%

Veteran Student 1.21)

n=4487
av.=1.9
dev.=0.3

Yes 13%

No 87%

Student Athlete 1.22)

n=4487
av.=2
dev.=0.1

Yes 0.8%

No 99.2%

2. Future Plans2. Future Plans

 What is MOST LIKELY to be your principal activity upon graduation?2.1)

n=4487
av.=1.9
dev.=1.4

Employment, full-time paid 63.3%

Employment, part-time paid 2.5%

Graduate or professional school, full-time 28.5%

Graduate or professional school, part-time 1.9%

Additional undergraduate coursework 0.6%

Military service 1.3%

Volunteer activity (e.g., Peace Corps) 0.2%

Starting or raising a family 0.3%

Other, please specify: 1.4%

3. Instruction and Life-Skills Obtained at MSU3. Instruction and Life-Skills Obtained at MSU

Please indicate how satisfied you are with what you have learned or attained at MSU for each item below:

Knowledge and application of latest technologies (e.g., computer skills)3.1)
Strongly SatisfiedStrongly Dissatisfied n=4487

av.=4.2
dev.=0.8

0.6%

1

2.2%

2

12.4%

3

45.8%

4

39%

5

Knowledge and application of mathematics, scientific methods, and related
quantitative skills 

3.2)
Strongly SatisfiedStrongly Dissatisfied n=4487

av.=4.2
dev.=0.8

0.5%

1

1.6%

2

12.7%

3

44.3%

4

40.8%

5

Understanding and appreciation of fine arts 3.3)
Strongly SatisfiedStrongly Dissatisfied n=4487

av.=4
dev.=0.9

0.8%

1

2.6%

2

24.6%

3

35.9%

4

36%

5

Understanding of human achievements and human conditions (humanities) 3.4)
Strongly SatisfiedStrongly Dissatisfied n=4487

av.=4.2
dev.=0.8

0.5%

1

1.7%

2

19%

3

39.1%

4

39.7%

5
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Development of effective communication skills (written and oral) 3.5)
Strongly SatisfiedStrongly Dissatisfied n=4487

av.=4.4
dev.=0.7

0.4%

1

0.9%

2

8.8%

3

39.4%

4

50.4%

5

Application of critical-thinking and problem-solving skills 3.6)
Strongly SatisfiedStrongly Dissatisfied n=4487

av.=4.4
dev.=0.7

0.5%

1

1%

2

6.7%

3

37.3%

4

54.5%

5

Development of leadership skills 3.7)
Strongly SatisfiedStrongly Dissatisfied n=4487

av.=4.4
dev.=0.8

0.4%

1

1.6%

2

11.1%

3

35.2%

4

51.7%

5

Learning to think and work independently 3.8)
Strongly SatisfiedStrongly Dissatisfied n=4487

av.=4.5
dev.=0.7

0.3%

1

0.5%

2

6.1%

3

32.6%

4

60.4%

5

Participation in meaningful group/interdisciplinary learning experiences 3.9)
Strongly SatisfiedStrongly Dissatisfied n=4487

av.=4.3
dev.=0.8

0.7%

1

2.3%

2

10.5%

3

37.2%

4

49.3%

5

Participation in undergraduate research or other scholarly experiences 3.10)
Strongly SatisfiedStrongly Dissatisfied n=4487

av.=4
dev.=1

1.4%

1

4.4%

2

24%

3

32.2%

4

38%

5

Pre-graduation engagement in professional experiences (internships, co-op
programs, etc.) and professional societies/organizations 

3.11)
Strongly SatisfiedStrongly Dissatisfied n=4487

av.=4.1
dev.=1

1.2%

1

4.3%

2

20.3%

3

30.6%

4

43.5%

5

Appreciation for cultural diversity 3.12)
Strongly SatisfiedStrongly Dissatisfied n=4487

av.=4.2
dev.=0.9

1%

1

1.6%

2

17%

3

35.3%

4

45.2%

5

Understanding of human behavior and social structures, processes, and
institutions 

3.13)
Strongly SatisfiedStrongly Dissatisfied n=4487

av.=4.3
dev.=0.8

0.5%

1

1.2%

2

14.3%

3

39%

4

45%

5

Tolerance for opposing points of view 3.14)
Strongly SatisfiedStrongly Dissatisfied n=4487

av.=4.3
dev.=0.8

0.8%

1

1.6%

2

13.4%

3

38.7%

4

45.3%

5

Appreciation of natural resources and their sustainability 3.15)
Strongly SatisfiedStrongly Dissatisfied n=4487

av.=4.2
dev.=0.8

0.7%

1

1.5%

2

16.2%

3

37.7%

4

43.9%

5

Development of personal honor and integrity 3.16)
Strongly SatisfiedStrongly Dissatisfied n=4487

av.=4.4
dev.=0.7

0.4%

1

0.8%

2

8.7%

3

35.4%

4

54.6%

5
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Development of a commitment for life-long learning 3.17)
Strongly SatisfiedStrongly Dissatisfied n=4487

av.=4.4
dev.=0.7

0.5%

1

1%

2

8.6%

3

35%

4

54.9%

5

Enhancement of my development into a mature, informed, responsible citizen3.18)
Strongly SatisfiedStrongly Dissatisfied n=4487

av.=4.5
dev.=0.7

0.4%

1

0.7%

2

7.5%

3

34.1%

4

57.3%

5

4. Quality of Academic Advising Obtained at MSU4. Quality of Academic Advising Obtained at MSU

Please rate your satisfaction with each of these items. If you have no experience with any of these, check NA.

Orientation Advising 4.1)
Strongly SatisfiedStrongly Dissatisfied n=4219

av.=4.1
dev.=1
ab.=268

2.3%

1

4.8%

2

16.1%

3

37.1%

4

39.7%

5

College advising office 4.2)
Strongly SatisfiedStrongly Dissatisfied n=4232

av.=4.1
dev.=1
ab.=255

2.1%

1

4.8%

2

17%

3

36.3%

4

39.7%

5

Faculty advisor in my department 4.3)
Strongly SatisfiedStrongly Dissatisfied n=4394

av.=4.2
dev.=1
ab.=93

2.3%

1

4.7%

2

12.1%

3

31.2%

4

49.6%

5

Academic athletic advisor 4.4)
Strongly SatisfiedStrongly Dissatisfied n=2493

av.=4
dev.=0.9
ab.=1994

0.7%

1

1.8%

2

33.8%

3

26.3%

4

37.3%

5

Web-based information 4.5)
Strongly SatisfiedStrongly Dissatisfied n=4302

av.=4.1
dev.=0.9
ab.=185

0.9%

1

3.3%

2

19.2%

3

40.9%

4

35.7%

5

Catalogs/other printed materials 4.6)
Strongly SatisfiedStrongly Dissatisfied n=4069

av.=4
dev.=0.9
ab.=418

0.8%

1

2.3%

2

24.9%

3

36.9%

4

35.2%

5

The University Academic Advising Center 4.7)
Strongly SatisfiedStrongly Dissatisfied n=3791

av.=4.1
dev.=0.9
ab.=696

1.1%

1

2%

2

23.8%

3

34.8%

4

38.2%

5

Electronic degree audits 4.8)
Strongly SatisfiedStrongly Dissatisfied n=3572

av.=4.1
dev.=0.9
ab.=915

0.9%

1

1.2%

2

24.9%

3

35.2%

4

37.8%

5

Correct information on program/degree requirements 4.9)
Strongly SatisfiedStrongly Dissatisfied n=4371

av.=4.2
dev.=0.9
ab.=116

1.5%

1

3.6%

2

14.3%

3

38.7%

4

41.8%

5

Information provided for future career plans 4.10)
Strongly SatisfiedStrongly Dissatisfied n=4344

av.=4
dev.=1
ab.=143

1.7%

1

6.2%

2

18.1%

3

35.6%

4

38.3%

5
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Availability of advisor (email, telephone, etc.) outside scheduled sessions 4.11)
Strongly SatisfiedStrongly Dissatisfied n=4411

av.=4.3
dev.=0.9
ab.=76

1.7%

1

2.7%

2

12.4%

3

32.9%

4

50.3%

5

 Overall academic advisement4.12)
Strongly SatisfiedStrongly Dissatisfied n=4448

av.=4.2
dev.=0.9
ab.=39

1.6%

1

3.8%

2

12.9%

3

37%

4

44.6%

5

Please answer the following question concerning frequency of advising.

On average, how often did you receive advising from your advisor during each semester? 4.13)

n=4421
av.=1.7
dev.=0.8

Never 45.5%

Once 42.4%

2-3 times 6.7%

4-5 times 5.3%

More than 5 times 0%

5. Quality of Student Services Obtained at MSU5. Quality of Student Services Obtained at MSU

Please rate your level of satisfaction with the following services on campus. If you have no experience with a particular unit, please select NA.

Office of Admissions and Scholarships 5.1)
Strongly SatisfiedStrongly Dissatisfied n=4229

av.=4.2
dev.=0.8
ab.=258

0.8%

1

2.5%

2

15.7%

3

41.3%

4

39.8%

5

MSU Bookstore, Barnes and Noble 5.2)
Strongly SatisfiedStrongly Dissatisfied n=4290

av.=3.9
dev.=1.1
ab.=197

4.7%

1

7.5%

2

17.9%

3

36.3%

4

33.5%

5

Center for Student Involvement (Greek Life, Student Organizations) 5.3)
Strongly SatisfiedStrongly Dissatisfied n=3252

av.=4.1
dev.=1
ab.=1235

1.7%

1

3.1%

2

22.1%

3

31.4%

4

41.6%

5

Campus Dining Services 5.4)
Strongly SatisfiedStrongly Dissatisfied n=3845

av.=4.1
dev.=0.9
ab.=642

1.5%

1

3.8%

2

18.2%

3

40.8%

4

35.7%

5

Student Financial Aid 5.5)
Strongly SatisfiedStrongly Dissatisfied n=4029

av.=4
dev.=0.9
ab.=458

1.8%

1

3.7%

2

19.4%

3

38.2%

4

36.9%

5

Holmes Cultural Diversity Center 5.6)
Strongly SatisfiedStrongly Dissatisfied n=2660

av.=4
dev.=0.9
ab.=1827

0.7%

1

1.2%

2

29.5%

3

30%

4

38.5%

5

The Learning Center 5.7)
Strongly SatisfiedStrongly Dissatisfied n=2972

av.=4.1
dev.=0.8
ab.=1515

0.5%

1

1%

2

25.9%

3

34.3%

4

38.3%

5
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MSU Police Department 5.8)
Strongly SatisfiedStrongly Dissatisfied n=3296

av.=4
dev.=1
ab.=1191

2.6%

1

3%

2

24.2%

3

33.5%

4

36.7%

5

Student Housing and Residence Life 5.9)
Strongly SatisfiedStrongly Dissatisfied n=3569

av.=4
dev.=0.9
ab.=918

1.7%

1

4%

2

21%

3

38.8%

4

34.5%

5

Sanderson Center/Recreational Sports5.10)
Strongly SatisfiedStrongly Dissatisfied n=3808

av.=4.2
dev.=0.8
ab.=679

0.9%

1

2.4%

2

13.3%

3

40.3%

4

43%

5

Student Counseling Services 5.11)
Strongly SatisfiedStrongly Dissatisfied n=2901

av.=3.9
dev.=1
ab.=1586

2.9%

1

4%

2

25.4%

3

31%

4

36.7%

5

Student Health Center 5.12)
Strongly SatisfiedStrongly Dissatisfied n=3664

av.=4.1
dev.=1
ab.=823

2.2%

1

3.7%

2

17.8%

3

36.5%

4

39.7%

5

Student events sponsored by Campus Activities Board (CAB) or Music
Makers 

5.13)
Strongly SatisfiedStrongly Dissatisfied n=3196

av.=4.1
dev.=0.9
ab.=1291

0.6%

1

1.8%

2

22.5%

3

35.7%

4

39.4%

5

University Libraries 5.14)
Strongly SatisfiedStrongly Dissatisfied n=4075

av.=4.3
dev.=0.7
ab.=412

0.4%

1

0.5%

2

11.7%

3

39.6%

4

47.7%

5

Office of Parking Services 5.15)
Strongly SatisfiedStrongly Dissatisfied n=3986

av.=2.9
dev.=1.5
ab.=501

27.7%

1

14.2%

2

18.5%

3

18.9%

4

20.7%

5

 MSU Transit (Shuttle Services)5.16)
Strongly SatisfiedStrongly Dissatisfied n=3554

av.=4
dev.=1
ab.=933

2.2%

1

4.4%

2

21.5%

3

36.1%

4

35.8%

5

Shackouls Honors College 5.17)
Strongly SatisfiedStrongly Dissatisfied n=2592

av.=3.9
dev.=1
ab.=1895

1.4%

1

4.1%

2

31.5%

3

28.9%

4

34.1%

5

Athletic events 5.18)
Strongly SatisfiedStrongly Dissatisfied n=3923

av.=4.3
dev.=0.8
ab.=564

0.6%

1

1%

2

13%

3

35.1%

4

50.2%

5

Business Office (Student Account Services)5.19)
Strongly SatisfiedStrongly Dissatisfied n=3623

av.=4.1
dev.=0.9
ab.=864

1%

1

1.7%

2

24.7%

3

35.1%

4

37.5%

5
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Career Center5.20)
Strongly SatisfiedStrongly Dissatisfied n=3608

av.=4.2
dev.=0.8
ab.=879

0.5%

1

1.9%

2

19.5%

3

37.7%

4

40.4%

5

Health Education Wellness5.21)
Strongly SatisfiedStrongly Dissatisfied n=3297

av.=4.1
dev.=0.9
ab.=1190

0.9%

1

1.3%

2

22.9%

3

35.3%

4

39.5%

5

Writing Center5.22)
Strongly SatisfiedStrongly Dissatisfied n=3078

av.=4.1
dev.=0.8
ab.=1409

0.6%

1

0.9%

2

24.1%

3

34.8%

4

39.6%

5

6. Quality of the Undergraduate Experience at MSU6. Quality of the Undergraduate Experience at MSU

Please rate your level of agreement with the following statements.

I received quality instruction from MSU faculty.6.1)
Strongly AgreeStrongly Disagree n=4487

av.=4.4
dev.=0.8

0.7%

1

1.7%

2

9%

3

38%

4

50.6%

5

The Student Association represented my concerns. 6.2)
Strongly AgreeStrongly Disagree n=4487

av.=3.8
dev.=1.1

3%

1

5.6%

2

34%

3

25.4%

4

32%

5

I was exposed to different cultures and backgrounds. 6.3)
Strongly AgreeStrongly Disagree n=4487

av.=4.3
dev.=0.8

0.7%

1

1.8%

2

14.2%

3

36.5%

4

46.8%

5

The faculty and administrators at MSU represent diverse ethnic and racial
groups. 

6.4)
Strongly AgreeStrongly Disagree n=4487

av.=4.3
dev.=0.8

0.8%

1

2%

2

14.1%

3

35.8%

4

47.4%

5

Opportunities for volunteer or community service work were available at
MSU. 

6.5)
Strongly AgreeStrongly Disagree n=4487

av.=4.2
dev.=0.9

0.9%

1

1.7%

2

17.5%

3

34.9%

4

45%

5

Computer labs and technology resources met my needs. 6.6)
Strongly AgreeStrongly Disagree n=4487

av.=4.2
dev.=0.8

0.9%

1

1.9%

2

15.3%

3

36.9%

4

45%

5

I felt safe on campus. 6.7)
Strongly AgreeStrongly Disagree n=4487

av.=4.4
dev.=0.8

0.8%

1

1.2%

2

10.3%

3

34.5%

4

53.2%

5

The general campus climate at MSU is welcoming to all. 6.8)
Strongly AgreeStrongly Disagree n=4487

av.=4.4
dev.=0.8

0.9%

1

1.6%

2

11.1%

3

32.8%

4

53.7%

5

My overall extracurricular experience at MSU was positive. 6.9)
Strongly AgreeStrongly Disagree n=4487

av.=4.3
dev.=0.9

1.3%

1

1.8%

2

14%

3

31.5%

4

51.4%

5
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My overall academic experience within my degree at MSU was positive.6.10)
Strongly AgreeStrongly Disagree n=4487

av.=4.3
dev.=0.8

0.9%

1

2.3%

2

9.7%

3

36.1%

4

51%

5

If I had to do it over again, I would attend MSU. 6.11)
Strongly AgreeStrongly Disagree n=4487

av.=4.3
dev.=0.9

1.8%

1

3.2%

2

11.1%

3

28.1%

4

55.7%

5

My education stressed the importance of writing.6.12)
Strongly AgreeStrongly Disagree n=4487

av.=4.1
dev.=1

1.1%

1

5.3%

2

18.5%

3

32.8%

4

42.3%

5

7. General comments about your experience at MSU7. General comments about your experience at MSU

Dear Student:

The information collected above about your future plans and your experiences at Mississippi State University, along with demographic information about you (such as race, gender,   major,
GPA, number of transfer hours, and hometown) will be used to improve programs at MSU for future students. In addition to using this information for internal purposes at   MSU however,
there may also be opportunities to use it for research purposes to improve programs both at MSU and other institutions. If you agree to allow the use of this   information for research, your
name and other direct identifiers will be removed before the information is analyzed. While it is possible some respondents could be identified   indirectly from this information through
University records, the researchers have no intent to link answers back to any individual student. Please note your approval to use your   responses for research is completely voluntary.
Refusal to allow us to use data for research will have absolutely no impact on your standing at MSU or your application for   graduation. The reported results of that research will not include
your name or any other way to identify you. There are no anticipated risks associated with your participation.

If you have questions about the research, please feel free to contact Dr. Tracey Baham at 662-325-6941. If you have questions about your rights as a research participant,   you may
contact the MSU Institutional Review Board at 662-325-2238. You may print out this page for your records.
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Profile

Compilation: 2022-2023-Overall Results-Undergraduate Exit Survey Results

Values used in the profile line: Mean

3. Instruction and Life-Skills Obtained at MSU3. Instruction and Life-Skills Obtained at MSU

3.1) Knowledge and application of latest
technologies (e.g., computer skills)

Strongly
Dissatisfied

Strongly
Satisfied n=4487 av.=4.2 md=4.0 dev.=0.8

3.2) Knowledge and application of mathematics,
scientific methods, and related quantitative
skills 

Strongly
Dissatisfied

Strongly
Satisfied n=4487 av.=4.2 md=4.0 dev.=0.8

3.3) Understanding and appreciation of fine arts Strongly
Dissatisfied

Strongly
Satisfied n=4487 av.=4.0 md=4.0 dev.=0.9

3.4) Understanding of human achievements and
human conditions (humanities) 

Strongly
Dissatisfied

Strongly
Satisfied n=4487 av.=4.2 md=4.0 dev.=0.8

3.5) Development of effective communication skills
(written and oral) 

Strongly
Dissatisfied

Strongly
Satisfied n=4487 av.=4.4 md=5.0 dev.=0.7

3.6) Application of critical-thinking and problem-
solving skills 

Strongly
Dissatisfied

Strongly
Satisfied n=4487 av.=4.4 md=5.0 dev.=0.7

3.7) Development of leadership skills Strongly
Dissatisfied

Strongly
Satisfied n=4487 av.=4.4 md=5.0 dev.=0.8

3.8) Learning to think and work independently Strongly
Dissatisfied

Strongly
Satisfied n=4487 av.=4.5 md=5.0 dev.=0.7

3.9) Participation in meaningful group/
interdisciplinary learning experiences 

Strongly
Dissatisfied

Strongly
Satisfied n=4487 av.=4.3 md=4.0 dev.=0.8

3.10) Participation in undergraduate research or
other scholarly experiences 

Strongly
Dissatisfied

Strongly
Satisfied n=4487 av.=4.0 md=4.0 dev.=1.0

3.11) Pre-graduation engagement in professional
experiences (internships, co-op programs, etc.)
and professional societies/organizations 

Strongly
Dissatisfied

Strongly
Satisfied n=4487 av.=4.1 md=4.0 dev.=1.0

3.12) Appreciation for cultural diversity Strongly
Dissatisfied

Strongly
Satisfied n=4487 av.=4.2 md=4.0 dev.=0.9

3.13) Understanding of human behavior and social
structures, processes, and institutions 

Strongly
Dissatisfied

Strongly
Satisfied n=4487 av.=4.3 md=4.0 dev.=0.8

3.14) Tolerance for opposing points of view Strongly
Dissatisfied

Strongly
Satisfied n=4487 av.=4.3 md=4.0 dev.=0.8

3.15) Appreciation of natural resources and their
sustainability 

Strongly
Dissatisfied

Strongly
Satisfied n=4487 av.=4.2 md=4.0 dev.=0.8

3.16) Development of personal honor and integrity Strongly
Dissatisfied

Strongly
Satisfied n=4487 av.=4.4 md=5.0 dev.=0.7

3.17) Development of a commitment for life-long
learning 

Strongly
Dissatisfied

Strongly
Satisfied n=4487 av.=4.4 md=5.0 dev.=0.7

3.18) Enhancement of my development into a
mature, informed, responsible citizen 

Strongly
Dissatisfied

Strongly
Satisfied n=4487 av.=4.5 md=5.0 dev.=0.7

4. Quality of Academic Advising Obtained at MSU4. Quality of Academic Advising Obtained at MSU

4.1) Orientation Advising Strongly
Dissatisfied

Strongly
Satisfied n=4219 av.=4.1 md=4.0 dev.=1.0

4.2) College advising office Strongly
Dissatisfied

Strongly
Satisfied n=4232 av.=4.1 md=4.0 dev.=1.0

4.3) Faculty advisor in my department Strongly
Dissatisfied

Strongly
Satisfied n=4394 av.=4.2 md=4.0 dev.=1.0
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4.4) Academic athletic advisor Strongly
Dissatisfied

Strongly
Satisfied n=2493 av.=4.0 md=4.0 dev.=0.9

4.5) Web-based information Strongly
Dissatisfied

Strongly
Satisfied n=4302 av.=4.1 md=4.0 dev.=0.9

4.6) Catalogs/other printed materials Strongly
Dissatisfied

Strongly
Satisfied n=4069 av.=4.0 md=4.0 dev.=0.9

4.7) The University Academic Advising Center Strongly
Dissatisfied

Strongly
Satisfied n=3791 av.=4.1 md=4.0 dev.=0.9

4.8) Electronic degree audits Strongly
Dissatisfied

Strongly
Satisfied n=3572 av.=4.1 md=4.0 dev.=0.9

4.9) Correct information on program/degree
requirements 

Strongly
Dissatisfied

Strongly
Satisfied n=4371 av.=4.2 md=4.0 dev.=0.9

4.10) Information provided for future career plans Strongly
Dissatisfied

Strongly
Satisfied n=4344 av.=4.0 md=4.0 dev.=1.0

4.11) Availability of advisor (email, telephone, etc.)
outside scheduled sessions 

Strongly
Dissatisfied

Strongly
Satisfied n=4411 av.=4.3 md=5.0 dev.=0.9

4.12)  Overall academic advisement Strongly
Dissatisfied

Strongly
Satisfied n=4448 av.=4.2 md=4.0 dev.=0.9

5. Quality of Student Services Obtained at MSU5. Quality of Student Services Obtained at MSU

5.1) Office of Admissions and Scholarships Strongly
Dissatisfied

Strongly
Satisfied n=4229 av.=4.2 md=4.0 dev.=0.8

5.2) MSU Bookstore, Barnes and Noble Strongly
Dissatisfied

Strongly
Satisfied n=4290 av.=3.9 md=4.0 dev.=1.1

5.3) Center for Student Involvement (Greek Life,
Student Organizations) 

Strongly
Dissatisfied

Strongly
Satisfied n=3252 av.=4.1 md=4.0 dev.=1.0

5.4) Campus Dining Services Strongly
Dissatisfied

Strongly
Satisfied n=3845 av.=4.1 md=4.0 dev.=0.9

5.5) Student Financial Aid Strongly
Dissatisfied

Strongly
Satisfied n=4029 av.=4.0 md=4.0 dev.=0.9

5.6) Holmes Cultural Diversity Center Strongly
Dissatisfied

Strongly
Satisfied n=2660 av.=4.0 md=4.0 dev.=0.9

5.7) The Learning Center Strongly
Dissatisfied

Strongly
Satisfied n=2972 av.=4.1 md=4.0 dev.=0.8

5.8) MSU Police Department Strongly
Dissatisfied

Strongly
Satisfied n=3296 av.=4.0 md=4.0 dev.=1.0

5.9) Student Housing and Residence Life Strongly
Dissatisfied

Strongly
Satisfied n=3569 av.=4.0 md=4.0 dev.=0.9

5.10) Sanderson Center/Recreational Sports Strongly
Dissatisfied

Strongly
Satisfied n=3808 av.=4.2 md=4.0 dev.=0.8

5.11) Student Counseling Services Strongly
Dissatisfied

Strongly
Satisfied n=2901 av.=3.9 md=4.0 dev.=1.0

5.12) Student Health Center Strongly
Dissatisfied

Strongly
Satisfied n=3664 av.=4.1 md=4.0 dev.=1.0

5.13) Student events sponsored by Campus
Activities Board (CAB) or Music Makers 

Strongly
Dissatisfied

Strongly
Satisfied n=3196 av.=4.1 md=4.0 dev.=0.9

5.14) University Libraries Strongly
Dissatisfied

Strongly
Satisfied n=4075 av.=4.3 md=4.0 dev.=0.7

5.15) Office of Parking Services Strongly
Dissatisfied

Strongly
Satisfied n=3986 av.=2.9 md=3.0 dev.=1.5

5.16)  MSU Transit (Shuttle Services) Strongly
Dissatisfied

Strongly
Satisfied n=3554 av.=4.0 md=4.0 dev.=1.0

5.17) Shackouls Honors College Strongly
Dissatisfied

Strongly
Satisfied n=2592 av.=3.9 md=4.0 dev.=1.0

5.18) Athletic events Strongly
Dissatisfied

Strongly
Satisfied n=3923 av.=4.3 md=5.0 dev.=0.8
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5.19) Business Office (Student Account Services) Strongly
Dissatisfied

Strongly
Satisfied n=3623 av.=4.1 md=4.0 dev.=0.9

5.20) Career Center Strongly
Dissatisfied

Strongly
Satisfied n=3608 av.=4.2 md=4.0 dev.=0.8

5.21) Health Education Wellness Strongly
Dissatisfied

Strongly
Satisfied n=3297 av.=4.1 md=4.0 dev.=0.9

5.22) Writing Center Strongly
Dissatisfied

Strongly
Satisfied n=3078 av.=4.1 md=4.0 dev.=0.8

6. Quality of the Undergraduate Experience at MSU6. Quality of the Undergraduate Experience at MSU

6.1) I received quality instruction from MSU faculty. Strongly
Disagree

Strongly Agree
n=4487 av.=4.4 md=5.0 dev.=0.8

6.2) The Student Association represented my
concerns. 

Strongly
Disagree

Strongly Agree
n=4487 av.=3.8 md=4.0 dev.=1.1

6.3) I was exposed to different cultures and
backgrounds. 

Strongly
Disagree

Strongly Agree
n=4487 av.=4.3 md=4.0 dev.=0.8

6.4) The faculty and administrators at MSU
represent diverse ethnic and racial groups. 

Strongly
Disagree

Strongly Agree
n=4487 av.=4.3 md=4.0 dev.=0.8

6.5) Opportunities for volunteer or community
service work were available at MSU. 

Strongly
Disagree

Strongly Agree
n=4487 av.=4.2 md=4.0 dev.=0.9

6.6) Computer labs and technology resources met
my needs. 

Strongly
Disagree

Strongly Agree
n=4487 av.=4.2 md=4.0 dev.=0.8

6.7) I felt safe on campus. Strongly
Disagree

Strongly Agree
n=4487 av.=4.4 md=5.0 dev.=0.8

6.8) The general campus climate at MSU is
welcoming to all. 

Strongly
Disagree

Strongly Agree
n=4487 av.=4.4 md=5.0 dev.=0.8

6.9) My overall extracurricular experience at MSU
was positive. 

Strongly
Disagree

Strongly Agree
n=4487 av.=4.3 md=5.0 dev.=0.9

6.10) My overall academic experience within my
degree at MSU was positive.

Strongly
Disagree

Strongly Agree
n=4487 av.=4.3 md=5.0 dev.=0.8

6.11) If I had to do it over again, I would attend MSU. Strongly
Disagree

Strongly Agree
n=4487 av.=4.3 md=5.0 dev.=0.9

6.12) My education stressed the importance of
writing.

Strongly
Disagree

Strongly Agree
n=4487 av.=4.1 md=4.0 dev.=1.0
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Comments ReportComments Report

1. Demographics1. Demographics

Survey ID 1.2)

WWSKODEG_4 (4487 Counts)

2. Future Plans2. Future Plans

Other, please specify: 2.2)

Already work for MSU, have applied for Graduate sc

Coming back for grad school

Continuing to grow Real Estate business

Disney College Program

Either working or applying to grad school

Employment full time while working on my masters

Employment full-time paid and Graduate school

Employment, FT paid and Graduate school, FT

Entrepreneurship

Find employment related more to this degree

Freelance work

Full time employment and part-time Grad school

Full-time employment or internship

Get married and start full time employment

Get my Masters

Getting hours to apply for physical therapy school

Going back to Nursing school

Graduate Assistant, Full-time Paid

Graduate School part-time, Employment part-time

Graduate school/Professional school and internship

I already have a full time job.

I am already Full-time paid employment

I dont know yet

Internship

My answer to the last survey is my real answers

NFL

Nursing School

Paid internship then continue applying for profess

Part-time work while taking care of our child

Preparing for dental school applications

Pro Sports

Professional Athlete

Professional golf
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Pursue the NFL

Searching for Job

Self Employment

Self-Employed

Teaching english abroad.

Upward mobility in my career path.

Waiting to hear about if I get into grad school

Work and go to school for Masters

Working full time and graduate school part time

Working full-time for gap year, Med School after

Youtube

already working

cosmetology school

either fulltime employment or military service

full-time employment & grad school

gap year (3 Counts)

gap year prior to law school

gap year to study for Optometry School Exam

go into the administrator in training program

still play football

7. General comments about your experience at MSU7. General comments about your experience at MSU

Comments and Suggestions (Limit 500 characters): 7.1)

#NAME?

$50,000 for something I could have learned in trade school, and Ill never get a dime or anything back from the University. Nothing except a shiny piece of paper.

- (2 Counts)

. (3 Counts)

/

1. Fix the parking situation. There should be more parking garages and parking lots. 2. Hire more police to walk around the campus at night. 3. Add more large table quite study areas in the
library. 4. Make a building for studying. There should be a good view. There should be heating and cooling. There should be inspiring artwork. There should be large windows for natural
lighting. There should simply be a place to study... because the university the place that people study.

1. Improve aerospace dept. Davy Belk pushed out profs. and students. 2. Stop forcing professors to teach classes they hate. Randy Follett made Adv Circuits a useless class 3. Parking
lots do not have enough spaces for students, passes out-number spots by 5-to-1 and cost $180+, for a full semester 2/3 parking lots for Comm East were closed off. 4. MSU has become
more business and less college. Policies support squeezing money out of students instead of them feel welcome, and everyone notices it

10-Jul

500 characters cannot contain my hatred for Mississippi State University. The instruction was conducted by professors that were there to do research, not teach. The parking situation could
literally have an episode of Seinfeld written about it. The politics is overwhelmingly bad. I hate this place and I cannot wait to leave. I just want my diploma that I overpaid for. Good
riddance.

6.1 - MSU was a great experience. It broadens my knowledge of not only my major but also different types of cultures and groups of people. Overall a good experience.

8/10 would do again

A good community.

A great place to learn and go to school.

A lot of construction happened so much so that I did not even get to step into my major building Butler Hall while studying at MSU. Many buildings including McCain and Walker need major
updating.

A lot of the math teachers are bad. I feel like I learned nothing in DE II and partial differential equations and linear algebra.

A wonderful experience!
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Abolish Parking Services and allow for better parking.

Absolutely loved being a student here at MSU. Advising became so easy as soon as Natoya Sanders became my advisor and Vergie Bash before her. Before that it was an absolute pain
for advising when I was in the college of engineering.

Academic Advising and Parking Services are in need of a re-work.  The Bulldog Bundle seems like one last money grab added during my last year here at Mississippi State. This should be
a choice to opt in to, not automatically enrolled in with the option to opt out. Overall, I thoroughly enjoyed my time at Mississippi State and will cherish the memories and friends made here
forever.

Add more organizations on campus

Add more parking.

Add more parking. Hail State!

Advising for the Mechanical Engineering office needs serious attention. Advisors did not bring to my attention certain things that ultimately delayed my graduation a semester. Instead of
graduating permanently, i have had to take three summer classes for lack of knowledge of what my degree requires. This small advising error has cost me roughly 4000 dollars in extra
tuition in order to be done before the fall of 2022.

Advising in general at MSU is not very good, especially in the business department. I am not sure if it is because they deal with so many students, but more advisors need to be hired or
new ones need to be put in place.

Advising was subpar for me, did not seem like my advisor knew or cared much for classes I asked about. Parking has been atrocious in Fall 2022.

Advising, creating schedules, and knowing what classes are available/needed are areas needing improvement. I had to remake my first semester schedule as a freshman because they did
not include choir in my schedule. I did not know what classes I needed, nor what was available or even really how to register. I created a plan for my classes when I was a freshman, so I
had an idea for myself what I needed. I have many peers who did not do this, and struggled by relying on their advisors.

Advisors from the BSIS program are wonderful and help you get on track for your degree.  I had two different advisors before them and they did not care about my success. They did not
care about anything, but getting me to take their class. Not to mention, she can not be a professor and an advisor at the same time. I love Ms. McCain, Ms. Harris, and Ms. Sawaya. They
all cared, and took time to look/lead us in the right direction. I am so grateful for them.

Advisors should be more helpful in making or giving suggestions about schedule making. Closing the engineering road was a huge mistake. Traffic is backed up on bulldog way all the time.
I live at the social campus and it is extremely hard to get in and out of the apartment complex now.

All I can say is my overall experience here at MSU was one for the books

All of my classes were online through the Meridian branch, but I enjoyed my experience. The advising staff at MSU-Meridian were always friendly and very helpful. I enjoyed all of my
classes and each instructor that I had.

All professors need to have some educational background or training. The university needs to have a set grading scale for every class. When education students from MSU go to a school
to intern or observe, MSU should award the school a certain number of college credit hours to use for their staff to pursue a degree at MSU. Currently, MSU has no authority over the
schools that interns or students observing go to, so the schools can do whatever they desire.

Allowed too many Anti-Abortionist and evangelicals onto campus, this causes a sense of unease and fear in students. They are allowed to get too close to students without being checked
for firearms which could cause later disasters seeing as most of these individuals are radical and are willing to threaten LGBTQ+ Students with violence.

Alot of the potential experiences were unavailable because I am a fully online student.

Amazing!

An extremely fun and memorable experience that I will cherish for the rest of my life. Only thing I would change would be the quality of the cafeterias dining options degrading over my time
attending.

As I am nearing graduation, I realize I do not have enough information about how I can use my degree, endorsements, and future career plans. Out of all of my education courses, only one
professor covered information like applying for a job and benefits (health insurance, retirement, etc).

As a Biomedical Engineering student also pursuing the medical field, I spent many hours studying on campus.  I think that student ID access to certain parts of my academic building after
regular campus operational hours would have been very beneficial, even if it was only for upperclassmen.

As a commuter throughout my time at MSU, parking has become more difficult. I think that MSU has outgrown the available parking and the current parking permit system. The any valid
system is quite inefficient, especially the lots near the music buildings, as they are filled with resident vehicles. A good start may be to overhaul the commuter parking system with lots based
on building and associated majors. It is a complex issue that will require a well-thought and nuanced solution.

As a distance education student living far away, I could not participate in campus activities. This is why I selected neutral. Mississippi State has been a positive learning experience for me
and I have gained a wealth of knowledge for my future career.

As a distance learner & PSY major, a lack of research options profoundly affected my post-grad plans. I was not aware of the impact it would have until well into my degree process.
Information should be made available to distance learners regarding the impact of this type of learning environment. The lack of online courses to pursue an emphasis was disappointing. I
would have taken additional higher-level courses if available. Dr. Eakin & Chris Pilgrim were very helpful to me in course advising.

As a freshman, I did not believe MSU was the right choice for me but, I continued to attend. I can say it was the best decision of my life.

As a generality, people of a very strong and Biblical Christian faith are looked down on by the student body and their views are not tolerated. However, this is the same on most college
campuses.

As a minority, I often did not feel safe or welcome on campus. The best experiences I have had educationally have been due to a handful of professors/classes, many of which have since
left the university anyway. A lack of options in my department and for foreign languages was disappointing. It is clear that students are secondary to football games.

As a non-traditional Student, Mississippi State was always my first pick to attend and finish my engineering degree. Over the year, State has seen a sharp increase in quality of students
and has managed to keep with the growing times and cultures around us and in Starkville as a whole. State is becoming a top school and I am proud to be receiving my degree from here. I
would encourage future students to also put State on their radars and college picks and join in the future growth. Hail State!

As a student in the College of Education, I feel as though I was not aware of research opportunities to pursue. If I could go back, I would have loved to have been involved with research,
but I didnt know anything about it as a freshman, and then as I got older, it became too late to get involved with anything. It would be nice if these opportunities were presented to us early
on/readily available!

As an art student, I would love to see more concern about our buildings and the quality of our materials.  I would also appreciate a more diverse department that will be able to give a well-
rounded school experience for myself and other black students.
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As an engineering student, I feel that the engineering program at MSU focuses too much on those going into research after college than those going into industry. I do not know any hands
on knowledge, or even Microsoft office, but I do however know every theory and derivation in the book. I hope to see a change in curriculum in the future. This aside, I am glad for the
opportunities offered to me through MSU, as well as the personal development and family I have gained.

As an international student from Chile, I would recommend Mississippi State University to all my friend back at home to attend this school.

As an online distance learner, I appreciate the opportunity to further my education without the availability of a traditional classroom setting. I utilized the pathway and transferred from a
community college. My advisors Evan Hawkins and Kali Dunlap were there every step of the way. It helped create a positive connection to MSU.

As an out-of-state engineering student, Im glad I came to MSU. I feel that I got an excellent value for coming here. Scholarships were generous and out-of-state tuition is reasonable, so it
was actually cheaper for me to attend MSU than to stay in-state. I feel like I learned a great deal that I can take into the workforce. I also appreciated all the connections that MSU has with
companies hiring chemical engineers. The job search went smoothly and I was able to get the job I wanted.

As far as the department heads in the Bagley College of Engineering, they are tremendously helpful. As far as my faculty advisor, not a single email did I receive to meet with him for
advising my schedule. The advising I did receive would have never occurred if it were not for the relationships I developed with these two department heads.

As my time at MSU comes to an end, I am able to look back on my experience with a sense of pride and accomplishment. I leave excited for my future and happy with my decision to
attend Mississippi State University.

As someone who regularly commuted and walked to class, I have felt the most unsafe walking around campus due to the change in roads causing many students to be struck by vehicles.

As the first member of my immediate family to attend and complete a degree at a higher educational institution, I truly have loved my every second of my time spent as an undergraduate
student here at Mississippi State University.

At MSU, I received some of the best education that I could afford and I will appreciate it and the friends and connections I made here endlessly.

At Mississippi State University I was taught so many things that I will carry with me for the rest of my life. Coming here was the best decision I have ever made.

At Mississippi State, I felt that I had one huge family. I never felt unsafe at this campus and everyone here are extremely welcoming. There were some difficult times, but through those
times I was able to grow as a person. I am thankful for my time spent here over the last couple of years, and I will always be proud of myself for achieving my goals. All this would not have
been possible without the help of this university.

Attending MSU has been a great experience. My classes for my major were very interesting and motivated me to want to continue being the best I can be. I feel that the MSU Fashion
Design and Merchandising professors really helped to increase my knowledge in fashion and my sewing abilities.

Attending MSU has been one of my lifes biggest blessings. Not only have I received an excellent education, but I feel that MSU has provided me opportunities to grow as an individual and
be prepared for life after college. I will continue to return to MSU throughout my life and will have a lasting love for this university.

Attending MSU was one of the best decisions I ever made. I will never forget my experience here both academically and socially and feel prepared to enter the professional world.

Attending Mississippi State University has been a great experience for me. I have enjoyed being here and getting a chance to meet new people and get a good education. Even though
there were some difficult things that have kept me from moving forward, I didnt give up and was able to overcome those challenges. I appreciate everything that the MSU Family has taught
me and I hope that future students will have greater experiences when they arrive at Mississippi State.

Attending Mississippi State has been the greatest joy of my life. I truly believe it is the best university in the nation! I am so sad I have to graduate. Hail State forever!

Barnes & Noble is very frustrating to get books from, so I stopped trying Freshman year. I see the benefits of Bulldog Bundle, but for me, it was much more expensive to stay opted in. I
think if teachers were required to submit their materials, it would have been more cost-effective. Any class that is a 1-hour course should not be counted as credit hours. i\It would be helpful
to have more 30-min parking on campus. Often students just need to run in places for just a few minutes.

Beautiful campus. Fix traffic and parking.

Being a part of the International Business program required me to have two advisors for both degrees. Although I met with them both each semester, they had little to no contact with each
other. Especially closer to graduation, I had issues with classes lining up for both degrees in CAPP. I was sending them emails back and forth when I really think they could have
communicated with each other directly to help solve some issues.

Being a transfer student was hard for me. I did not attend or even know about orientation, so I had to navigate everything on my own. I made my first-semester schedule completely on my
own. I feel like Spring transfer students need more attention and help. Overall, MSU did not disappoint me and I cannot wait to be an alumnus.

Best 4 years of my life

Best 4 years of my life!!!!

Best 4 years of my life.

Best 4 years!!

Best 5 years I've ever had no issues with anything amazing place amazing people need to do something about parking on geek row for lunch without getting a ticket

Best four years of my life! (2 Counts)

Best four years of my life, through the ups and downs.

Best school ever, but advising could be better and the new bus routes could be better

Best things about MSU: Football games Band Ice cream Perry cafe  Worst things about MSU: Class scheduling Student teachers Fresh Food cafe Traffic The overused mascot - a bulldog
The MSU website

Better Parking, a diverse group of professors, more post-graduate resources, and a more inclusive environment.

Better advising tips

Better fitness facilities, better curriculum options for those who already know what they want to do and are international- first 2 years of college, classes were pointless and well below my
previous experience in high school.

Better music at Football games. I really enjoyed attending Mississippi state.

Better parking - Any Valid lots fill up far too quickly to be practical on a day-to-day basis.
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Better tutoring programs Less expensive and more available parking

Biology department needs a revamp, especially human anatomy & human physiology

Bring more PR firms to career fairs, renovate mccomas

Build a new fitness facility with novel equipment and better time accommodations.

Build another parking garage

Build fun stuff for students. I know we are adults, but we like to have fun too.

COVID means professors teaching or responding to emails for help is no longer necessary, apparently.  Barnes and Noble is unethical: Bulldog bundle (charge by default? No thanks!).
Also, I canceled an order. They never refunded me after multiple calls. My credit card company filed a chargeback. The meal plan was horrific: I lost several pounds during COVID. I never
got enough to eat. (no seconds?) Paying for the dorms during COVID was ridiculous. I could have done the first year entirely online!

Campus has expanded in student growth a lot in just the 4 years I have been here but none of the facilities have such as dining and Sanderson, campus feels very cramped compared to
my first year

Campus needs to be more accessible with those with physical disabilities. Carpenter for example needs to be updated to allow wheelchair users access to the front entrance. There also
needs to be additional restrooms to allow more than one option for disabled students/staff. This causes students to miss portions of lecture.

Candy Adams at MSU Meridian was very helpful and informative. She and Kristi Dearing were pivotal in my success at MSU Meridian.

Cant believe it has been 3.5 years already. Hail State.

Carrie Vance needs to go!

Change the roads back, why would you gate off one of the most important roads on campus

Cheaper out of state tuition, or no difference in cost.

Check on the teachers because some of them are horrible

Chemistry department is great. Although, I received not much help in future plans for job oppurtunities.

Choose professors carefully.

Chris Pilgrim did an excellent job throughout every semester while I attended MSU.  It was a pleasure to work with him. I also cannot commend these two professors enough.  They go
above and beyond!! Dr. Iva Ballard and Dr. Walton!

Closing the roadway that starts from Steak n Shake and ends at the band building was a bad idea because traffic is backed up on Blackjack Road and Bulldog Way.

College here was fun but Im glad its over.

College is highway robbery

Coming in as a Spring semester transfer was difficult.  At the time of orientation, which was two days before the semester began, there were barely any classes left and there was minimal
help with adjustment.  It just felt very unwelcoming starting off at State.  Also, the lack of scholarships for transfers with good grades was very disappointing.

Consider advanced/innovative ideas, esp those successful at other univ. Ex. micro transp infrastructure: make road/sidewalk more traversable, semester car rental, or free/low-cost
rideshare or 24/7 cab subscription for campus and city. Bus inefficient, Uber (tho 1/2 off) still expens. Food delivery (robot, student workers), nap pods, 24/7 access facilities (study/food).
Incorp student sugg/feedback in campus change and prof/courses. More prof in upper-lvl. Everything from BN are overly priced.

Could not have asked for a better college experience. I thank God every day for this school.

Could not have asked for a better experience!

Covid and having to work during my undergraduate degree really disrupted my experience in getting into extracurriculars.

Create more study rooms in library or add more study rooms in carpenter for Mechanical Engineers.

David Wallace&Ryan Green are outstanding that bring an atypical view to academia.ECE HVL is not funded enough-this type of opportunity is utilized by professionals.Kylie Crosland is
one of these three reasons I did not stop coming to school-phenomenal advisor.Had several opportunities for job&she greatly assisted me in evaluating the decision in front of me.MSU
during COVID was a total DISASTER.Individuals mentioned above made the extra efforts.They are absolute juggernauts in the ECE department

Decent college, but some departments need work.

Dining has become absolutely awful.  Towel plans at the Sanderson are stupid.  Parking was awful. Multiple times I got towed when my commuter car was in its designated spot and just
happened to be too close to a stadium during a game. It would be towed to someplace random on campus. I had to get an airtag to be able to find my car, and understandably I was late to
several important events.

Do not over sell parking passes.

Dont force surveys onto people. Youll just generate bad data.

Dont make students take classes that have nothing to do with their degrees. In example, as a building construction sciences student I shouldnt be required to have a business minor and
take business classes unless I choose to do so. It is a waste of my time and money as a student.  Fix the accounting department. Theres absolutely no reason that financial accounting
should be the most failed class at the university.

Dont oversell the parking passes for commuters, but who cares right? if anyone reads this it wont make a change because the university doesnt care about the students. The university
cares about money. Welcome to the real-world college students where capitalism rules and human decency is rewarded less and less.

Dr. B and Prof Haley Brown were the best

Dr. Cheng is a horrible professor (FSNHP Dept). There is not enough police presence at night near dorms. Parking services is stupid and made me hate my life.
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Dr. Toby Bates is a treasure to MSU Meridian Campus! My only regret is that my classes with him will be ending

Dr. Tren in the Criminology department was the worst professor Ive ever had. She made an extra effort to brainwash her students and gave me a D because I had different views than she
did. Dr. Chamberlain is also a pompous loser.

Dr. Wallace, Dr. Ball, Dr. Iqbal, and Dr. Green are some of the best professors I have had while in college. These professors are devoted to making sure each student understands the
material, and they are very passionate about what they teach.

Due to financial hardship, I was unable to complete my intended degree program, but I am very thankful to have the opportunity to put the credits I earned during my time in college towards
obtaining a degree that can be used for many different career paths and will allow me to move forward in my education.

During my four years at MSU, my academics and character have been improved. Mississippi State is home to a cohort that has provided me with the best education in the nation to pursue
my desired goals and career. I would choose MSU again if I had to do it over again.

Economics department is mostly great and Travis Wiseman should get a raise.

Either build commuter East more parking lots or dont oversell the number of parking passes because pay to $200 for a parking pass and then not having a spot to park is unacceptable.

Enjoyed my time

Enjoyed my years here! Thank you MSU!

Evan Hawkins was especially helpful during my journey to graduate, Kali was also very good, but Evan went above and beyond, breaking problems down and providing solutions.

Even though I was a distance student, I appreciate the experience that MSU was able to give me as a nontraditional student. The past few years have been a wonderful experience that
was incredibly unique and beneficial. I know that thanks to MSU, I can feel confident in my future and my career.

Every day is a good day to be a Bulldog! I have gained life time friends here at MSU.  Glad I made  MSU my school of choice.

Every since I stepped foot on campus I felt like I was at home.

Every student should be shown the CAPP form at orientation and again at their first advising session as it is the most necessary tool for a student to plan their academic future. The form
should be bold on mystate.

Every year, it seemed my program changed curriculum due to the increasing size. This made most of my classes a trial for the professors and there was always a plethora of issues ranging
from unrealistic assignment expectations to new professors who were increadibly difficult to work with, especially in my final fall semester.

Everything was good but getting on and off campus was a hassle.

Everything was great!

Everything was overall positive and would recommend to other students.

Excellent overall experience.

Expand the student counseling services. It is one of the best services provided to students.

Experience has been excellent and cannot wait to attend again for Masters Degree.

Fantastic college experience. 10/10 would recommend MSU.

Feeling welcomed at MSU truly depends on the people you meet, and that factor is completely coincidental sometimes. I, by far, enjoyed my later years here more once I got to know more
people in my classes and in my extracurriculars. It would be nice to have known more people from the start, but even those years developed me as an individual.

Felt very appreciated and valued. Awesome FLS department.

Find ways to better find or keep professors who want to teach. Some professors were clearly over burdened and would show in courses.

Firstly, Laura Dunn, of the Rula School of Civil and Environmental Engineering, is the most valuable faculty member at MSU (in my opinion), and she is also my favorite faculty member. If I
could make one request, it would be that she gets paid more. Secondly, the MSU transit service is really unreliable. I have lived in a house right off main street in downtown Starkville, and
the bus system proved to be so unreliable that it was more convenient for me to walk 30 minutes to campus.

Fix Parking Services for future students please - there's no where to park ever.

Fix parking services

Fix parking services and make parking more open.  Remove the problem of Do I be late to class or get a ticket for parking in the wrong zone because mine is full.

Fix the overlap in game day parking and commuter north parking. I have had to pay extra to go to a class after already paying $200 dollars on a parking pass.

Focus on instructing and education is lacking. Professors commonly relied on technology instead of using it as a tool to enhance the learning environment. For example, PowerPoint are
great to help organize the class, but reading straight from them provides no stimulation. Courses, excluding math, with online material often provided no value to the class and instead a lot
of busy. Online homework and tests, like McGraw Hill, are disconnected from the in person class and teachings.

Food cost is not the best, especially since the quality went down. There is not a regular source of entertainment on or near campus. For sure the best classes I have taken were Strategic
Brand Management, Internet Marketing, and Art History 2.

For education majors, I think a more structure schedule would be beneficial. Elementary Education majors have phase, which must be completed in order. In secondary education, the
classes do not have an order, so a student maybe missing necessary information for one class because he or she was not taken the class that gave the information. Observing is important
for education majors, so observing in the field is necessary, and MSU did an amazing job at giving teachers that experience.

For students in the IB and RMI program, there are certain requirements that they are either exempt from or they have extra requirements for their degree and CAPP does not reflect those.
It would be much easier to keep up with what classes we need to take if our CAPP truly reflected our degree.

For the Gulf Coast campus, it would have been beneficial for more tools to be available for student use in the labs (such as a camera to take pictures of grain structures and a metal lathe to
make different parts).
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For the love of god, please stop letting radical people sign up to protest on campus. I cannot stress enough how uncomfortable and unsafe it can make people feel. Also, even with safe
walk, many places on campus are too dark to walk alone at night. It is not safe. Visible cameras and surveillance would deter harassment and stalking which I have seen occur to peers
multiple times. It seems like nothing was done to protect us besides besides the bare minimum.

Force professors and TAs to complete a basic spoken English exam to be able to teach.

Fraternity and sorority life must be managed better and I mean the small things. It is time to take the complaints and concerns and do something about them rather than looking at it as a
bigger picture. Every student matters, individually.

From my experience the School of Architecture is a great major for anyone interested. However, my number one regret was being so isolated from campus due to the workload that I felt left
out of alot of extra curricular activities that my other friends not in the major got to experience.

From the moment I step on campus for the first time I knew MSU was going to be my home for the next 4 years. The entire atmosphere of the campus is just extraordinary and feels like
home even when your far away.

Fun and joke aside, I would never tell anyone to study engineering. Suicide shouldnt have been in my brain. I shouldnt have considered taking modern medicine to get through this
program.

Generally a great journey.

Get better advisors

Get rid of the degree application fee, and do not involuntarily sign people up for the alumni association.

Get rid of the speed bumps

Get rid of the student association and all the useless administrators.

Get some counselors. I mean I liked the teachers in my degree but a lot of those guys have multiple jobs outside of teaching. I think the students need someone to look out for them full
time. Other than that I had a great experience. I think that online school will be taking major strides in the next couple of years. I hope this will reflect a good look on my resume later.

Give The Building Construction Science Department nicer facilities

Glad its over, but its bittersweet.

Go Dawgs

Go Dawgs!

Go dawgs.

God bless America and God bless the bulldogs

Good

Good environment and welcoming to all.  An enjoyable experience at MSU.

Good experience.

Good school

Good time

Great

Great School

Great University just continue to improve in every aspect

Great University! I did a study abroad at Oxford University, which is supposedly the best in the world. And Miss State was WAY better!!! Hail State!   And go to Hell Ole Miss.

Great emphasis on the Bulldog family and pushing us to achieve our academic goals.

Great experience over my time at MSU and learned a lot of new skills.

Great experience overall.

Great experience with Kalie Dunlop

Great experience!

Great overall, only complaint is overselling on parking!

Great place, will continue to visit and attend sporting events.

Great school.

Great school. It has been a key part in my personal development. I would do it all over again countless times.

Great time. Covid made the middle interesting but still great.

Great university! Parking services exacerbated my experience.

Great university.
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Greek involvement should be more affordable, and the parking system should be reevaluated.

Growing up in Hattiesburg, Mississippi I was always a fan of USM.  I took one trip to MSU for a football game and knew I would love it here.  The people on campus are always willing to
help or talk.  I felt welcomed from the first time I stepped on campus here at MSU, and that is all I could ask for as a student.

Growing up in an Ole Miss family and telling them I was coming to MSU was hard for me and heartbreaking for them. After my first couple of weeks here, I, along with my family, changed
our minds completely. I have flourished here at MSU. I have made lifelong friends and will always be a Bulldog at heart. I am so sad to be leaving MSU this May but will come back as much
as I can! I cannot say enough about how great the atmosphere and people at MSU are!

HAIL DEAR OLE STATE

HAIL STATE (2 Counts)

Had a good time at MSU!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Had a great experience at MSU

Had a new advisor every semester focusing on classes relating to a potential career path was challenging. I felt isolated most of my time at state. Seeing everyone happy fueled my drive to
connect with others which goes poorly. This made it hard to focus on school work and instead was down, beating myself up, and was doing things that I would not normally do to feel
connected. Last semester felt depressing watching others having friends in class which made me felt more isolated and dead inside.

Had issues with the Bulldog Bundle $300 deal. Did not like that you were opted in automatically.

Hail State (3 Counts)

Hail State Forever

Hail State Forever! This was the absolute best decision Ive ever made in attending this University. I have been in interviews, on professional panels, and in magazines representing my
soon to be Alma mater. Id be open to any future opportunities that MSU may look for within their Alumni base.

Hail State forever!

Hail State please give me my degree

Hail State! (6 Counts)

Hail State!!

Hail State!!!

Hail state forever.

HailState

Hailstate

Hailstate!

Hailstate!!!!!!!

Has been a great four years of my life so far.

Have more customization to tailor majors to useful skills and reevaluate what classes are absolutely required. I just have had to take a lot of useless classes or classes that need some
serious fixing if they are going to be useful.  Open back up the Templeton to non-athletes.  Fix the roads. I am embarrassed by how bad the roads on campus are.

Have more than one advisor for the IB program. I was originally in IB and due to confusions on what I needed to graduate I changed majors so that I would not be in college for more than
five years. It may be fine for students who come straight to MSU after high school but as a transfer student the requirements of the IB program were not explained well and there was
contradictory information on the website, once it was finally found cause it was hard to find.

Have sufficient parking for students. It would be nice to see where student tuition is going to improve their respected college.

Health Center would not let me get my prescription so I had to go home every month. I would not reattend MSU ONLY because there is not many fun things to do in Starkville other than go
to parties and go to the games. Other than that I loved the school itself.

Help advisors to make sure they are setting up a game plan for graduation with students so students are on right track. Some advisors get tied into the right now help (which is greatly
appreciated) but we also must look at full picture to make sure us as a student are meeting all qualifications and setting realistic goals

Help the Finance department become a more known department.

Heres the thing, I have loved my time at Mississippi State. This is the best University around. However, I just ask the University to keep pushing forward to make MSU as great as it can be.
Thank you MSU for everything.

Hire better teachers to teach complex subjects & fix parking. At least half of my education past core classes was self-taught.

Honestly my advising was bad and is the only reason I am filling out a second degree survey. If I had been advised properly I would have finished school on time in May. The rest of my
experience was overall positive aside from covid. The only reason I wouldnt attend MSU if I did it again would be because I would want to be closer to home in RI.

Honestly, I enjoyed my time at MSU as a online student. Wouldve liked to be able to go there in person and I wouldve had it not been for covid 19. Overall, I thought it was really cool
experience.

Honestly, my one complaint is how suboptimal the Sanderson north parking lot is. The any valid lot is always full, but the north parking lot is always at 20% capacity. Perhaps in the future
these lots could be re-evaluated to make more welcoming access to the Sanderson.

Hope to be back for my Masters

I DO NOT CARE ABOUT THE DIVERSITY OF FACULTY!!! I only care about how well they teach and the information and leadership they provide. Please stop pushing the importance of
diversity of ethnic and racial groups for the learning space.
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I LOVE MSU THIS HAS BEEN THE GREATEST EXPERIENCE IN MY LIFE I WILL REMEMBER IT FOREVER!!!!

I LOVED my time at MSU. I learned so many things beyond academics from my professors and other professionals at MSU. Mississippi State really is a family and I am so grateful for my
time here.

I absolutely had the worst academic advisor ever!

I absolutely have loved my time at MSU. I would recommend MSU to anyone who is asking about a place to go to school. MSU is such a family oriented school.

I absolutely love Mississippi State University and Starkville. I do not want to leave after graduation.

I absolutely loved it here!!

I absolutely loved my experience and time at MSU. Once a bulldog, always a bulldog!

I absolutely loved my experience at MSU. I would recommend attending MSU to any person who asked. It felt like a family.

I absolutely loved my time here. Starkville truly became a second home to me during my time here and i made friends and memories that will last me a lifetime. Classes were very
informative, I felt supported the whole way by Dr Travis Wiseman, my International Business Advisor.

I all in all had a good experience at mississippi state. the only couple things that can change to help future students is of course the commuter parking. It makes it very difficult to find a
parking spot during mid day classes. an the other thing would have the majors really express what will be covered during getting that degree. To prevent students from changing majors so
much resulting in pushing their graduation back.

I also think a much closer investigation into professors and theyre goals before hiring them needs to be done. It is my experience that a lot of them love the university however, if MSU
wants to become a top university in any field we need to start bringing on educators who not only care for their students but, who have had real life experience in their fields and have a
desire to actually grow the university.

I always knew growing up I wanted to go to MSU, but I never imagined my experience to be what it was. These have been two of the best years of my life. The freedom and welcoming
nature I felt here has helped shape me into an adult who is ready to go into the world and thrive.

I am a female in a male driven major. I expect some opposition. However, I should never be treated as incompetent as some professors have done. Advising of almost all kinds has been a
complete nightmare here. I had to change my curriculum three times, went through 3 or 4 different academic advisors (two of whom seemed to have no idea what they were doing there),
and lead to more breakdowns than it ever should have. Secondly, the career center only pointed me to careers website. Noting else.

I am an ambassador for the department of CSE prior to graduation in May, and if I had to say a few things about the department and the program I would say the classes need to be a little
easier to understand, the faculty of the department need to be more open to student suggestions, and more group based work needs to be added into courses because working alone is
fine until it isnt.

I am glad to be done.

I am glad to have gone to my dream school. It was not easy going into to engineering as an out-of-state student. I had an amazing time here for four years and I would recommend this
University to anyone.

I am grateful for the opportunities Mississippi State University has offered me.

I am happy to be graduating and looking forward to things to come.

I am most grateful for the community and environment that MSU has offered me. Greek life was my greatest blessing during my time here and I know I wouldnt have met so many amazing
people and got as involved as I did on campus without my involvement in greek life.

I am overall satisfied with my education and I am grateful for my time at MSU. I have learned a lot both inside and outside of the classroom and I would attend MSU again if I had to choose.

I am pleased with my time at MSU.

I am proud of my education here at MSU. If I were to improve some things, I would start with the language barrier between professors and students, and I would hire professors that were
just as passionate about teaching as they were about research. Other than that, I was able to improve my critical thinking abilities and expand my knowledge greatly in the field of electrical
and computer engineering.

I am proud that I chose to be a student at Mississippi State University! I learned a lot and enjoyed my time here as a student.

I am satisfied with my experience at MSU. The career fair got me an internship and a full-time offer. The job will pay very well. I enjoyed my time on and off campus. The software engineer
experience went pretty well, no major complaints.

I am so grateful for Mr. Ben Pace, and my teachers who helped me through this process. It was a tough journey, but I was encouraged and pushed to be the best I can be.

I am so grateful for all the experiences and opportunities provided by MSU Meridian.

I am so sad to leave because MSU gave me the best experiences, friends, and opportunities.

I am so thankful for Mississippi State University and everything that it has given me. I have made lifelong friends, gained mentors, and obtained a quality education.

I am so thankful that I chose MSU. Everyone was always so kind and welcoming. Most faculty would do whatever they could to ensure your success and growth. I have been blessed to be
a MSU Bulldog! HAIL STATE forever!

I am so thankful that MSU offers online degrees for students who work and have demands that need to be met off campus.

I am so thankful to MSU for offering an online option to obtain my degree. It was a wonderful experience and I hope to continue that in a Graduate program here at MSU.

I am so thankful to have attended MSU. Graduating is an exciting feeling, but I sure am going to miss this place and everything it stands for. Hail State forever!

I am thankful I was given the opportunity to work full time while also getting my degree in the Educational field through the PANTA program. Although it was hard at times, I am thankful I
went this route. I dont think I would feel as confident or knowledgable as I do had I done the traditional route. The classroom experience is what has made me feel this way, and I am
fortunate for being able to participate in the PANTA program to acquire my degree.

I am the product here, not the consumer.  The real learning and meaningful experiences I had here came from working in research and working alongside other undergrads, grad students,
and faculty who were often being underpaid, underfunded, and overworked while tuition went up and athletics programs were showered in money every year.
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I am truly blessed to have gotten to attend Mississippi State! I can't say enough positive things about this special place! Hail State!!!!!

I am very thankful to be able to attend this University. My only concern is will club sports. I am apart of the Mississippi State Bass Fishing Team. I feel that our team has brought recognition
to the school. We travel to many different lakes in the US and while representing this University. I believe the fishing team should receive some funding from Mississippi State which would
give us the ability to send more teams to these collegiate bass fishing tournaments to represent this University.

I appreciate the effort that went into making sure all of my needs were met. If a problem ever occurred within my department, I knew there was someone I was able to talk to about the
problem.

I appreciated how well the online courses were put together.

I attended MSU for 5 years, both in campus and online and BOTH were equally wonderful experiences. I recommend MSU to many high school students in my area and several are now
attending. I truly feel like I have a better education that those that come from competing schools in the area.

I attended MSU on the Jackson County Campus.

I believe a Matlab course should be made for ASE students. I often had to use matlab for assignments but never received formal teaching of how to use it. Instead, I had to take Computer
Programming : C which I never used outside of that class. I think a Matlab course would greatly benefit ASE students much more than C.

I believe that MSU is a wonderful university with many different opportunities and gave me an amazing skill set to utilize in my future.

I believe that the biggest flaw MSU has is that it is located in Starkville.  I have heard too many times of my friends having to travel out of town to surrounding college towns in search of an
entertaining college town.  I, Personally, travel to Tuscaloosa every chance that I get to have fun.  I know that MSU has great influence in the city so I would suggest that the university
cooperate with the city to bring life to this town by using the students they are given to their advantage.

I believe the teaching was decent at best. This is a problem I believe is not hard to fix. I wish the school focused more on school things and i shouldnt pay for things that are not school
things. The survey proves the school has shown way less interest in school things cause only 50% is about the education i received

I believe within the college of forest resources that faculty should focus on students learning more real-world experiences or situations instead of worrying more about research and in-class
assignments. Coming from a 2-year community college where more hands-on experience and fieldwork were done rather than in-class assignments helped me learn more and benefited
me better in the long run.

I came to MSU after attended Northwest Mississippi Community College, and I have loved every minute of my time here. I have benefitted so much from my extra-curricular activities and
courses.

I came to Mississippi State in 2019 believing I would have two or three years left of college, and then Id get a job. Then, I got here, joined the choir, the Famous Maroon Band (then became
drum major), and changed my major to Music Education. Now, four years later, I am forever changed for the better. My time with State Sings and the Famous Maroon Band gifted me with
lifelong friends and experiences that I will never forget. I am very appreciative of my time here and the memories that I made.

I came to State from the North and was overwhelming welcomed by the people in Starkville, on campus and the organizations as well.

I can not say enough great things about Mississippi State. I grew up dreaming to one day graduate from this school. It has taught me many life lessons that goes way further than an
academic classroom. I have traveled the world and never have I been apart of a place where all walks of life thrive and mold together as one great atmosphere. I believe Mississippi State
is a historical university that leads strong in the SEC. I will forever be grateful for being apart of this place, Hail State.

I can truly say MSU was the right decision for me. Throughout these four years, I have been presented with many academic & career opportunities. Professors, advisors, and staff members
have graciously offered their support in many ways. The campus culture influenced my involvement among organizations, and the local community. Lastly, the friends I made and the
acquaintances I met have provided their, love, strength, and unique mindsets to make my experience at MSU the best.

I changed majors a lot at MSU and loved all of them. The people I have met here have changed my life.  My biggest complaint is the chemistry and physics department.

I completely loved my experience at MSU. Hailstate!

I couldnt be more thankful for my two years here. As a transfer student, it sometimes can be more difficult especially during COVID. However, I have nothing but good things to say about
my time here. It has truly been a blessing.

I couldnt have asked for more out of my college experience. MSU made me into a person I genuinely like.

I did not appreciate being on campus, and in Starkville as much as I should have.  I am doing online education to finish up back in my home town, and it has made me miss the times that I
was in Starkville with my friends.

I did not initially want to come to MSU; however, I am glad I did. This was the best college experience I feel that I could possibly have had.

I did not know how to rate my academic advising expirence. Ms. Laura Dunn is ABSOLUTELY phenomenal, however I felt like the advisor I had before my Senior year did not really care
about my academic career and wanted me out of their office as soon as possible.

I did not truly love Mississippi State until my last major change. The faculty in my department helped me to keep going. I think there are some flaws in the Secondary Education department
that should be address because I know I am not the only one that left it. Other than that, I have enjoyed my time here and I am excited to come back for grad school in the fall.

I did not want to go to college.The week of my high school graduation I saw the acceptance letter in a big stack of mail I had set aside and forgot about while I figured out my life. I decided
to go through with orientation and decide over the summer whether I thought it would be a good fit for me. It was the best choice I could have made. I have loved my overall experience at
MSU and have recommended it to anyone I could, as often as possible. I cannot wait to join the ranks of an alumni.

I do not have any comments or suggestions

I do not have any comments or suggestions.

I don't have any suggestions really. I had a great four years, and I feel prepared to start my career after graduation. That's all I could have really asked for out of any university.

I dont have any comments.

I dont have much so say or add.

I dont think Student Association really represents the students bodys opinion, they just try to change the student bodys opinion.  I interned for Hail State Productions and felt very taken
advantage of. Worked long hours into the night or early morning on school nights with little to no compensation. We were promised things by the assistant athletic director, but then she quit
and no one ever followed through.

I enjoyed MSU while attending.
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I enjoyed MSU, however i think some of the required classes like Animal Science shouldnt be required for all Ag students because the class is very difficult depending on the teacher and A
LOT of students have struggled and will never use that class again in their life.  For example I work in row crops and came to MSU to learn more about Row crops and there was NO
required row crop class but a animal science class was. I just disagree with that and disliked the class and teacher

I enjoyed almost everything at MSU. I had a great time and it is a beautiful campus.

I enjoyed it.

I enjoyed my experience thuroughly! It is a bitter-sweet feeling to graduate.

I enjoyed my overall experience at MSState.

I enjoyed my time and the people around me were very nice. Made a lot of friends and got to visit a beautiful campus.

I enjoyed my time at MSU and I am grateful for the experiences and challenges that MSU has to offer.

I enjoyed my time at MSU and the people I was around.

I enjoyed my time at MSU and would definitely recommend other upcoming students to study at MSU. The people at MSU are very welcoming and make you feel that you are at home with
them. I loved my time at MSU along with the new friends I made at MSU.

I enjoyed my time at MSU, if I had to make a suggestion it would be to incorporate more opportunity to work for the university itself.

I enjoyed my time at MSU, learned a lot of knew skills.

I enjoyed my time at MSU. (2 Counts)

I enjoyed my time at MSU.  I wish I had come here right out of high school.  I am grateful to be a bulldog!!

I enjoyed my time at MSU. The BCOE has some very talented young professors and Im proud to have been able to attend the university. Hail State!

I enjoyed my time at Mississippi State University and appreciate all of the people/staff who helped me along the way.

I enjoyed my time at Mississippi State University and feel as though the education program has prepared me to be the best teacher I can be.

I enjoyed my time at Mississippi State University.

I enjoyed my time at Mississippi State University.  It challenged me and I feel as if Ive been given a valuable education.

I enjoyed my time at Mississippi State and am thankful for all of my experiences.

I enjoyed my time at Mississippi State and made amazing friends.

I enjoyed my time at Mississippi State. I started off on the wrong foot with my advisor mixing up my transcript. After a few weeks of makeup work and great help from my professors, I was
able to get back on track. I can't think of any other place I would have liked to get my degree.

I enjoyed my time at Mississippi State. I was more than satisfied with all the experiences I endured at MSU.

I enjoyed my time at Mississippi State. My answer for attending Mississippi State again is Neutral, not because I feel bad about MSU, but I just figured might as well experience another
campus if I have the opportunity. I wish picked my major at the very beginning so I would have more time to do different things, but I am glad that found that I liked electrical engineering.

I enjoyed my time at State and felt welcomed from day one. There are many helpful tutoring resources such as the Learning Center, SI sessions, professors office hours that really got
threw my earlier college courses. I am going to miss this chapter of my life, but I feel equipped to go out into the workforce.

I enjoyed my time at the Mississippi Gulf Coast campus while taking all of my classes there. The professors at the Gautier campus are also very good.

I enjoyed my time here at MSU. My advisors were extremely helpful and worked hard for me while I figured out which path was right for me and my future. I would definitely pick MSU
again.

I enjoyed my time here at Mississippi state and especially the faculty in the psychology department

I enjoyed my time here, but I am excited to start a new chapter.

I enjoyed my time here. (3 Counts)

I enjoyed my time. It is a nice, peaceful city that was good for me.

I enjoyed my undergraduate studies at Mississippi State. Mississippi State set the foundation for a lifelong career in Civil Engineering.

I enjoyed the classes and professors. I would recommend this institution for future students.

I enjoyed the experience. The supply chain teachers like Frank Adams, Christopher Boone, etc. were very good teachers but even better in getting us ready for the real world.

I enjoyed the time I got to spend at MSU, and I am ready to begin the next chapter of my life. Thank you to MSU for the experience.

I feel as if I am fully prepared for my internship and graduate school. My educational experience has been nothing short of outstanding.

I feel like some of the curriculum might need a little fixing. I mainly wish the CAPP told you prerequisites you needed for certain classes that werent necessarily needed for your major
because I know people who said they didnt realize they needed to take something before a required class almost at the last minute and it caused a lot of stress when having to work with or
around it.

I feel strongly that my teachers cared about my success

I feel that I earned a quality education here at Mississippi State that will benefit me in the future.
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I feel that I received a more than adequate education at MSU and would choose the university again if I had the chance.

I feel that MSU helped prepare me for a career in in my field, and I feel I am in a better position to achieve career goals because of my experience at MSU

I feel that academic papers are not pushed enough outside of literature classes. I have written maybe half a dozen papers over the course of four years, primarily in philosophy and
literature classes. It might be beneficial to stress the importance of writing skills in STEM fields as well.

I feel that my undergraduate education through the College of Forest Resources along with the other departments involved in my pre-veterinary medicine path of study prepared me very
well for Veterinary School.

I feel the faculty of my program went above and beyond to assist me with my needs during the pandemic, during regular classes and assisting me in job placement.  Because of their
willingness to work with complete my final semester online and complete degree, I was able to accept my DREAM job early.  A truly once in a lifetime opportunity for a fresh college
graduate.  I owe it all to the preparation and concern of my professors!  Thank you to them and thank you to MSU!!

I felt like I got many opportunities at MSU.  I have liked my professors at MSU and they mostly have been welcoming and nice.  I have learned to work and think independently, more so
than any time in my life.

I felt like my advisors could only help explain the flow chart and what it says to take next. I felt that she did not know enough about student experiences in the classes and with the
professors. You can tell which teachers want to teach and which ones came to do research. The teachers that are teaching just because they want to do research were majorly awful
teachers with low grades in classes or curved a lot.

I felt right at home at State from the very beginning. I am glad I got that opportunity to attend here!

I finished my last class (Methods & Tools in S W Dev (CSE-2213-001)) during the winter session.

I firmly stand behind my decision to attend MSU and believe that it has been rewarding. I have received a quality education that is practically invaluable and will likely contribute to my future
success. However, I would have loved to gain more knowledge about general career development and work-life balance. I wholeheartedly believe that MSU is one of the best universities
and will continue to have pride in my education for years to come.

I found my academic advising sessions helpful for my degree program, but I wish that we could have had better conversations about my future plans for post-grad programs. A suggestion
about ensuring different programs pre-requisite courses were met with my personal curriculum could have opened the door for me at a few more programs, as I may have been able to take
some of their required courses ahead of my last two semesters.

I fully enjoyed my time at MSU and have no complaints other than parking.

I genuinely enjoyed my time here at Mississippi State.

I genuinely love MSU. It's a place I could call home and I enjoyed my experience.

I greatly appreciated my time here at MSU. It was a fun, learning experience and became a place that I can call home. I would definitely recommend this intuition to future college students.

I greatly appreciated the services Mississippi State University had to offer. From the different facilities on campus, the amazing professors, and welcoming environment, I always felt at
home. I would recommend this institution to anyone that desires a great education as well as an amazing college experience, and am proud to call myself a bulldog!

I greatly enjoyed my overall time at state and especially the petroleum curriculum and look forward to potentially continuing my education even further at MSU

I greatly enjoyed my time at Mississippi State and would highly recommend the Agricultural Economics Department to anyone.

I grew up a State fan. It was always a dream coming to Mississippi State. I loved all the athletic events that I went to as a student. I met people that I will be lifelong friends with.

I had a bad experience with the police. I suggest that they understand that they are suppose to not only protect but SERVE as well. I had an emergency and needed to get to the coliseum
quickly. I was walking from Rice Hall and stopped an officer and asked for a ride to my car. His response was We only give people rides to jail I wasnt sure how to take that. My fianc?? was
having an emergency C-Section in Jackson. My son came 3 months early, 6 pounds 12 ounces.

I had a fantastic experience overall and I will immensely miss it. My professors, classes, activities, and events were great as well. Thank you for everything!

I had a good experience at MSU but I do not feel as if my emphasis classes prepared me for graduate school. I would have attended somewhere else if I could do it all over again in hopes
to get a better understanding of counseling strategies since that is the career I am pursuing. I did feel as if I learned important writing skills and my classes were interesting.

I had a good experience.

I had a good time at Ms State but I attended during covid so I did not get many opportunities to experience the campus lifestyle.

I had a great experience at MSU Meridian.

I had a great experience at MSU. My one concern is that I felt I was not advised properly until I changed my major to interdisciplinary studies. That department helped me more to finish my
degree faster than the other 5 years I was at MSU.

I had a great experience at Mississippi State University. I had great professors and great help with advising.

I had a great experience at Mississippi State that allowed me to make new friends that will last a lifetime. There were times that were difficult that I had trouble getting in touch with my
advisor, but it all worked out in the end.

I had a great experience at Mississippi State. I was in the Famous Maroon Band and this was my favorite part of college. I did like living in a dorm freshmen year. It was very useful and
nice. I made a lot of my friendships at MSU. I am a triplet and all three of us went to MSU. It was such a cool experience all three of us going there.

I had a great experience at Mississippi state!

I had a great experience attending Mississippi State University. I feel that I have learned so much during my time as a student and I could not imagine a better place to go to college.

I had a great experience.

I had a great experience. Everyone kept telling me not to go hear because the work was too hard, but I can honestly say that my professors helped a lot.

I had a great five years at MSU

I had a great time
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I had a great time at MSU.

I had a great time being here at MSU, and learned  many different things I can take with me in the future.

I had a great time here at MSU. The campus felt like home, and most professors were willing to help me. The Shuttle Service was beneficial to getting me across campus when I was
injured. The front desk ladies at the health center are so sweet. Dining Services was great in accommodating my food allergy. They have improved throughout my four years. My advising
wasnt the greatest (Distance Learning Professor - great person though). I ended up discussing classes with one of my professors instead.

I had a great time learned a lot.

I had a great time. Thank you.

I had a lot of adjusting to do when I first got to MSU. Now, as a graduating senior, I am not ready for my time here to be up.

I had a mixed experience during my two years at Mississippi State University, but it taught me a lot about myself and what I want to achieve. I plan to take what Ive learned and make a
change for the better in my future endeavors.

I had a positive experience - that said the survey is a bit confusing for me - many of the questions did not apply to my situation. The people I reached out to for help, were very helpful and
respectful.

I had a pretty great time at school here. Feels like I have been in college for 20 years so I am glad to leave. Going to school during the pandemic was a serious challenge though.

I had a very good experience at Mississippi State University. I met a lot of good friends who will last a lifetime. The sporting events were great and had a great atmosphere. If I were to do it
over, I would attend Mississippi State University again.

I had a very good experience with Mississippi State and the personnel affiliated with the institution.

I had a very positive experience as a student at Mississippi State. I would choose MSU all over again if I could, and I would recommend attending this university to all. The community is
welcoming and friendly. Truly a home away from home.

I had a wonderful experience and o suggestions.

I had a wonderful experience at MSU.

I had a wonderful time at MSU. I learned a lot and MSU will always be important to me. The only negative thing I have to say about MSU is the parking situation. I have been very
disappointed and displeased with the lack of parking.

I had a wonderful time at Mississippi State, and if I could do it all over again, Id still chose to be a bulldog.

I had an amazing time at MSU-Meridian. I believe my favorite part, as in class wise, was the marketing internship. I loved the real world knowledge, experience I learned during this class. I
plan going to work after I graduate while still pursuing my masters back at MSU. I had much help with advising for career paths along with extra help to allow me succeed in any academics
I tried to tackle.

I had an amazing time at Mississippi State University and it was an experience I will cherish forever.

I had an enjoyable experience at Mississippi State University.

I had an extremely positive experience here at MSU.

I had an overall good experience at MSU.

I had an overall good experience at Mississippi State. My only comment would be to have more help with plans after graduation from my advisor/ real world examples of how to apply my
degree.

I had excellent faculty and advisors at MSU. I do not think I would have been able to get a better education anywhere else.

I had lots of fun and learned many things. Thanks for all the lessons you all as a faculty have taught me.

I had mostly good and ony a few bad experiences here but overall I cannot thank my professors like Dr. Outlaw and Dr. Brookes enough for all they do. I hope Trio continues to fix the
issues it has had for the past few semesters.

I had my fill of ups and downs. If I had to do it again, I would have it no other way. Because of MSU, I am the man I am today. Friends became family. Hard times became good times. I
have grown from a child to an adult and I have Mississippi State to thank for that.

I had some good and bad experiences here but overall I cannot thank my professors like Dr. Wells and Dr. Adhikari enough for all they do. I hope Trio continues to fix the issues it has had
for the past few semesters.

I had the Best advisor (Ben Pace) made coming back to school easy for me during this process.

I hate the bulldog bundle and was missed the deadline to drop it this last semester and have to pay 300 dollars for two books that I do not need. I think that service could be great for
someone who needs it but myself, as well as others I am sure, did not ask for that charge and it has made paying for my last semester all the more difficult.

I have absolutely enjoyed my time here at Mississippi State University being a student and just being on the campus in general. Thank you so much for a great two years! HAIL STATE

I have absolutely loved my experience at MSU! My questions and concerns have always been resolved! I love being a DAWG!! One of the best experiences I have ever had!! #hailstate

I have absolutely loved my time at MSU and am sad that it is coming to an end. The Communication Department has been the most excellent group to be a part of, and I am also so
thankful for every Student Affairs professional who has made my on-campus involvement experience so full of life!

I have attended Mississippi State University at one of the most transitional periods for both the University and my major. I only attended classes in Butler Hall during my first and last
semesters due to building renovations and the COVID-19 pandemic. Due to the pandemic, my social life on campus was greatly hindered, but my academic work continued running
smoothly.

I have been a lifelong bulldog. This was my dream school, and I feel that it exceeded my expectations of being a student here. I love this place!

I have definitely been well prepared for writing. My majors and professors have allowed for lots of writing in my class, which has even made me enjoy it more. I hope to even do something
where I am able to utilize my writing skills.
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I have definitely enjoyed my time here at MSU. I have met a lot of people and gained many lifelong friendships. I am grateful for the encounters with my peers and professors. I know that
the knowledge I have gained over these four years will help me further my education and in life.

I have enjoyed  my time at MSU. Although, there is a serious disconnect in terms of faculty advising students. I had an awful experience and was not set up for success.

I have enjoyed MSU but the parking is ridiculous. There should be more parking.

I have enjoyed every aspect of attending MSU. When I attended Academic Insight and Orientation, I knew that MSU would be my home away from home.

I have enjoyed my 2 1/2 years here at Mississippi State. I if I had to do it over again I would for sure attend MSU! Everyone is very welcoming and like family. All my professors are always
willing to help.

I have enjoyed my experience at MSU, and plan to finish my educational needs through MSU.  The advisors, professors, and staff have gone above and beyond to help me with my classes
and to make my experience at MSU one I will never forget.

I have enjoyed my time as a Mississippi State Bulldog!

I have enjoyed my time at MSU and am thankful to many of my professors, my advisor, and other professionals for investing in my higher education.

I have enjoyed my time at MSU and campus has felt like my home over the past 4 years. I have learned valuable things at MSU and look forward to applying those in the future.

I have enjoyed my time at MSU and will reflect on the memories made here. I will say I believe that more opportunities should be made for Business majors as far as co-ops/internships/job
offers go. I also believe that the departments (i.e. the BQA/Marketing Department, McCool Dean's office, etc) should make themselves more well known and present what resources they
can offer to the students. The department should be more than just a building we pass through to attend classes.

I have enjoyed my time at MSU, and I hope to possibly attend graduate school at MSU.

I have enjoyed my time at MSU, which was spent online. My only complaint would be, on the rare occasion I had to visit MSU campus to handle business, it was incredibly difficult to find
parking where I would not get towed or ticketed. I was told I did not need to purchase a parking pass because I didnt live nor attend classes on campus. In addition, it was hard for anyone
to tell me where I could legally park.

I have enjoyed my time at MSU. (2 Counts)

I have enjoyed my time at MSU. I have improved in areas like writing and communication. I have no suggestions at this time.

I have enjoyed my time at Mississippi State University and I feel prepared to take on the real world and future employment or education opportunities.

I have enjoyed my time at Mississippi State University, I just wish the Kinesiology Department had more resources.

I have enjoyed my time at Mississippi State.

I have enjoyed my time at State. The thing that just really sucked was the parking and buses. The campus really needs more parking especially for Any Valid Permits. The buses need to
update their app to where it shows the drivers how many people are at the stop and when drivers go on their break. It would also be more helpful to have more Mississippi based employers
to come rather than other states.

I have enjoyed my time here at MSU! #HAILSTATEFOREVER

I have enjoyed my time here at MSU. I have learned a lot of life lessons during my under-graduate career. These lessons along with the friends I have made will follow me for a long time.

I have enjoyed my time here at MSU. I would recommend this university to anyone. My teachers went above and beyond to help me and all of my classmates personally.

I have enjoyed my two years at MSU. I can not believe it has went by so fast. I am very thankful for my bulldog family.

I have enjoyed my years at MSU Meridian, and I have much appreciation for my Academic Advisor, Candy Adams. She has ensured that I was prepared for each semester.

I have enjoyed the last five years at MSU. The different experiences have been influential to facilitating my development into professionalism.

I have enjoyed the opportunities given to me through my fraternity and my degree program. My favorite parts of the school are the traditions and the famous maroon band. My least favorite
parts are the parking issues (both in the lack of space and in the enforcement of the lots), the constant offputting politically correct language used in university prints, and the lack of care for
students in the counseling services. The dining plans are also not competitive with the off-campus selection.

I have genuinely enjoyed furthering my education at MSU-Meridian. It allowed me to receive a degree doing what I love while also being close to home. The professors were always helpful
when I had concerns and did what they could to help me succeed in each class as well as my future career as an educator myself.

I have genuinely loved my time here at Mississippi State. It has given me every opportunity that I could imagine to develop academically, relationally, and spiritually. I am sad that my time
here is up, but I am beyond proud that I chose to be educated here and will be a proud alumni in the future!

I have greatly enjoyed my time at Mississippi State. I do believe that faculty advisors should be done away with. There should be job positions that solely focus on advising under the main
college advisor.

I have had a great college and learning experience throughout my time and education at Mississippi State University.

I have had a great experience attending MSU online working towards my Bachelors degree.

I have had a great experience here at MSU!  I learned so much that I will carry with me for the rest of my life.  I would not have changed a thing about my experience here.

I have had a great time attending MSU in Starkville and Meridian. My college experience could not have been any better.

I have had an amazing time here at State and will recommend it to others.

I have had an incredible experience at Mississippi State!

I have had an overall good experience here at MSU, though some improvements could include acquiring professors who are willing to teach instead of us having to teach ourselves the
material.

I have had great advisors, teachers, and overall have enjoyed my time so far at Mississippi State University
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I have learned a tremendous amount of information regarding my field of study at MSU. I am positive that the material that I have learned in the classes I have taken will follow me and help
me in my future.

I have love and appreciated every minute I have spent here at MSU. I thank everyone for what they have done for me and allowing me to grow as a student and as a person.

I have love my time at MSU and look forward to continuing my education at this amazing university this fall!  My only complaint is with my advisor for not being available or helpful most of
the time. The rest of the BCH faculty more than made up for this and have been amazing!

I have loved and hated every moment of wrapping it in maroon and white and If i could start over, I would 100% do it again! Hail State ;))

I have loved every minute of my time here at MSU and I am forever grateful and indebted to this school and its people.

I have loved every moment I have had here at MSU and I cannot wait to be back to pursue my MBA.

I have loved every second I have been at MSU!

I have loved every second of my time at MSU.

I have loved my experience at MSU, and I have received a respectable liberal arts education. An Excel class should be required for Finance students, & it would be academically &
professionally beneficial. There were several times I felt that professors & grad students cared less for their students than they did for research. It would be beneficial if professors made
contacts in various sectors within their fields of study. A few professors had a large number of contacts, & many had none.

I have loved my four years at Mississippi State University, my only complaint is that the time has gone by too fast.

I have loved my time at MSU and will treasure it always. I love the community and size of the student body.

I have loved my time at MSU!

I have loved my time at MSU. I would not be the same person today without my four years here.

I have loved my time here, and I will sincerely miss MSU.

I have made connections at MSU that I will have for the rest of my life. I enjoyed my time at MSU, and I am glad I decided to join the Bulldog family.

I have no comments or suggestions. My overall experience at Mississippi State University was everything I hoped it would be.

I have no further comments.

I have no other suggestions, I will be sad to leave MSU.

I have none

I have not enjoyed my student internship experience.  CMT was great.  I feel that there is a better way for the university to grade us than through only 4 observations in a semester and
having multiple assignments that have little to nothing to do with your ability to teach a class. I feel that someone who observes us 4 times a grade carries more weight than our CMT who
watches us teach and grow as educators.

I have nothing to add.

I have obtained academic, professional, and emotional knowledge throughout my undergraduate education at MSU. This university has truly served as my home away from home.

I have really enjoyed my time at MSU and I feel that I have grown in many ways. I have grown and advanced my academic skills, leadership skills, communication skills, and so much more.

I have really enjoyed my time at Mississippi State University. The people and campus are great. My biggest complaint would have to be the lack of care for students working. I understand
that clubs have to meet when most students can meet after class. Myself and others were not able to do a lot of clubs or activities because the jobs. Making clubs more available to
students would help. One of the things could be clubs offer two different times a week if needed.

I have really enjoyed my time at Mississippi State.   I would suggest more university wide activities that attract all majors to attend, more parking around the South side of campus towards
the vet school, and better communication about certain things (Bulldog Bundle for one).

I have thoroughly enjoyed attending Mississippi State University as a student. Everyone that I have come in contact with has been so helpful and patient with me throughout my journey
here.

I have thoroughly enjoyed every aspect of my time here at MSU. I am very sad to be leaving!

I have thoroughly enjoyed my couple of years here at MSU, although my time here has absolutely flown by. I am excited to come to a bittersweet ending of my college career, although I am
prepared and excited to begin my career and life after college.

I have thoroughly enjoyed my time at MSU and plan to stay for my graduate studies.

I have thoroughly enjoyed my time at MSU and would recommend it to anyone!

I have thoroughly enjoyed my time at MSU!

I have thoroughly enjoyed my time at MSU. this place has always been special to me and I am so sad that it ending but would choose MSU over and over again.

I have thoroughly enjoyed my time at Mississippi State University! I appreciate everything this university has taught and done for me these last three years!

I have thoroughly enjoyed my time at Mississippi State University.

I have thoroughly enjoyed my time at Mississippi State.

I have thoroughly loved and enjoyed my time at MSU. If I could do it all again, I totally would! My experience has been really positive and beneficial to my education and future. I plan on
coming back for football and baseball games as often as possible.    If I could change anything it would be more diversity in faculty/staff and making the bus system more reliable (especially
the Starkville Central bus route).

I have truly enjoyed my years at this university and everything that came with it. I have learned so many things and explored so many areas oh this beautiful campus. The environment is
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always peaceful and everyone had a good vibe.

I have truly loved every experience I have encountered from the day I stepped on campus for orientation. However, I have to say if anything I hated it is parking! I hate how there is parking
for students but it seems as it is limited. Students struggle to find spots but once they have found one, it is not for them. I also hate how they put all those gates around campus making
some things harder to access.

I have very much so enjoyed my 4 years at MSU. I have made many lifelong friends and long-lasting memories, and even met the love of my life at MSU. Keep improving the quality of the
education, experience, and facilities and MSU will continue to grow and thrive for many years to come.

I highly enjoyed the Student Association on campus and all of the events that they offered. However, I would recommend constructing more parking lots or allowing students to park
wherever they wished, given the traffic on campus. My final suggestion is to train and effectively ensure that those who are on the advising board actually do their job. There was a lot of
miscommunication and unnecessary meetings over the past couple of years to fix mistakes that could have been easily avoided.

I honestly enjoyed my entire time at MSU.

I honestly have no suggestions for this college, ever since I enrolled here I have been met with nothing but kindness. I am hopeful that the students and faculty of Mississippi State will
continue to show future incoming students the same amount of kindness that I was met with. Furthermore, I am very happy with my choice to enrol at this college, it challenged me and
made me think differently in certain situations and I also learned to listen more to other peoples perspectives.

I hope to continue to see improvements made to make the university an outstanding place for students. I have thoroughly enjoyed my undergraduate years, and can't wait to continue into
graduate studies.

I knew that I would attend MSU as soon as I stepped on campus. Everyone was incredibly friendly and inviting, so I knew that this was where I wanted to be. No other colleges that I toured
gave me the same feeling.

I know over the years of attending this wonderful university, I have had my fair share of stressed-out moments, but knowing people in my major and especially concentration have helped
me out greatly. Maybe a group-me or some sort of communication for the smaller concentrations would greatly benefit students who are not a part of the bigger concentrations. The
professors and staff have been very wonderful and so helpful, if I could go back and personally thank them I would.

I learned a lot

I learned a lot and enjoyed every minute, but I am really ready to start my life in the real world.

I learned so much and was able to meet new people and create new connections.

I learned so much the faculty was really nice , the classes were well taught.  I think they provided the necessary skills I need to be successful upon my completion of the program.

I liked it here it needs to stay the same

I liked it.

I liked my overall experience at Msstate.

I liked my time in online classes. I would have preferred to go in person but being stationed overseas with my husband made that difficult. The professors in my classes were all nice but all
used so many essays. Like I am not going to be writing essays for my job. Focus on teaching and more small type quizzes for a knowledge check rather than papers. Not everyone is just a
student and has hours to devote to going to school and writing papers.

I liked the environment.

I love MSU

I love MSU and I wouldn't change a thing about my experience. MSU is welcoming to all and has a better feeling than all of the Universities I have been to.

I love MSU and always will.

I love MSU and my time that I have spent here.  The one thing that was a little annoying was my advisor. I felt like she would never answer my questions and honestly did not help me. I
mean I got to graduation so I guess it was fine, but she felt useless to me something.

I love MSU and will miss it dearly! My biggest suggestion is to improve parking so that students don't have to search for a parking spot for 20 minutes.

I love MSU so much and I cannot imagine being apart of a better family than the bulldogs!

I love MSU! (2 Counts)

I love MSU. I could not imagine attending any other university.

I love Mississippi State University! My college experience has been better than I ever imagined. MSU has become a second home for me and I am so sad to be leaving! As far as my extra
curricular and my educational experiences have been great and Im completely satisfied with my time in Starkville.

I love Mississippi State University!!

I love Mississippi State University...

I love Mississippi State and always have. I am glad that I can now say that I now have a degree and that my children and myself can be proud to be MSU fans. Most of all my children and
family are proud of me for finishing my degree.  So glad Im done with this journey.

I love Mississippi State, I am so happy I decided to come here!

I love Mississippi State. I will miss it.

I love Msu & I will forever be a bulldog. HAILSTATE ! ?ƒÉ??ƒÉ?

I love State. Parking and transit not so much. I will forever rep Maroon and White. Hail State!

I love attending MSU. Faculty and staff were always willing to help, in my experience, no matter what the issue was.

I love everything about MSU!
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I love everything about MSU, the teachers are great and so are the other staff. The only thing I disliked is the Social Work Program, it was very misleading and the teachers were no help. It
was an discouraging experience until I switched to BSIS Degree and moved forward.

I love it here

I love it here and Im so glad that this is where I ended up.

I love it here! (2 Counts)

I love the Foreign Language Department! They were so helpful to me in navigating my major and future plans

I love the MSU family. I found great organizations to be involved with. My engineering classes were excellent. Math instruction was phenomenal. My art and geography intro classes were
childish and boring, but intro to logic was great!  Family is what makes MSU so special, and diversity should naturally flow out of this, rather than force diversity on the family. MSU has an
awesome thing going, and I love my diverse MSU family.

I love the campus!

I love the university. I would suggest doing more activities and involving more international students. Also, give them information on what they would need and advice about university life in
the USA.

I love this place

I love this place and I hope I can be given admission here for vet school. Im being forced to take a gap year but fingers crossed Ill be back! Also yall need to work on the chemistry
department and find teachers besides Stokes that want their students to actually do well.

I love this school because of the people!

I love this university, and I am proud to graduate a Bulldog.

I loved MSU and I would do it all over again if i could. Please pay attention to class evaluations. I had a bad experience with a faculty member and the only way to inform you all in a way
that is anonymous is class evaluations. Other than that i enjoyed my time here at the wonderful university and look forward to returning as an alumni.

I loved MSU!

I loved MSU. It has taught me so much about my field and I can't wait to apply it in the real world.

I loved Mississippi State. I do have one gripe however. I do not think it is right to charge grown men and women to work for free. I didn't mind doing an unpaid internship, but paying to work
for free just because you force me to have it for my degree? I just feel like that's low down. Like I'm sure several students have had to make serious financial sacrifices because of these
internships.

I loved attending MSU! It was difficult having to juggle a job and maintain good standing as a student. The Center for Academic Excellence helped tremendously on getting me back on a
good path. Thank you!

I loved attending MSU, and am proud to be a bulldog!

I loved attending Mississippi State. Campus is beautiful and I will miss it. There is nothing like the atmosphere at games. I enjoyed all of my classes and instructors/professors. There were
ample opportunities to get involved and to advance students in their careers. MSU is my main choice for my MBA. Hail State!

I loved attending school here!! Once a bulldog always a bulldog right!

I loved attending school here. It is a calm, safe environment and would strongly recommend to any future college students.

I loved every minute of my time here at Mississippi State!

I loved everything about MSU!

I loved everything about Mississippi State University.

I loved going to MSU. I am glad I was able to learn as much as I did, and with the information I learned will help me in the real world when I get a job and go off on my own. I also have
made friendships that will last me a lifetime and he experiences I have been though have been some of the best experiences of my life. I hate my time as an MSU Bulldog is coming to an
end, but I am excited for the future

I loved going to school here.  If I could do it all over again, I would choose MSU every time.

I loved going to this school, I was able to make friends that will last me a lifetime. I also was able to learn a lot while at MSU and I can use that knowledge in the real world. I loved going to
sporting events especially baseball and football. I hate my time in college os coming to an end.

I loved it.

I loved it. I am grateful I chose to attend MSU. It is an excellent and challenging university. It helped me grow and learn in so many ways. The professors are fantastic and extremely
knowledgeable.

I loved my experience at MSU. As a transfer student, at first, it was over whelming. I grew to love it!

I loved my experience at MSU. I loved my graduating class and all the relationships I made with grad students and professors and all the opportunities that were presented to me.

I loved my experience at MSU. My only issues stem from honors/engineering being incompatible. Consider an honors track specifically for engineers because the current structure forces
students to choose between irrelevant honors courses and difficult engineering courses. This is because there are not enough engineering courses that double honors courses, especially
for junior and senior levels, forcing engineers to have to take extra hours while both classes do not get the attention they need.

I loved my experience at State and will be forever proud to be a Mississippi State Bulldog. Thank you for 4 amazing years,     My only dissatisfaction was with my faculty advisor for delayed
clearing me to register both semesters of my senior year resulting me not being able to sign up for classes I needed for my minor.  There should be some priority for seniors.  Its unfair I was
forced to take classes and pay for hours that dont prepare me for my future.

I loved my time at MSU and felt that I grew in academic achievement. It has prepared me very well for my future career.

I loved my time at MSU from the moment I came my freshman year.
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I loved my time at MSU! (3 Counts)

I loved my time at MSU.

I loved my time at MSU. ADS was a perfect intertwining of hands-on skills and rigorous academics. Cant wait to spend my next 4 years at MSU CVM!

I loved my time at MSU. If I would suggest any changes it would be to find better parking solutions. Nothing is worse than coming to school and struggling to find  a spot. I know we can do
better.

I loved my time at MSU. It helped me discover my passion for literature and writing. My professors helped to push me outside my comfort zone and discover new authors and perspectives
that have informed my writing. My professors were also always available to help me and push me to better my writing.

I loved my time at Mississippi State. I am choosing to do my masters in behavior at state because I feel the need to stay longer at state.

I loved my time at State! Thank you!

I loved my time here and felt like for the most part the professors really wanted me to succeed. My major could update their required course list online a little, because when I was in Junior
college I tried for hours to find what classes I needed for this major and just could not find very clear information, nor could my advisors who worked very hard to find info for me.

I loved my time here at MSU, so much so that I plan to obtain a masters degree here. I have made incredible, lifelong friends. I have been provided a quality education and I feel confident
entering the workforce.

I loved my time here at MSU. It has been the best 3.5 years!

I loved my time here at MSU. The kinesiology faculty was super welcoming to questions and conversations.

I loved my time here at Mississippi State University.

I loved my time here at Mississippi State. I could not have asked for a better four years.

I loved my time here at Mississippi State. I have had great experience, and have learned so much that will help me later in life.

I loved my time here!

I loved my time here! Feels like home!

I loved my time here. My advisor, helped me with whatever I needed and was always and email away! All staff here are friendly and caring from the professors to the security guards. I
should participate more in career building opportunities. There could be more opportunities offered just for fun as well, such as a dodgeball game or game night.

I loved my time it felt like home. Im so happy to have something that makes saying goodbye so hard...

I loved my time learning French at MSU. My professors and peers created a welcoming environment that fostered curiosity and helped to ed me to discover new passions within the field. I
also loved my independent study course that I took with Dr. Moser. It was such a great experience that allowed me to pursue my passion in French literature and receive personalized
attention that helped me to grow in my communication skills in French both as a speaker and a writer.

I loved the Ag econ department

I loved the time I had here and I am sad that this chapter of my life is closing.

I loved this University and everyone here.  I just wish the parking was more organized and beneficial for the students.

I made a lot of mistakes, but I am proud to have gone to MSU. Ill be back for a Masters if you will have me.

I noticed in this survey there was a question about diversity and representation among staff. Dont hire professors and faculty based on the color of their skin or to fill a representation box.
This edges on racist. Hire based on merit, regardless of their color or orientation, to guarantee genuine and knowledgeable people are drawn to MSU. This will draw people from all
backgrounds, ethnicities, and colors and make MSU more genuine and welcoming to all.

I originally chose MSU because of its amazing engineering programs, but my final year of junior college I changed my mind. I changed it to psychology because I just knew I could help
others. While at MSU, we have amazing Psychology Department, I just feel as if its underrepresented. We have amazing professor and advising staff. Dr. Andrew Jarosz was such an
amazing professor in Cognitive Psychology. Kimberly Brown was so amazing as well.

I played for the softball team, parking was the biggest struggle for myself and the team. Our parking lot at the softball field is scarce but we have to share with the general population of the
school which I feel is unfair because football and baseball do not have this same dilemma that we do. It would be nice to see in the near future the proper accommodations for the softball
team and the parking situation.

I really enjoyed MSU, and felt I got an amazing education and will be prepared for future steps in my life.

I really enjoyed all of my classes. I wish I would have went to college 30 years ago so I could have attended on campus classes. My only visit was the MS State vs LSU game last season
and it was great time. The instructors were awesome and helped me with all my problems. I never felt afraid to ask for help or email about missed due dates.  I thank you for the privilege to
attend your school and look forward to graduation.

I really enjoyed it

I really enjoyed it and am glad I chose to attend MSU.

I really enjoyed my learning and extra curricular experience here.

I really enjoyed my time at MSU Meridian. I met a bunch of great instructors and made a lot of new friends.

I really enjoyed my time at MSU, I wish i would have taken advantage of the student services.

I really enjoyed my time at MSU-Meridian. From shutting down due to Covid to opening back up, I enjoyed every experience I had at MSU-Meridian.

I really enjoyed my time at MSU. It introduced me to new people and brought me out of my shell. I started to become more outgoing and also learned the proper way to study for classes
that I struggled with. I would recommend SI for most, if not all, classes. It is really helpful and is a good way to have information explained in a different way.

I really enjoyed my time at MSU. The only issue Ive had has been with the advising office.
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I really enjoyed my time at state. My advisor was not as transparent as I thought she could have been, and it felt like she was rushing me out of the door every time we met. The people you
meet at MSU in and outside of class are what makes the place special. I was able to be in many student organizations during my time here, and they really helped me in my academic and
extracurricular life.

I really enjoyed my time here.

I really have enjoyed my time here at Mississippi State. I felt that the teachers within my program actually cared about me as a student, and that is greatly appreciated.

I really loved getting my education here at MSU!

I really wish there was more of MSU at the Gulf Coast campus. I have two high school juniors which I would like to send there, but I am reluctant to. The reasoning is that there is not much
to do other than classes. The labs need better equipment. There was barely enough test specimens for lab classes to be completed. There are very few student activities. I do very love the
instructors and faculty.

I strongly believe being able to pay with a student ID at the concession stands for games would greatly benefit each student (specifically freshmen since they are required to buy a meal
plan) because prices are high in general, but they are even higher at games. As a student with a disability receiving financial aid, having the opportunity to save money through using flex
would be ideal and would give me more money to spend off campus.

I struggled in several classes throughout my years at MSU due to the professors inability to effectively teach us the given material. There also were times where my professors couldnt
speak clear enough English for me to understand what they were saying. I also had professors that forced covid on us after mandates on us after the university lifted them. I also had a
professor that segregated us in class by whether or not we were vaccinated and whether or not we cared enough to wear a mask.

I suggest that basketball games should be free.

I suggest the following:  Dont require classes unrelated to the major to be taken(i.e. Social Sciences for Engineers) Dont automatically sign students up for meal plans or Barnes and Noble
textbooks

I think it would be beneficial to push and encourage more interest in history and literature classes outside of Europe/North America. I took a class on Chinese Lit and was very interested in
the different writing style and culture compared to what Id been taught since Elementary. This could also help with understanding different cultures and ways of thinking and acceptance of
said cultures.

I think it would be better for the curriculum to be less environmentally heavy for the students without a concentration in environmental. It was often frustrating having to take courses with the
environmental focus, when I will not be using them in my career as and engineer in construction. I hope that the curriculum can be adjusted to be based more on the concentrations, and
less focused on Environmental Engineering.

I think that I was able to experience many things at MSU that I will be able to look fondly upon later in life. I appreciate the guidance of my professors in teaching me the given curriculum
and allowing me to broaden my horizon in the field to that I wish to belong.

I think that parking services is very rigid on their enforcement, especially in the price of tickets and the amount of student parking near academic buildings. THE ART DEPARTMENT
NEEDS MORE FUNDING. The Art Department needs better facilities. The Art Department needs more business/professional development earlier on in the program- possibly doing a
merge for courses with the Business Department. More online courses should be available outside of environmental/health concerns.

I think that the education program could teach students more about the education field. There is a lot that I have learned, but there is also a lot that I feel could have been taught.

I think that the teachers and professors in the College of Ag and Life Sciences truly want the students to succeed. That makes me glad I chose the degree I did.  I think maybe there should
be more announcements when certain things are going to happen because a few times I only knew about something after it happened. MSU is a fun environment to learn and comfortable
when it comes to trying to fit in.

I think the CAAD needs a thourough evaluation. Designers should have a place in Giles or Etherege. I also learned very little about how to use graphic design software from my instructors.
My classmates and I struggled to complete the assignments along with teaching ourselves how to use Adobe. I hope the graphic design program grows to be much more beneficial to future
students than it was for me. I don't feel prepared to compete for jobs against students that have learned more elsewhere.

I think the greek life system needs a re-work, other than that it was good.

I think the parking situation throughout campus can be significantly improved. I have learned a lot and grown by attending Mississippi State, but I do think there should be more interaction
between the faculty and students. For how expensive it is for each student, it should be readily apparent why an education at Mississippi State is worth so much. I have lead two student
organizations, and I wish all students knew more about Cowbell Connect.

I think there needs to be more gluten free options on campus.

I think we have a lot of resources and opportunities, on- and off-campus, but theyre very hard to find and difficult to find information about. Im still also very much against the fashion that
the Bulldog Bundle program is done.

I thoroughly enjoyed my academic experience at MSU. It was full of great professors, students, faculty, and academic facilities. For my degree the amount of knowledge and experience
that actually applied to modern Land surveying at MSU was very slim. The surveying equipment and procedures are extremely outdated. I went to my first job and only a few of the things
taught at MSU was applicable for land surveying.

I thoroughly enjoyed my experience as a student at MSU

I thoroughly enjoyed my experience at MSU.

I thoroughly enjoyed my experience at MSU. I thrive in smaller classes, so the Meridian Branch met my needs more than the main campus did. I loved my time in Starkville. Game day in
StarkVegas as a cheerleader was my favorite by far.

I thoroughly enjoyed my time at MSU and will remember it forever.

I thoroughly enjoyed my time at MSU both on campus and in person!

I thoroughly enjoyed my time at MSU. I do wish there was a platform that organized all relevant announcements for business students in one place rather than numerous emails that might
end up in my spam

I thoroughly enjoyed my time at Mississippi state. I have made so many friends that will be part of my life, even away from school. I have learned allot through my degree and will use it
after graduation. This campus is truly a family atmosphere and I would recommend it to anyone.

I thoroughly enjoyed my time here.

I throughly enjoyed my time at Mississippi State University

I transferred here as a junior and it wasnt until my senior year that my CAPP compliance form reflected my transferred credits properly, at which time I saw that I had missing credits that my
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advisors had previously told me were satisfied. The CAPP compliance for transfers MUST be updated immediately, because transfer students are being put at a severe disadvantage by not
being able to see their degree progress from the start of their MSU career.

I transferred to MSU after struggling at another Universities. MSU made a major positive impact in my life and helped me get through graduation when the other University did not provide
the same support.

I truly believe there is no place like MSU. This place has allowed me to grow and become the best possible person. If high school me could see who I became, she would not believe it and
I know the reason that I am who I am today is because of this place.

I truly enjoyed being a student at MSU Engineering on the Coast. It is a very great program compared to MSU Starkville Campus. I felt like a part of a community here on the coast. Thanks
so much to the staff of MSU, I am proud to be a bulldog!!

I truly enjoyed my time at MSU!

I truly enjoyed my time at Mississippi state!

I truly enjoyed my time here at MSU!

I truly love it here! I have met all sorts of people and made all kinds of friends. I have been through really tough times with personal things going on in my life and really high times, where I
got to experience the campus and its events! Im actually doing an internship at Health Promotion and Wellness, right now. If I had to do it again, I would. I mean, I would change some
things, but Id definitely choose State again.

I typed a 494-character response regarding your abysmal parking situation in Commuter North, but your broken website said it was 500 characters. This reminded me that mystate/
mybanner are also terrible. The interface is clunky even after the redesign, and as evidenced by the word-count error, is broken.

I very much enjoyed my time here, and I owe it all to my department of work (Housing Facilities) and my amazing department (Human Sciences).

I very much enjoyed my time spent at MSU. I would definitely recommend MSU for people considering attending a university.

I very much enjoyed the online education and teachers.

I wanted more information about career options in other countries. I want to work in another country after college and this subject was never addressed in classes when other career
options were.

I was able to grow and develop into a young man that was not afraid to speak up and be more welcoming to conversation with strangers. I loved meeting new people each semester. The
size and climate for MSU was perfect and made me feel like I was at home. I loved taking the variety of classes - partly due to me changing my major 3 times! But I enjoyed learning about
different subjects like biology, psychology, marketing, accounting, and other classes.

I was an online student and did not come to the campus.  So, some answers were neutral if NA was not available.  I do wish there were more opportunities for online/distance students to
be involved with Leadership, Greek life and volunteer opportunities.

I was an online student and was somewhat disappointed with level of care and development that went into the online courses. Often there were spelling mistakes, errors and broken links in
the quizzes, assignments, and materials. I had a much better experience online at my previous community college. I expected better of Mississippi State and am disappointed in my
experience overall. I would not recommend studying online at MSU to other students.

I was an online student so much of what you are asking about did not pertain to me. Also, I answered advising questions based on my current advisors. I previously had an advisor who
was awful and had zero time to speak to me or help with anything. I changed majors so I would no longer have her and could have the team I have now, which was the best decision.

I was frustrated by courses where academic success was heavily reliant on peers or on your ability to monitor canvas for unannounced assignments. Business courses taught some things
repetitively (personalities, goal setting, etc.) and lacked in practical things until capstone courses (often too late for interviews). There is a wide gap in quality of instruction between
sophomore/junior level courses to courses taken senior year. There are professors here who are true gems and care greatly.

I was involved in Greek Life, and did not have the best experience. This experience with my sorority is the reason for some of my answers.

I was last on campus 10 years ago, and am finally completing my degree through an online program I am very grateful for, but this survey in many ways does not apply.

I was online for a majority of my time due to covid.

I was online, some professors were amazing, some needed to cater their class to an online student. Not just post their live classes online.

I was strongly dissatisfied with my advisor. She would never respond and was very unorganized.

I was thoroughly surprised and pleased with how well I enjoyed my time at MSU and only wish that there was a graduate program for my degree.

I was very reluctant to move away from home and to come here, but my two years here have flown by and havent actually been that bad. I have had some really great, encouraging
professors and enjoyed the ones that always brought a smile to class.

I wasnt a fan of students being charged for other sporting events on top of football. I feel most sporting events should be covered in tuition.

I will always be a bulldog forever! I can't wait to travel the world and wear maroon!

I will forever cherish my time at Mississippi State. I was able to live out my dream of playing SEC football and made many lifelong friends in the process.

I will love and cherish the memories made on this campus as well as the campus itself. Forever.

I will miss MSU so much! I am so happy I chose this college because it became my home. I am excited about my future and I know I am prepared, but I am sad I have to leave!

I will miss every second I spent here.

I wish I could have done things differently. Yet I feel things worked out in the end. MSU was always welcoming and accepting of me day to day regardless of various situations which I
admire. I received more than an education here.

I wish instructions talked about careers more. But, I enjoyed the geoscience program much more than economics. All staff were extremely helpful.

I wish the Civil Department taught a more in-depth course on how to use the AutoCAD services.

I wish there were more scholarships for minority students and they were easier to find instead of having to look for them or asking faculty about scholarships. I wish MSU was a little more
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affordable for students whose finical aid does not cover their full tuition.

I would change the Fashion, design and Merchandising major to actually teach both design and merchandising and you wouldn't have to pick just one. Also I would also change our
professor Dr. Black she didn't really want to teach but was very rude and mean.

I would choose MSU over every time. My time at MSU has taught me more than I would have ever imagined, and it has brought me people that I will treasure forever.

I would have appreciated more diversity on campus in student organizations. Everything that expressed even the slightest bit of cultural diversity was found off campus. Greek life felt
predominantly segregated and was an uncomfortable environment to be around my time at MSU.

I would like a masters program in social work so I can get my masters when Im ready.

I would like to thank Kali Dunlap for all her help and support through my degree journey.

I would like to thank everyone on the faculty and staff at MSU. I know its a hard job. I also know there are a lot of things that go on behind the scenes for us students. Thank you to all who
have risked time in their personal life and have reached out to their students to help them in this adventure of life. I would like to personally thank Dr. JohnEric Smith for giving me hope in
situations academically when I had none. I will forever be thankful that he was my academic advisor. Thank you.

I would love to see more companies brought in for the school of accountancy that are from slightly smaller towns such as Hattiesburg or the Gulf Coast. Being someone that is from a
smaller town that does not wish to move to a big city or far away from home, I would love to see these towns better represented in job fairs.

I would love to see the English major program expand further outside the bounds of British and U.S. literature. I really hope MSU continues to grow in diversity and diversity training related
to LGBTQ+, gender, race, disabilities, and class disparity. In addition, I think encouraging interaction for students from different majors will be highly beneficial in terms of increasing
understanding and well-roundedness of students.

I would not change the past 4 years for anything. I loved my professors and all other staff on campus. Thank you so much for such an amazing experience.

I would not have made it this far in my education with out the wonderful staff and resources MSU has provided.

I would recommend providing more of a variety of French classes. After I finished French I-IV I could only take literature classes, that is four semesters of French literature. I wish I could
have taken Business French or advanced conversation I and II. I believe this would have been a great transition after French IV. The literature classes do not focus on language structure
therefore it hard to improve basic skills after you complete French I-IV

I would say may be have a couple more forensic classes, also for the Biochemistry department not to be so heavy handedly focused on pre-med. I know that's the is what mostly makes up
the department (major-wise), but it's discouraging to some who are not pre-med.

I would say the biggest hurdle in the forestry program is having classes using programs and technology that is up to date. In some cases we use technology and programs that is outdated
by 10-20 years.

I would stay here forever if I could :(

I would suggest for the International Business program to hire more people to aid in answering emails and questions. Also talk to each class to make sure that they are on track to
graduation. I am not saying hold their hand but most of my peers have dropped out because of lack of communication and the difficulty of the program. Although it was tough i enjoyed my
time here at MSU.

I would suggest providing a more diverse amount of Honors classes. I was not able to find Honors classes that worked for my degree. In order to meet the standards of the Honors College
I would have had to take additional classes that did not count for my major.

I would suggest re-evaluating the chemistry department. I wasnt satisfied with my learning experience within the Chemistry Department. I have no other issues with my experience. I have
enjoyed my time learning and making life-long friendships here at MSU.

I would suggest that teachers actually know how to teach to students especially if they have a big classroom. Teachers should be able to teach the material to where even the slowest of
learner gets it. Some teachers just get up there and read the material off of the board, which is not teaching at all. They do not go into depth and explain things. Also, some teachers will
confuse themselves when trying to explain something to students, which does not help the students.

I would suggest to make sure the students know that different fees will show up on your account and you will have to pay for it, even if you did not buy it. I do not feel like books or other
things should be charged automatically to peoples accounts. I did not buy books and I had to pay for them. The book bundle was not an easier way to buy books. Theres also not enough
parking to make us pay 200 for decals.

I would suggest to move students to center court inside The Hump for basketball season. I know it has been suggested a few times, but I feel like having students be seated along the court
on the opposing side from the bench area would help the team perform better and for the students to feel more involved during games.

I wouldnt change anything about my experience. MSU made me into a person I genuinely like.

I wrote Something out earlier and it was awesome but you hate my opinion and said it was too long so here is a summary, I hate parking services, i love Athletics UAAC and the Provost
office, bulldog bash is mid, some of my professors are mid, the writing center sucks but the people are nice and they cant help it. also Mike and Katy Richey deserve a raise and a new
oven for their hard work and sacrifice to this university. C-Richey OUT!!!!!!!

I'm glad to be done with school or better yet, I'm glad to be done with Dr. Aaron Smith. My advise to anyone who asks is to not attend MSU on the Coast based on academics and culture.
Also, a PhD does not make a person qualified to teach regardless of how hard a person may try. Anyway 500 characters? 

I'm very glad I chose MSU. I have no regrets. The engineering program is top tier.

Ideally, students should be able to keep presented lecture notes. There simply isnt enough time to learn all of the information presented in 3-5 classes. Instead, college teaches critical
thinking and leadership skills, and provides you the information to learn and relearn technical skills for a specific subject of work. With that in mind, students should have as much
information to look back on as they may need to go over when required after school.

If I started over at MSU, I would start with Creative Writing within the English Department, majoring in music, or art. I should have better managed my time, and I wished I could have found
out what I wanted to do much earlier.

If MSU did anything in my five years of college, it would have to be scalp me for money with any excuse they could find. Architecture schools is statistically one of the most difficult and
expensive majors at MSU and in the country. The least MSU could do is cut us some slack or provide its students/ the school of architecture with more funding in order to allow its students
a fighting chance for success.

If a student pays for parking, they should get a spot in their lot.

If diversity is going to be a strong point of the school, please allow more people to come and have gatherings and protests for things like civil rights and stop allowing people to be on
campus yelling slurs and telling students that theyre sinners or worse. People like that group standing in one of the most crowded areas of the schools made me feel very unsafe and
uncomfortable.
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If the Student Association wants to be inclusive and represent a wide range of backgrounds and values, maybe they should not all be involved in Greek life. The Student Association
Executive staff as well as the smaller organizations are almost completely Greek. MSU has so many students from all walks of life, so maybe it would be good to try to reach those groups
for these positions instead of just recruiting the past presidents best friend to join.

If the university would stop writing parking tickets for every little thing when it already cost a fortune to park and quite worrying so much about the diversity in the department and more
about the quality of the education, I could have agreed a lot more with some of these questions.

If there are more employment opportunities for students that would be really great. Housing department really sucks though.

Ill preface that the start of my MSU experience was two years ago in the height of coved-19, so I may not have the most experienced opinion regarding a lot of these questions. The only
thing that was mildly infuriating was working with the sociology advisor Mary Dean. It seemed like every time I tried to get in touch with her she was out of the office, save for maybe once.
Sometimes she was helpful and other times no so much. Thats about it.

Im a returning student from years ago.  I enjoyed my time at MSU in the 80s.  I took my remaining courses online over the past year so a lot of my answers were either N/A or neutral.
This was a great experience and I am happy I am finally completing my education at MSU.

Im glad to graduate

Im thankful for the BAS program online at MSU. It allowed me to work full-time while pursuing my degree. I am already in the manufacturing environment and plan to stay in it for the rest of
my career. I was undecided on what job title I wanted to aim for, so I needed a broad degree in the manufacturing realm. Most of the things I learned from online education were things I
have already run across at work or from my associates degree.

In general I enjoyed my time at MSU and am very happy that I have attended the school.

In general, the course material from freshman and sophomore year seemed fairly disconnected from the 3000-4000s material. I wish more opportunities were available earlier in the
curriculum to experience a research lab setting.

In my 4 years at MSU, Ive experienced severe problems with the administration staff. When I have had problems from errors made by their department, they've been wildly unhelpful. Ive
been sent from one department to the next because their department doesnt handle that just to have the office I was directed to say the same. Overall, I am extremely dissatisfied with the
vast majority of administrative and business offices that serve the Mississippi State students.

In my humble (almost) Business degree holding opinion, I have heard that some eduation departments receive a lack of funding due to spending on Athletics. I love a great football game,
and especially baseball game, but the academics of a college should never be overlooked.

In regards to athletics, there needs to be more of an effort to pull new athletes that are already enrolled at MSU. I myself attempted to join the football team at MSU and failed with
responsibility falling on my end as well as the schools lack of communication. I have become a personal trainer as well as an employee through and for the Sanderson Center on campus.
Although my time here is now veering upon a successful conclusion, I had a great time.

In regards to my advisor, My initial advisor was wonderful. However, I was reassigned sophomore year, and was wholly dissatisfied with my new advisor. I stopped attending advising
sessions with my newly assigned advisor and resumed with my original advisor.

In terms of my finance degree, I felt that there was a lack of emphasis on current technology in the workforce. For example, my internship over the summer was Excel and Python
(programming language) heavy. But, none of my classes at MSU had taught me Python. I was disappointed that, as an undergraduate student I wasnt exposed to any programming
learning. I would have to go to the Computer Science Department.

In the Electrical Engineering department there was an under representation of African American employees and especially with women. I do not feel like my department highlighted the
importance of being a minority aside from just being woman. I believe that there could have been more outreach in this area of the department.

Inconsistency with classes and professors. Also not keen on having researchers teach classes without the ability to truly teach. A students GPA should not depend on the professor but
rather the overall knowledge and understanding of the class. I had some wonderful professors who truly loved teaching his/her classes. There were also some who did not care as much
about the students and their willingness to do well in class. The Biomedical/Biological engineering department was wonderful.

Intramural fields and sports need to be better organized, with more planning and better fields on compus like many other universities. Students need to be able to buy a pass for just the
Sanderson in case they walk to class every day and dont want to pay for that parking. Stop charging students for parking on game days when they are just trying to go to the gym and have
already paid tuition, parking pass fees, and other fees. Many other universities do not do that.

It has been a great three and a half years. Parking needs a lot of improvement. Students should not have stress over parking to get to class. Also, they should consider holding more music
events aside from Bulldog Bash. Also, MSU should consider doing Welcome Week on the first week of school. If this were to happen, students who did not attend New Maroon Camp can
also feel welcomed to Mississippi State!

It has been a thrilling roller coaster of learning and broadening my knowledge on many subjects in an outside of my degree of choice.

It is 4 years that I will never forget and always cherish.

It is a great experience. It would be better if there was mandatory participation in organizations for introverted people like me to be more exposed to society.

It is all about joining organizations. That is the pot of gold that this university can provide you. The community and the love that you see around campus is evident. Ive had incredible
professors that have inadvertently changed my outlook on many different viewpoints. MSU encourages you to be open to other perspectives. That is one of the main takeaways that I will
leave here with. To listen first before making any preemptive judgements.

It shouldnt matter what ethnic or racial group a professor is. All I want is a teacher that I can UNDERSTAND and that actually TEACHES. I dont care what race they are if they cant teach or
speak properly. Also, the whole mask thing was a complete joke. Identity Politics is never the answer to anything.

It took me forever to get answers out of one professor, and I was very dis-satisfied with my time with her and taking her class. I never learned anything in her class for creative arts during
middle block, and I will never forget how horrible that whole semester was. She did not have a rubric for a lot of her grades, and there were grades that I had with a two point decimal that
were never explained to me.

It was a blessing to have attended Mississippi State. It has been my dream school since I was old enough to remember and I wouldnt trade these past 4 and a half years for anything.

It was a good 4 years.

It was a good experience being here.

It was a good experience. Highly recommend!

It was a good time

It was a good time. Thanks guys.
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It was a great experience (2 Counts)

It was a great experience getting to know my classmates throughout the years.

It was a great experience throughout these last two years. Hail State is in my blood.

It was a great experience! I started out at Hinds and felt it was going to be hard to transitioning, but I can say that it was an adventure!

It was a great experience. I was able to achieve obstacles beyond my limits and with the people here at MSU, they have helped me do so.

It was a great four years of knowledgeable information and meeting lifelong friends while also retaining friendships from before.

It was a great run! I had graduated high school early and got my undergrad in two years. As far as an accelerated class track goes, MSU definitely let me go full speed ahead.

It was a nice experience. My advisor and my Professors helped me out tremendously. I am very grateful to have them in my experience of getting my degree.

It was a pleasure!

It was a wonderful experience! I would recommend to anyone!

It was alright. I was expecting wall outlets on the back wall of room 100 of Butler Hall, but they werentt there. This is essential because my class requires our peronal laptops to take a test
in person, but I had to rush through the test because my laptop was about to run out of battery.

It was an overall good experience. And good environment to learn in

It was awesome!

It was cool. Wish I knew about more of the clubs when I first got here and also wish the smaller fraternities got more support from the school or IFC

It was fun while it lasted, but I am ready to get out of here. Thank you to my advisor, NaToya Sanders, for caring about her business students. I would not have been able to make it the past
couple of years without her, or God, of course! A side shoutout to Jeffrey Rupp for making learning fun! I only had him for one class (entrepreneurship) and it is the most I learned in all four
years of being at State and definitely my favorite class.  HAIL STATE

It was good until the gates became used. After that, it was harder to maneuver anywhere. Also, the monopoly of Barnes and Noble was not a good move.

It was great (3 Counts)

It was great. (3 Counts)

It was great. The faculty at MSU Meridian really want you to succeed in life.

It was not as diverse as I hoped it would be, but it is in the middle of Mississippi.

It was okay.

It wasnt a bad experience, but I cannot say that I felt like a part of the school. I hate Barnes and Nobles with a passion, and whoever came up with the Bulldog Bundle should be fired.

It went by very fast and I learned a lot

Its been real.

Its hard to summarize 4 years into 500 characters. I will say that some of the ECE curriculum was very outdated, and more of a history lesson than anything else. Overall, it was a safe and
fun campus, and I would likely do it all over again.

Its vitally important that more individuals are included/advocated for/considered when making administration decisions. Often, I think were only thinking about particular student groups
(especially the ones connected to income for MSU).

Ive enjoyed my time as an Undergrad. Im excited to return in my next step for my Masters.

Ive gone from the Bulldog Rebound program with a <2.0 GPA to graduating with my Bachelors of Science in Computer Science in a year... Could you guys get find out the percentage of
students who pull that off and put in on my diploma? Thanks.

Ive had a good time here, Im just ready to start working.

Ive had a great experience completing my degree at MSU. Should I decide to pursue a graduate degree, MSU will be my first choice.

Ive had a hard time connecting with people at MSU. I also rarely knew about clubs or teams to join and when I did they seemed intimidating and full of experienced people.

Ive spent at total of five years at MSU and Ive been able to grow and establish myself as the person Ive always wanted to be.

Just to speak to my advising experience because it was so horrible. I came in as a very good student, I was a presidential scholar just for context. But, I didn't know what I wanted to major
in, which I think is completely normal. When I was taken to register for classes, they had NO idea what to tell me. As if they had never had a student who was undeclared. In fact, they were
even rude to me. I literally started crying as soon as I walked out of the building.

Keep being veteran friendly. That was my major deciding factor for coming here.

Keepin the library computer lab open 24 hours, while also maintaining regular space hours until 1:45AM would be nice!

Kids are scared, maybe have a seminar type deal for kids who need loans like myself, both out of high school and junior college. If this exists and I just missed it, I apologize. Hey. Started
rough, saw it through. Thanks for the opportunity.

LOVE MSU, campus, community, ppl worldclass.... but the civil eng department is extremely lackluster. CE department needs an overhaul. Overall, I would recommend MSU to almost
anybody... but I would recommend the CE department to almost nobody.. this is coming from a very credible source. Initially wrote lots of details about specific things but character limit got
me

Labs felt very dated and not practical for modern-day applications much of the time, basically busy work. I am greatly unsatisfied with how aggressive parking services are with collecting
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money any chance they have to ticket a student when society encourages them to take out personal loans to pay for a degree that may or may not actually be worth it, while government
subsidies of higher education. Athletic events also limit access to educational facilities on weekends for an extra charge.

Labs need to be more structured for higher level classes. Teachers need to be able to efficiently teach their subject.

Lets Ride

Lets improve building on campus and tear down the ones that look just not good on campus. If I had one thing to tell yall and ask yall to do as a future alumni is that to please update or
build nicer buildings. This university and the great students deserve new buildings. Dorman and Allen need to go. That is one thing I wish while I was a student is that I could walk down
campus and not look at Dorman or Allen anymore.  We have the potential to be the nicest campus in the SEC.

Like many students in college, this was the first big move of my life. I was raised in California in a very tight-knit town where everybody knew everybody. When I first got to Starkville, I soon
realized that I no longer had the privilege of family and friends being just a phone call away. Mississippi State undoubtedly paved the way for me to make new friends and great memories,
all while learning to be away from home. 100% would do again.

Love everything about Mississippi State University. HailState

Love my university

Love this place so much!

Loved MSU just hated how far from home I was.

Loved every second of it

Loved every second of it. Such a beautiful campus and hopefully can continue my education with MSUs graduate school.

Loved it (3 Counts)

Loved it here. The FDM program definitely prepared me for life afterwards. I especially am thankful for Dr. Black and all the hard work she has helped me with. She always pushed me to be
my best.

Loved it.

Loved my experience at MSU.

Loved the campus lifestyle!

Loved the people and place of Mississippi State. Only two gripes would be parking issues and teachers. My teachers just lacked passion and care for the course. They were all research
students who did not care about the course. When I get the occasional teacher who cares about teaching, the difference is night and day.

Loved the school my only regret is I transferred in during covid.

Lower tuition, especially for out-of-state. We are in a pandemic, Jesus. Also, student to professor ratio is crazy, yet professors have more available parking... time to fix that.

MSU as a whole was a great experience. There was hiccups here and there but I am mostly satisfied with my experience.

MSU brought me many opportunities and community that I know I would struggle to find at other schools. Im beyond grateful for my time at MSU. Hail State!

MSU developed me into a great, ambitious young adult! I loved my time here and wish it were longer!

MSU has always felt like home since i was a little girl visiting here. I am so excited to be graduating from a dream school of mine and glad to know i will always be welcome as an alumni
here at state. My college experience was the best i could have asked for and i can not thank MSU faculty and my Instructors for that!

MSU has been a great academic and personal experience for myself. I have grown and matured in a very productive way, while also earning a degree.

MSU has been an awesome experience that I will forever be grateful for.

MSU has been an enjoyable experience. I feel like I learned a lot, made many friendships, and did my best to have an optimal college experience. MSU was originally at the bottom of my
interest lists for colleges when I was applying, but I am glad I gave it a chance. It has been wonderful it makes me happy that I was able to be a Bulldog.

MSU has been my home for four years. I have met the best friends and faculty while I have been here. I am so thankful that I have had the opportunity to learn and experience so much
during my time here.

MSU has been the best decision for me. I have formed a lot of connections with colleagues who are pursuing the same career path. I feel that MSU prepared me in the best way to step out
into my career.

MSU has continuously tried to nickel and dime students over my 4 years here. Housing and food on campus are extremely over priced. Meal plans do not match the needs of most
students. Charging for baseball and basketball has made me stop going. I learned more outside the classroom while on co-op than I did in most of my classes. The ideas and expectations
that professors hold about the real world do not match the reality of what engineering looks like.

MSU has given me so many opportunities to learn about the development of children. I have learned so much about how to take care of children and their families from lectures,
internships, and job. The university even showed what kind of careers I can with my Child Development Degree.

MSU has lowered admittance requirements all while increasing attendance costs. MSU has completely ruined their campus life. Online education is overwhelmingly watered down while
also being more work than in-person classes.  I encountered many online professors who were reusing old materials. I also encountered other professors that were completely unprepared
for their class; their canvas was very disorganized and still set up for the previous semester.

MSU is a fantastic institution. Campus dining quality needs improvement along with quantity of options. Focus on educational instruction needs to outweigh department focus on research.
The campus needs better parking availability for students.

MSU is a great University, but I would love to see more efforts to create diversity in settings as well as a better effort from staff to practice inclusion. No one wants to truly understand
students of color to the point where a genuine connection is built in the classroom. The diversity and inclusion workshops seem to be passive and done just because they have to be. I
would just like to see these changes.

MSU is a great place and I loved my time in this place. I was able to grow and develop into the young man that I am today. I will be forever thankful for the opportunities and leadership
positions I was able to hold while at MSU. Hail State and Go Dawgs!
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MSU is a great place to continue your education and be surrounded by the nicest people!

MSU is a true welcoming college. Stepping onto campus as a transfer was a long and hard adjustment. However, over time I became acquainted and grew a compassion for this amazing
campus.

MSU is a university of the USA, so professors need to be able to CLEARLY communicate in English (excluding foreign language classes). Foreign students will also benefit from classes
taught in clear English. The engineering department needs more projects. Personally, I think it is reasonable to commit to having a physical project (not just a homework problem that gets
called a project) for every engineering class. Please feel free to contact me for more details. 500 characters is not enough!

MSU is a wonderful campus, but I will say some of the professors I have encountered here have not always put the students best interest first and were only focused on themselves, not
helping the students when needed.

MSU is doing a great job with helping people to achieve their dreams of getting their degrees

MSU is housed on a beautiful campus with such a welcoming atmosphere that stresses the importance of involvement, community, and academics.

MSU needs to address the hate speech that some people bring to the Drill Field more often than other locations on campus, and the university needs to address it beyond well its free
speech. There should also be tangible change in accordance to sustainability goals. Also the automatic subscription to Barnes and Noble is unethical and needs to be an opt-in instead of
its current function.

MSU provided me with a great knowledge about Business and the program has given me the tools I need to be successful.

MSU should stop selling more parking passes than parking spots. It is ridiculous trying to park at any point of the day, and it's frustrating to be forced to arrive at school an hour plus early
just to hope for a parking spot. Also, parking passes should be cheaper. Tuition is 7K minimum, so it is a big scam to be forced to pay for parking, when we can't even park.

MSU taught me that there is value in connections and networking. No matter what field you are in.

MSU wants to create tolerance for opposing views, but professors will mark off on assignments for opposing view points, and when political activists are on campus someone is always
having a screaming match with them. The book store also should not be shoving the bulldog bundle down our throats, we have the right to choose where we receive our course materials.
Lastly, allow freshmen an easier way to contact their future roommate.

MSU was a fantastic 3 years I cant believe its almost over. Thank you to everyone accept parking services.

MSU was a fun place. They made sure there were people who supported any event you wanted to participate in, and everyone was so nice.

MSU was a great experience.

MSU was a great university to attend, and I have enjoyed my time here. However, the Title IX office, among other administrative offices, failed me as a student. It took me a very long time
to enjoy my time at State, and these failures caused me to fear my safety for some time. I hope there are changes made in the future and no one else has to deal with the challenges that I
faced. If anyone actually reads this, I would be more than happy to discuss these issues post-graduation.

MSU was an amazing place for the last 4 years. I learned a lot not just in the classroom but outside of it as well. I met a lot of intelligent people from students to professors and am forever
in debt to Mississippi State University for my time spent there.

MSU was an overall great experience!

MSU was certainly the best decision that I couldve made concerning attending college. MSU Elementary Education is top notch and I feel that I am fully prepared for teaching because of
my professors and program requirements. MSU has tons of resources that have been made available to all students and those resources are excellent concerning career building.

MSU was my home away from home for the past four years, and I loved every minute of it. Would do it all over again in a heartbeat!

MSU was the best place I could have spent my college years! Thank you!

MSU was the perfect college experience for me. Couldnt have asked for a better undergraduate program.

MSU, I have loved you so much the last 4 years. If I could go back I would choose you over and over again. Hail State!

MSU-Meridian has been nothing short of amazing. From Mrs. Gyst within the Financial Aid Department, all the way to Dr. Shea and Mrs. Neilson in Starkville, everyone has been amazing,
and help served me to the best of their abilities. Dr. Leffler has also been great in helping me decide on when to continue my education in graduate school and what degree options I have
from this point moving forward. Instructors for MSU-Meridian/ Online Campus have been GREAT. They were supportive.

MSUs art department is extremely lacking in Pre-graduation engagement in professional experiences (internships, co-op programs, etc.) and professional societies/organizations. The
teachers here have been amazing and they are working hard to create a good environment in this regards; but more could be done to help students exit with professional connections.

MSUs online program was very beneficial to my future plans. I was allowed to pursue my desired field while still being able to work and provide for my family. Thank you for everything!

Make North parking lot by sanderson any valid parking. Other than that it has been a great four years.

Make bulldog bundle where you have to opt in instead of opt-out. I had to email all last semester to try to get a refund just to never get it due to poor communication from Barns n Noble and
the Business office.

Make information for students more available.

Make more parking spaces please!

Make parking more accessible for everyone. Have classroom requirements (i.e., textbooks or online codes) be more accessible to all students. They are very expensive and a lot of college
kids cannot afford to pay all these fees and their grades are hurt because of it.

Make roommate pairing more functional so people are less dissatisfied.

Make the counseling center more individualized. I received more help from the health center than the counseling center.

Many items were marked neutral or N/A due to be a Distance Learning Student

Many professors make it obvious they have classes they care about and classes they dont. The classes are ultimately taught in an uninterested way that limits education. Students struggle
in these classes because teachers will not explain things clearly, assign busy work, lecture at students without actually teaching, and then blame the student for not caring. In these
unhealthy classroom environments, students refuse to seek help for fear of belittlement or lash-back.
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Many students are negatively impacted from professors refusal to recognize different learning styles. Many students struggle with basic courses such as chemistry, physics, and some
humanities courses due to pointless busy work and poor explanations of essential concepts. Some subjects contain difficult material; however, I feel this is no excuse for how some courses
are taught. Professors should inspire students, and many instructors fail to care about student success and academic innovation.

Marketing students need a class to learn how to use the Adobe Suite. For my last semester, I only needed 9 hours left to graduate. I filled out the application for last semester students to
have the number of hours waived for my scholarship and it was accepted. However, it doesnt make sense to me that even thought I have been at MSU for all 4 years and my scholarship
situation was figured out, I still cant go to the Sanderson or participate in other activities for full-time students.

Maybe use the funding to make football and basketball games more theatrical. I enjoy going to Alabama, Auburn, and Georgia games much more because they are more fun.

Meal plan is a bad deal, parking is a scam  The universities meals they provide their students are relatively unhealthy. Newks on campus is a disgrace. Parking please dont sell spots or
passes when they are already sold, i cannot park for my class.

Mentally straining and a long process. Was worth it in the end

Mississippi State University allowed me to flourish and find my passions. This school is overall very welcoming and feels like a family. As a nutrition student, the faculty and staff was
supportive and helpful to me in all of my endeavors. Mississippi State University has provided me with a multitude of resources to grow in my academic and professional career and
introduced me to so many wonderful people.

Mississippi State University and its professors provided me the means and opportunities to pursue my academic interests, despite the specificity of said interests.

Mississippi State University and the Complete to Compete program as given me the opportunity to finish something that I started over 10 years ago. Thank you MSU!!!

Mississippi State University has always felt like home since the first time I ever visited here. Im proud to be part of Mississippi State University. Hail State!

Mississippi State University has been an amazing experience. I enjoyed campus life and non-campus life. Everything on campus was amazing. I would still choose Mississippi State.

Mississippi State University is top tier. A special place that I am forever grateful for. From day one, everyone approached me with kindness. Thankful to be a part of something so great.

Mississippi State University was the best choice for me.

Mississippi State brought me a lot of great memories and a lot of bad ones. Overall, as a school, it is, in my opinion, the best that I could have attended. Like any other institution, it still has
room to grow in safety, diversity, inclusion, and respect.

Mississippi State felt like my second home. The professors were so helpful and loved what they taught. They cared for their students and their students success.

Mississippi State has been home for me for the past 4 and a half years. I have enjoyed every single moment here. From classes to meeting new friends and life long friends, it has been a
thrill. I will miss my time here and I can tell you that this was a time to open my wings and soar for the best for myself. Thank you, MSU!

Mississippi State has given me so much over the past five years and I love the University. However, there is always room for improvement. I believe campus parking needs to be revamped
entirely in terms of parking available for students, especially during athletic events.

Mississippi State has just been my favorite school since I was a boy and when I get my degree after I pass this static's class I'll be ready to go into my next phase of life thanks to the
experience of Mississippi State.

Mississippi State is a great institution. I am truly grateful that I wound up here for my degree and experience. There is no better place than Stark Vegas.

Mississippi State is a great school. The environment is safe, and the professors are excellent.

Mississippi State is great, but like everything, there is always room for improvement. Upgrading Student Counseling Services needs to be a priority for the continued success of future
students. Personally, I had a terrible experience with SCS. For starters, it took over three weeks just to get a scheduled meeting. Then, my meeting was canceled unbeknownst to me. The
mental health of students should be a universitys top priority. Mississippi State is lacking in that department.

Mississippi State is so amazing. I met so many wonderful people here. Thank you guys for everything that you do!

Mississippi State provided me with great opportunities. I have learned so much while attending this university. I am forever grateful.

Mississippi state is a very good school and I enjoy my time at Mississippi state.

Mitchell library basement bathrooms, behind the elevators, are the best on campus. MacArthur cafeteria? best food. Bulldog book bundle is scummy and just adds extra hassle to me
buying books on amazon anyway.

More buses or better employees for the buses.

More emphasis on programs like SI to incoming students and a more thorough explanation of CAPP for freshman/transfer students

More exposure to cloud computing concepts in the Software Engineering Curriculum would be helpful. That is a knowledge gap I closed on my own time in order to meet the requirements
of many job listings. Otherwise, the courses here helped me decide on my interests and pushed me to learn more on my own time.

More opportunities for transfer students

More parking for all and more opportunities for cultural interaction. Ethnicities generally come out at different times of the day. For example, white people during the day, and other races at
night.

More parking for students and make it free. Record every lecture for more access to material.

More parking for students and make it free. Record every lecture.

More parking!

More parking. Cheaper parking. Less tickets.

More specific advising on technical electives for ME students. Try to have enough spots in the classes they are supposed to take when  they are supposed to take them. More SI for higher
level classes in the ME department so students can ask more questions and homework can be done more in a lab setting instead of alone.

Most of Section 5 does not apply to Distant Education.
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Most of the professors I had at this University were lazy. A professor should not just read the same powerpoint that has been read for the past 10 years. I am very thankful for the professors
that I had that were genuinely enthusiastic about what they were teaching and taught exactly what was going to be on the exam. Students should not be paying thousands of dollars to
have to go home and teach themselves how to pass the class.

Mrs. Kasondra Harris and Mrs. Susan Steward were the absolute best advisors! They got me through some rough times academically.

Msu has become my second home and I would pick Mississippi State all over again if given the chance again.

Msu was great!

Music advisors gave me so much erroneous advice, resulting in extra time in undergrad studies.  Suggestion is to make sure they have training.

My Academic advisor was a huge help. He is the reason I am as successful as I am.

My MSU experience was everything I hoped it would be and more.  I think majoring in communication helped prepare me to work in ministry.  My extracurricular activities are what made my
MSU experience meaningful and rewarding.

My MSU experience was such a rollercoaster after transferring from a community college. I loved that I got to meet so many amazing people who will forever be in my life. I never
experienced a sense of belongingness until I came here. I got to build up my leadership experience while also developing as a person along the way. MSU will be my forever home and I
will always be a bulldog until the end of time.

My Mississippi State experience was one like no other. Coming from a Junior college to here was a big change, but I had plenty of people that helped my transition go smoothly.

My advisor - Christopher Pilgrim was the absolute best! He was me with from the beginning of my school career and answered my million questions with ease, grace, and timely manner!
He truly made the difference for me when choosing my career path.

My advisor Kylie Crosland is awesome, but parking is terrible. Parking issue is there are not enough spaces. There has been times where me or a friend arrived on campus 30 minutes
before class started and was unable to find a parking spot until after class had started, making us late to class. In the event that we could not be late to class, we were forced to park in staff
parking and it seems someone was just waiting to give a ticket almost like a trap.

My advisor Kylie Crosland was amazing. The high voltage lab was a highlight. The parking is horrible. They sell more commuter passes than there are available spots, this has caused me
to miss class. Also anytime there is a game, we are supposed to move our cars. This is a college not a sports arena.

My advisor for the Spanish department was terrible. But other than that my time learning Spanish has helped me tremendously, and I have grown so much in my time here.

My advisor tried to have me take more classes then actually needed. I had four different advisors in four years. No advisor ever suggested summer courses even though I was behind on
graduation date. Advisors were very blunt and would not give information I was asking for.

My advisor was no help. he expected me to know the answers to my own questions and was rude in his response.

My advisor, Dr. Eakin, was absolutely amazing. No matter the time, day or night, she always answered me right away and helped with anything I needed. She made my experience at MSU
great!

My advisor, Kristi Dearing, made me feel like family at MSU. I appreciate her efforts in helping me get to where I am today. Linda Gyst was so very sweet every time I came into her office to
find out about financial aid. I recommend MSU-Meridian a 10/10. Thank you!

My advisor, Natoya Sanders, was extremely difficult to get in contact with and would hardly allow walk ins which left me stranded at times throughout the advising process

My advisors need to be recognize Khali Dunlap & Evan Hawkins are the best hands down!!!! They are an awesome duo and made my last year at MSU the best. They truly were God sent!!
Please recognize them for me thanks!!!!!

My biggest concern lies within some of the science departments, such as chemistry and physics. There are many professors who do not instruct well and simply are not the best choice for
teaching. I HIGHLY encourage the university to reevaluate some of the instructors and course in the science  departments. Many of our engineering students struggle in these weed out
classes, not just because of the work in the course, but the lack of quality teaching from the professor.

My comments and suggestions pertail primarily to the School of Architecture. Beacuse I do not know if any of these responses will ever be read and what I have to say about the School of
Architecture would exceed 500 words, my comments will be directed to the directors of the 1-4 and 5th year studios.

My counselor never contacted me before I started classes. If I had not reached out to her to ask if all my transcripts had made it and if I had all I need to get my degree, I wouldn't have
known I was missing general ed classes. It would have been nice to know this before I began the program. There was one teacher who was extremely unprofessional and difficult to work
with. I let the head of my department know about him and I highlighted the concerns in my course evaluations.

My degree (economics A&S) requires a foreign language 1,2, and 3. However, the flowchart only shows 3 hours needed. (But it has to be 3 hours of upper level foreign language). This is
tricky.

My dorm experiences were absolutely horrible. I had to miss class several times over the years as there was no available parking.

My educational experience at Mississippi State was fine.

My entire experience with MSU online was great! My BSIS advisors, Evan Hawkins and Kali Dunlap, are the best. They always answered my questions promptly and went above and
beyond to help meet my needs.

My experience at MSU Engineering on the Coast was great!

My experience at MSU has been great, i made many lifelong memories and friends, that i will never forget!

My experience at MSU has been nothing but outstanding. I absolutely love the environment, the professors, and the diverse population the school has. I am quite pleased by my
experience, and I will greatly miss this school very much. I just love the atmosphere and the calmness the environment gives me on campus, it is very well maintained. I also felt like I was
never judged for who I am, which is a wonderful feeling.

My experience at MSU has been one of the best. I feel like I have learned so much from everyone at MSU.

My experience at MSU has faced many challenges that I had to overcome and learn how to be part of the community. It would be nice if MSU can be diversify among organizations and
with different groups of people bringing the cultural aspects.

My experience at MSU has given me the opportunity to learn how to think at a higher level and follow through with everything I do in a thorough and ethical manner. Thank you.

My experience at MSU was a learning curve and will serve me well as I pursue a professional career.
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My experience at MSU was all around good. I feel that my time here has prepared me for my career.

My experience at MSU was an overall incredible experience. With classes ranging from extremely challenging to not as difficult, the professors and students showed passion for what they
were learning. I am thankful for Mississippi State for a wonderful four years of undergraduate school and now I am looking forward to a year of graduate school here at MSU.

My experience at MSU was enjoyable. I had the opportunity to further my education and work towards a goal that I did not think I would be able to achieve. I think it is great that the
university looks to make sure that they meet the needs of all students including the ones that may need disability accommodations. Allowing me the opportunity to receive the
accommodations helped make my semesters at MSU less stressful and free.

My experience at MSU was excellent! I attended MSU for four years and it was a fantastic experience. There are some things I wish could have been different in my major, but Covid
restricted those things and made our college career completely different. I was in a fraternity and a harder major at MSU which made for a busy schedule and an excellent experience.

My experience at MSU was extremely positive!

My experience at MSU was great! If I could suggest anything, then I would suggest having more clubs and encouraging recycling on campus.

My experience at MSU was great! If I was to suggest anything then I would suggest having more clubs and encouraging recycling on campus.

My experience at MSU was great. I learned a lot and met a ton of great people along the way.

My experience at MSU was positive and productive. I feel that my instructors truly wanted us students to achieve our goals. One suggestion for MSU would be to keep implementing
implementing new technologies that are being used in business industries. I think an advantage MSU has is that it prioritizes learning how to be efficient with technologies.

My experience at MSU was pretty great. I loved the Education program I was in. It taught me a lot and opened my perspective to new things. The teachers were awesome.

My experience at MSU was truly a blessing, I got to meet a couple of nice people and learning from their experience as a person and a student. I really enjoyed going to the athletic events
because its was so fun to watch and listening to the Bulldogs fans screaming and supporting the players.

My experience at MSU was truly phenomenal. I was an online distance learner, and I was worried that this would effect the intentionality of professors. However, it was fantastic. The
professors were intentional, caring, and supportive throughout each semester. Each assignment felt like a piece that was necessary to my overall understanding of my future profession,
and it was not just for grades. It felt real, personal, and encouraging.

My experience at MSU was very helpful in my academic pursuits.  If I had to suggest anything, it would be adequate if parking services had a better system of getting permits because any
valid is always full, but there are many empty spots at other locations when permits were sold out.  Also, the cafeteria is insanely expensive for those without a meal plan, but the food court
is very nice.

My experience at MSU was very helpful, I got help whenever it was needed, and my advisor was very helpful and answered any questions I had concerning my schedule or any issues I
had at MSU. I had a great experience at MSU, I would do it all over again if I would choose to do so. MSU is a great school especially with so many majors and degrees to choose from and
so much friendly staff to help you meet your expectations being at the MSU campus overall.

My experience at Mississippi State University was challenging, but in the best ways. This has been a very rewarding journey. Thank you.

My experience at Mississippi State University was the greatest experience of my life and I wouldnt trade it for anything else. Im super thankful I came to this university three years ago! Hail
State!

My experience at State was great! I made friendships that will last a life time!

My experience has been good at MSU.

My experience has been great. School itself was very stressful, but thats because I chose a pretty demanding and stressful major. I think it would be like that at any other college.
Engineering should not be easy. Outside of school, its been the best 5 years of my life.

My experience here at MSU has been nothing less than awesome. From sports games to linking up with students to study for a test. The last couple of years has been by far the best time
of my life.

My experience here at MSU was a great experience. I attend the University in the 90s but did not get a chance to finish so I decided to come back at an older age. I like to thank my advisor
for her generous guidance in helping me get in the psychology program and for helping me alone this journey. MSU has taught me alot while attending as an adult.  Thank you for letting me
be apart of this great family.

My experience here at MSU was fantastic. I feel like I learned everything I need to learn to go out into the workforce and I had a great time at this University while doing so.

My experience here at msu has been great! Although, I think advisors should talk to their students more about getting involved with grad students and work opportunities. I did not get
introduced to that until my second semester of sophomore year and I feel as though I was robbed of some good opportunities to get more experience.

My experience in the Famous Maroon Band was exceptional! I have been in Shackouls Honors College for four years. I have not been overly impressed with the communication provided
by the college. It has not been the experience that I was anticipating it to be. One thing that would help the experience would be to create more options for honors classes. It has been
difficult to find honors classes related to my major, which adds difficulty when trying to fit other required classes into a schedule.

My experience started out great. I went to the coast program for the bagley college of engineering and everyone was great in the beginning. The teachers were great the entire time I have
attended. The major problem came in during the last two semester when the truth came out that I was lied too by the administration of the coast. I was told several times and by several
people in administration that I would have graduated last semester but after I walked I was informed i could not graduate.

My experience with MSU was great. I have never attended a university before, and been out of school for 20 years. Everyone was patience and helpful in the advising, financial aid
process, scheduling, communicating, and teaching. In the future I plan on furthering my education at MSU.

My experience with MSU was wonderful. Even though I attended online, everyone reach out whenever I had concerns with anything and never left me out of inviting to events on the
campus.

My learning experience was largely based on the teachers. Most were not very good, but I did have a few really good professors.

My maine issue with Mississippi State University is the lack of bus stops on north campus.  There used to be a bus stop at Barnes and Nobles last semester, but this semester it has been
removed. It makes it extremely difficult to get to class some days when it is freezing and or raining outside. I really think it should be reconsidered putting another bus stop on that side of
campus. Thanks.

My most impactful classes at MSU were the ones that were more engaging and required independent thought, even though many courses only required the bare minimum and honestly a
waste of time. My time with research and the band were wonderful, and the health professions resource center has some of the most helpful people on campus. I enjoyed my time here.

My older sister and I are first generation college students who have managed to attend our familys dream school. I have had an excellent and enlightening four years on campus. I believe
that I learned a lot about myself and I learned how to function on my own in society.
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My one concern with the last half of the Mechanical Engineering curriculum is how many graduate student instructors I had (approximately 6). It would have been ideal to learn those topics
from experienced professionals in the field, or at least an instructor that was more qualified to teach the material. Otherwise my experience at MSU was amazing.

My only complaint about the campus culture is the people see college as a job and not as an opportunity. Many people in this college feel happy partying and hanging out and look, and
behave like they are miserable in class. No participation and no community in class. It might be the Southern culture or I might be wrong too.

My only complaint is about parking on campus and the general lack of available parking spots, especially at the beginning of semesters. There were times that there were truly no available
parking spots in the entire zone and numerous students were driving around waiting for spots to open up. This caused me to be late to class on multiple occasions.

My only negative experiences were with Greek Life. My answer to if I had to do it over again, I would attend MSU is disagree only because of Starkville. I absolutely loved my time at MSU
but did not love my experience with the town as much.

My only problem that I had was the drastic skill-gaps ranging from professor to professor. I found that some instructors were engaging, accommodating, knowledgeable, and easy to
understand, while others were boring, hard to contact, inexperienced, and mediocre in every sense of the word. I understand that every professor has to start somewhere; however, there
were quite a few lackluster professors that I had throughout my 9 semesters.

My only suggestion is that their needs to be more video game fighting tournaments for other fighting games that are not Smash Bros.

My overall experience at MSU has been pretty good. I would like for the university to do better with campus climate, student body desires, and prices for parking and dorms on campus. I
feel like parking on campus should be a flat rate fee for the entire academic calendar or a very reduced rate (if not free altogether). When it comes to the dorms, all of the dorms should be
upgraded and renovated to the best standards for the prices.

My overall experience at MSU has been very good. In my opinion, I think the best asset that MSU has for students future is the Career Fair; they have the resources to bring in a large
amount of companies to recruit on campus. Because of this, Ive had a great summer internship and have now accepted a full-time position at the company before even graduating from
MSU. Ive made a lot of friends here in Starkville and I am very thankful for my experience.

My overall experience at MSU has been very rewarding. I was able to grow into more of myself and mature more. I feel confident leaving MSU because of the preparation the school has
done throughout my time achieving my degree.

My overall experience at MSU was nothing short of an AMAZIZING experience, Ive learned so many new things educationally, personally, etc. I have also met so many amazing people,
that I now consider my very close friends. I am very appreciative for each and every one of my professors that I have come in contact with during my time at MSU. I am glad I chose to
attend MSU and would definitely do it all over again. HAIL STATE!

My overall experience at Mississippi Sate was interesting. To say the least, throughout my years, I had a lot of adjusting to do, and Mississippi taught me how to adjust through friends,
family, and organizations. Mississippi has proven to me that I am ready to start a new chapter in my life.

My overall experience at Mississippi State University was very positive. If I had to do it all over again I would still choose to attend this university. It has been an amazing 3 years here and
its sad to think that this chapter in my life has come to an end. Im confident in the knowledge Ive obtained at MSU and expect good things from myself as I enter the workforce. Hail State!

My overall experience here at MSU for the past four years has been amazing. From the classrooms to the outside environment, positive vibes were spread. The only situation I didnt care
for nor understand is the parking on campus.

My overall experience here at MSU has shaped into the person I am today. The people and friends I have made are amazing and I could not have asked for a better experience!

My overall experience here was absolutely miserable. There are only a select few professors that made part of the experience enjoyable. This is the most unorganized place I have ever
attended. I have never had any of my issues resolved here, and most of the time I have had to spend money to voice these concerns. In particular for Mechanical Engineering, the
curriculum is stuck in the 1980s and has not prepared me for the modern working world. Lastly, increase this character count limit.

My overall time at MSU was enjoyable, a vast majority of the facility and staff are great people to work and spend time with. I have had many great memories on the state campus but there
are a few things that I think could be approved on. Of course parking at any university can be difficult but selling way more parking passes than parking spots causes significant traffic jams
in the mornings and the evenings.

My primary complaint pertaining to MSU coincides with the overwhelming lack of support for the ME department. I was continuously appalled by the way the department supports its
students. In short, a student of engineering should have actual professors with doctorates instead of graduate students that dont want to teach a class and lack knowledge of high level
subjects. Furthermore, the department should properly fund extracurricular clubs/teams that work tirelessly to embetter their education.

My professors provided more advising than my advisor.

My time at MSU has been great

My time at MSU is one of the best experiences of my life. I wish I could go back to freshman year to experience it all over again.

My time at MSU was a wonderful experience. My career will blossom like a bed of rose by spreading my knowledge and love MSU has inspired in me

My time at MSU was generally excellent, and I thoroughly enjoyed the profession, yet familial atmosphere that I shared with my fellow students and some faculty members.

My time at MSU was great and I am so glad I came here!

My time at Mississippi State University has been awesome.

My time at Mississippi State University is not one that I will soon forget.

My time at Mississippi State was mostly good Ill say. The only thing I can really fault the university for is that I had to take an extra winter class because my advisor told me that I had fewer
classes left than I actually did so that was a pretty big mess up but now that its in the past Im not really worried about it. Everything else was a pretty good experience and I do appreciate
Mississippi State for the education and for the memories.

My time here at MSU has been a love and hate relationship. I have loved the inclusivity, ethnic organizations, the athletics, and the ease of online schooling. The things that I have hated
would be the parking services, the cost of tuition rising, the cost of food on campus compared to food off campus, and although there has been an upward turn in inclusivity on campus; a
good amount of my professors and people in high positions tend to be the same race.

My time here at MSU has been one of the highlights of my life. I have always felt welcome in the department and around campus. The professors in my department have always been
available to ask questions about the class material or giving advice about other things. If I had another choice for undergrad I would choose MSU all over again.

My time here at MSU has been worth the while and I enjoyed the instructions I have received thus far. I look forward to using the knowledge I have gained here in my field and possibly
trailblaze in areas of interest.

My time here at Mississippi State University has been the best years of my life. Mississippi State has worked with me through some hardships these past few years, and made sure I got
my degree. My advisor Dr. Peter Allen and the professors in Thompson hall really care about teaching their students and I feel privileged to have been one. Hail state
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My time here has been well spent. I have learned much more than I thought I ever would have, while making life-long connections during that process.

My time here was definitely an adventure, and honestly I feel like even with things like Covid throwing a wrench into things that my time here was both fun and productive, despite not going
out for to many on campus events, the ones I did go to were fun.

My time spent at MSU helped educate and develop me into the professional that I have now become to obtain my goals and aspirations.

N//A

N/A (87 Counts)

N/A.

N/a (8 Counts)

NA (16 Counts)

NA.

Na

Need advisors that actually care about their student. Dr. Wilson and Dr. Roberts were very rude, inconsiderate, and hard to reach. Every time I tried to reach them they never responded.

Need more / better parking

Need more black representation and inclusion of Greek life outside of Pan

Need more diversity in staff and cultural and diversity appreciation in curriculum

Need more help with writing essays

Needs more areas to work in private, better parking accommodations for these spaces - especially the bookstore

No

No additional comments.

No comment

No comment. (3 Counts)

No comments (2 Counts)

No comments or suggestions

No comments or suggestions at this time.

No comments!

No comments, just glad to be graduating. Well, except for the instructor Brian Hutton Jr. He was horrible and tried to make our geography class a place to push his agendas. When he was
stood up to, he tried to threaten students with disciplinary action and could not stand someone using facts against him. So other than that, all good.

No comments.

No further comments.

None (12 Counts)

None. (3 Counts)

Not any

Not great

Not much else, will say that counseling services and the Psych clinic incredibly helped me while here and that the Starkville Transit allowed me to save money that I wouldve otherwise
spent on gas, so those three services were some of the best services for me

Nothing further.

Nothing in particular.

Okay

One of my biggest problems is when they bottlenecked all the campus traffic into Stone Blvd and shut down all other roads throughout campus, which caused a big traffic jam multiple times
throughout the day. I also disagree with the parking services giving out so many tickets. its ridiculous that we spend tons of money to go to school here and have to pay for parking and
when coming back from class or anything important we have to walk back to our vehicles with bs tickets.

One of the best decisions I have ever made!

One of the most vigorous yet satisfying experiences of my life?  and I'll do it again.

One suggestion that I have related to parking services is that residents should not be allowed to park for an extended period of time in the any valid parking lots, because they end up
taking up the entire parking lot all day and commuters have nowhere to park in those lots. This was my experience on the north side of campus.

One thing I will say is there is a lot of stuff I missed out on that I wish I wouldve done, but the experiences that I have had the last five years have and will leave a lasting impact on who I am
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as a person and how I will grow once I leave this place.

One thing that I think could use an expansion are the parking lots. Many of the parking lots feel too small for the amount of parking passes that are sold. I dont think that it is taken into
consideration how many students have classes around the same times. Any Valid Parking lots in particular could be expanded. The lot by Commuter East is gravel; I dont think that
expanding the lots for an extra few yards would be a lot to ask and I think that the return would be well worth it.

Online services did a great job helping me through my educational journey.

Online/Distance Education students deserve more from certain teachers. Sometimes I felt like our teachers, especially ones that had multiple in-person classes, didnt have time for us or
forgot about us. Limited communication from some but not all. Generally, the online teachers were really awesome and caring.

Only critique is the S and P grades would have been nice for fall semester of 2020 because I struggled with the hyflex learning environment at the time and COVID was still a problem.
Other than that I am happy with my experience and loved most of my experiences here. On a scale of 10 including decimals 9.3/10. I am proud to be a Mississippi State Bulldog Hail State!

Outstanding but demanding. Overall Loved the campus and campus life.

Over all it was amazing, I only wish that certain times that faculty concerns would be taken more seriously when coming from students we are here to learn and not all the time does the
disconnect fall on the students

Over all, I genuinely enjoyed my experience at MSU. My only real complaint is in advising. The advisors seemed unknowledgeable at times.

Over the last 5 years i have enjoyed my time in Starkville. it has become my home away from home and would not trade this experience for anything. I have created some special bonds
that i will hold dear to me. Mississippi State University will always be home and a place that I come back to.

Over the last four years I have grown to love and adore Mississippi State University. There was never a time I felt unsafe.

Over the past 4 years I have enjoyed and appreciated all the MSU has given me. For suggestions, more recycling bins around campus and in dorms are needed. Also there should be more
of the blue light emergency phones around campus.

Overall Great Experience

Overall I enjoyed my experience, however I believe that professors rely to heavily on web programs like McGraw Hill, Cengage, Etc. Some professors do 0% of the grading and instruction
and everything is completed in those programs. I do not understand the point of paying for the program, often a hundred dollars or more to teach me the material rather than the professor
who is employed by MSU.

Overall I enjoyed my time, especially in the anthropology department. My only concern for incoming students, particularly queer students, is the repeated presence of the anti LGBT
protesters that harass students.

Overall I enjoyed the online program here at State. I do wish the on-campus labs were not canceled because any job related to this degree is mostly hands on. The on-campus labs I was
able to attend were great. It was nice to be able to meet the instructors and other classmates. The only issue other than the labs being canceled was that at times it did feel like the
instructors forgot about the online students.

Overall I had a good experience. I wish advising was a little more proactive (telling me about opportunities for minors, what I would need, etc). Other than that, everything was great!

Overall I have been very grateful to attend MSU. I had a wonderful time here as a college student and would do it again in a heartbeat. My only complaint I have is parking on campus
because it can definitely be a pain some days.

Overall I loved my experience at MSU. The computer parking does need some work because there are more parking passes sold than the actual lots on campus.

Overall MSU has been an awesome experience for me during my college career. The university feels like home to me and there is something very special about the environment on
campus. I am very satisfied about my time spent at MSU and will recommend the college to others that are seeking a college to attend. The only negative I have with MSU I wish there was
another way of incorporating a way that you were guaranteed at least one parking space since parking passes are $180.

Overall Mississippi State has become a home to me. I have found people who I connect with and enjoyed learning and obtaining my degree.

Overall a great experience and not many things if at all I could suggest.

Overall a great experience, Parking needs to be improved.

Overall a very good experience.

Overall experience at MSU was decent.

Overall experience was fantastic. I would like to recommend MSU consider reducing the tuition cost for active duty military to $250 per hour (the cap for military tuition assistance).
Columbus Air Force base is in close proximity and that, combined with MSUs online platform would attract a large military enrollment if they could afford to attend. Other colleges have
already adopted this, see Penn State.

Overall experience was positive. Only suggestions I would take away is to better implement some programming based skills into the aerospace department for students to learn.

Overall good, not every class can be a perfect experience but I would say the negatives were very far and few between.

Overall great and made great memories, I wish there were greater variety with healthier options in the dining halls when I was a freshman

Overall great experience as a Mississippi State student

Overall great experience here at MSU.  During my time here I was able to experience on and off campus life, both were good but challenging at times.

Overall i enjoyed my time at MSU. I was an online student and I Have never been to the traditional campus, but none the less I know MSU is a well respected university and will remain that
way. One suggestion I would have would be for the School to help their online students be able to see the campus at least once before graduation.

Overall it was a good experience. There were some classes and professors that did not meet my expectations, but for the most part I did learn a lot during my years here at MSU.

Overall it was a lot of good experiences. There were pros and cons to both, but BCoE is a well established school and overall it provided me with a lot of knowledge for my next career.

Overall since I started in 2017, things have changed like how easy classes are in engineering compared to before COVID. I think the school needs to stress to students why they are here
and what they should be taking away from their college experience.
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Overall the ECE department adequately prepared me for the workforce. Dr. Green, Dr. Wallace, Dr. Iqbal, and Dr. Choi were all fantastic professors and should be rewarded. However, the
CSE department is overall the worst experience I had on this campus. The professors there did a fantastic job of making sure all engineering students of any discipline besides CSE feel as
unwelcome as possible. This department overall needs to seriously evolve in the way they treat and instruct students.

Overall very great atmosphere and program. Only issues were with the parking/ access to class which was not good at all. I feel I've lost more money over parking and issues I've sustained
from campus than anything else these past two semesters alone.

Overall very satisfied with my experiences, great resources.

Overall was a good experience though some ME department instructors could have been better, and ME department building itself needs work compared to most other buildings on
campus.

Overall, I am satisfied with my education.

Overall, I am very pleased with my time here at State. I learned a lot, met a lot of cool people, and had experiences I could not have had anywhere else.

Overall, I am very satisfied with my time here at MSU. I would reccomend this college to anyone! Hail State!

Overall, I am very satisfied with my time spent at MSU the past four years. I have had a wonderful experience, and MSU has helped provide the stepping stones to further my education
and career paths. I am so happy to be part of the Bulldog family forever!

Overall, I enjoyed my time and I do not regret it. However, driving to campus and parking as a person who as lived off campus for 5 years is a nightmare. Protestors that come to the drill
field are hostile and make the campus feel unsafe.  Professor organization and discipline in the classroom is sometimes nonexistent. This is why I selected disagree under 5.11 on the
survey.  The most positive experience I had at this university was with the band department.

Overall, I enjoyed my time at MSU!

Overall, I enjoyed my time here at MSU and I think I have learned a lot and will be able to apply it to my future career and to my life.

Overall, I enjoyed my time here.

Overall, I enjoyed the experience of the college.

Overall, I felt it very difficult to meet people since my  Major was so difficult and time consuming. I also did not like how most all the classes were focused towards large power distribution
and small electronics, and would have rather seen a stronger controls program dealing with PLCs and HMIs. Because of their only being offered 1 true course to assist in the controls
departments, it proved difficult to truly pursue a career in controls.

Overall, I had a good experience at MSU. I will say that once I transferred to Meridian, I had an even better experience. Dr. Leffler was wonderful and eager to help. He was always
available and helped make my transition easy. The staff has also been wonderful. I would recommend the PANTA program to anyone wanting to continue their education.

Overall, I had a good time at MSU.

Overall, I had a positive experience at MSU.

Overall, I had a positive experience at MSU.  Its taken me a lot longer than planned to achieve my goal of obtaining a bachelors degree but that was due to personal situations and
decisions.  It had nothing to do with the school or program at all.  My advisors have been very encouraging and were always available to help guide me towards success.

Overall, I had an exceptional time at Mississippi state, but I do believe some professors in the chemistry department need their teaching strategies to be observed and tweaked.

Overall, I have enjoyed my time at Mississippi State University. I have learned many assets that will help me achieve my future goals and other endeavors in life.

Overall, I have enjoyed my time here at Mississippi State. I have truly become a different person from multiple perspectives since starting.

Overall, I have enjoyed my time here at state!

Overall, I loved the school.

Overall, MSU is a good school. However, there are a lot of every day things that annoy me at MSU. Parking being the biggest. There should be no reason I cant find a single spot in east
parking after 3 weeks into a semester. I feel as if maybe the parking commitee should stop over selling parking passes, or strictly enforce these parking behaviors (or make permanent
spot?!?!).

Overall, MSU was a great experience. It was definitely out of my comfort zone because I knew nobody when I decided to go here. Everybody was super welcoming and I have made great
friends along the way. Even though some of my classes were extremely difficult, if I were given the opportunity to go back, I would do it all over again here. My advisor helped me a lot
throughout my college career, no matter how big or small the question was, she was always enthusiastic and willing to help.

Overall, a great experience at MSU

Overall, a very positive experience is what I had during my time at MSU. I developed many friendships that Im sure will last a lifetime and had a few professors really change my life for the
better too.

Overall, it was a great learning experience and being amongst a very diverse group.

Overall, my experience at MSU has been great! I like the direction in which the School of Architecture is heading, and I believe that it does very well competing with the other architecture
programs in our region. Hail State!

Overall, my experience at MSU has been great. I will forever be grateful for the people I have met and the opportunities I have been given.

Overall, my experience at MSU was fantastic. I met a lot of wonderful people who helped me see the world from a different perspective. I dont know if I would do it again, but I definitely
appreciate everything Ive experienced.

Overall, my experience at MSU was very good. However, some of the professors, specifically within departments such as Chemistry and Physics, simply did not seem fit to be teaching the
courses. This oftentimes made valuable learning within those classes difficult. MSU has many great professors and faculty, but the outliers really hinder the learning experience at times.

Overall, my experience was enjoyable.

Overall, my experience was eventful. I feel like this university is a great stepping stone for a student in their career path.
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Overall, my experience was one of enjoyment. I was able to create another family away from home. For that, I am forever grateful. However, our school banks on Diversity but that is really
not shown truly. Campus is still divided in many ways.

Overall, my experience with Mississippi State has been extremely fulfilling. Ive gained so much wisdom in life from meeting my friends and having good professors. My Greek organization
has also taught me a lot about growing up and learning to be an adult. Im not the same person I was when I was a freshman and its because State has given me an experience that I wont
get anywhere else and Im beyond grateful for my time here.

Parking Services is not a friend of mine.

Parking Services is ridiculous....

Parking Services just needs to do better with mapping

Parking Services needs to be fixed.  Not a single student that I have known has had a positive experience with parking services or parking in general.  The lots are oversold and I was
personally charged for a parking ticket nearly a full calendar year AFTER I appealed the ticket.  They said, sorry we got behind.  Unacceptable, especially considering that the policy states
that all appeals will be settled with two weeks of the appeal date.

Parking and Housing services could be improved by hiring people with a bit of compassion.

Parking could be better! There were several times that I would miss classes because of parking, and this would be on days that I gave myself plenty of time to get on campus and get
parked.

Parking is still a bit of a problem.

Parking is stressful it should be less stressful.

Parking is terrible. Make room for more lots or sell permits accordingly to the available spots.

Parking needs to be better.

Parking needs to be improved. I have a university parking pass and there were many days that I had nowhere to park because every spot was taken in my area.

Parking on campus is really an issue that needs to be better addressed. There need to be more spots or less passes given out.

Parking services is the most ridiculous scam Ive ever encountered. If you want more money from us just charge more instead of fining us for trying to go to class on the campus we pay to
attend.

Parking services look to fine people for no reason. They are rude and completely irrational. ADS internships are just free labor which is not an internship. The interns are overworked on the
farm and treated as the internship is their life. Some labs are free labor, it is not our place to do the workers job, we are there to learn.

Parking services needs to be more lenient towards students parking in different commuters. Some students like myself did not have time to find parking in the correct commuter at times.
There have been moments where I would be searching for a parking spot for over 20 minutes and had to park in the wrong commuter due to the start time for my classes.

Parking services to be more helpful

Parking services was the only bad thing about my overall experience at MSU. The university offers a lot of resources that I did not always take advantage of, but when I needed them they
were very useful and willing to help me.

Parking sucks it needs to be fixed. Also events like bullgdog bash is dying because we keep getting sucky artist.

Parking sucks, the university will try to take money from you anyway possible (automatically opting students into bulldog bundle), the staff is good and that is about it

Parking was atrocious every year, but other than that, the general experience at MSU was very positive.

Parking was made rather difficult.  This was frustrating because It was nearly impossible to find spots; I had to park over at book store and their courtesy. I also believe there was a little too
much culture appreciation and not enough religious freedom.  Teachers would often be rather harsh towards Christianity while they are extremely tender toward others. However, I am
extremely grateful that the BSU is so close and nearby!

Parking was the biggest issue here at MSU. Along with some of the professors not being great teachers. It feels like Ive really learned on my own rather than from a teacher.

Pay Kinesiology internships Most every other major is payed during their internships except those that fall under education majors. Paying internships would incentivize students to work
harder and also helps fund their cost of living while in college.  -@Offer fast track program to undergrads wanting to attend PT school

Please bring back local bookstores, for juniors and seniors, bulldog bundle is not worth it.

Please do away with the bully bundle

Please don't make people do this whole survey twice just because they applied for 2 degrees. Doesn't make sense and probably skews results because I had 2 answers instead of one.

Please fix parking!!!!

Please give studies pursuing careers in sports or other careers not widely known more opportunity to meet employers.

Please have the college advisors be more attentive and helpful to the students. When I first came to MSU, I had no idea what phase I and II were for the college of education. I was just
expected to know. Also, when my schedule got messed up because our entire curriculum changed, I was made to feel like I messed everything up, and it was all my fault.

Please improve parking. If we purchase a parking pass we should not have to drive around for an hour to find a spot and miss class.

Please introduce new students to their CAPP Compliances on during advisement or during orientation

Please just re-pave the roads on campus

Please make the Sanderson gym bigger and allowed more than 1 volleyball net to be put up.

Please work on parking.
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Please, for the love of god, fix the parking situation. Also the gates on roads was a great idea but those who need to get on the east side of campus, it just seems like a huge hassle. I have
loved my time here at MSU and will forever be grateful for all the experiences it has brought me.

Post covid I believe the education level decreased. Tests became online, teachers just wanted to make memorization efforts, and there was a lack of critical thinking skills and passion from
instructors from there on out. I also believe that there should be more outreach for students in the business school for careers. I think it would be beneficial to add more chances and
resources for business students to use in order to get a job outside of college.

Praise the Lord and go Diamond Dawgs.

Pre req classes should have more sections

Pretty good school. Hail State.

Pretty mid

Probably some of the best years of my life. Classes were hard during Covid, especially more of my important core classes because I needed to really learn this material but aside from that,
it was the best.

Pros: The math department, the sports events, music makers, COVID situation handled pretty well, on-campus dining is good, co-op program was good,great new Aerospace hires at the
end of my time here  Cons: Horrible physics department, unorganized intramural sports, a lot of instability in Aerospace classes as to how they are taught, scholarship department is
unclear, career fair has VERY limited Aerospace options, doesnt feel like the Aerospace department gets much love

Question might be better if they related more to online students.

Quit giving fines and tickets to broke student you pocket pickers.   Also, whoever is in charge of turning on the AC in these classrooms need to be fired ASAP, humid in here.

Quit giving so many parking tickets out I got over 20 of them at my time here at Ms state.

Really enjoyed my 4 years here at Mississippi State, so glad this was the university I chose to further my education.

Really feels like a home away from home. You can make really great friends here and get involved with a lot. I wish some teachers would not take some classes so seriously, when it would
not apply to you that much at all. Great way to connect and get help with almost anything.

Really the only problem I had on campus was the parking. Sometimes it would be difficult to find a parking spot, and I would drive around the lots for upwards of 30 minutes. It has made
me late to classes, and I almost missed exams and the process of buying a decal is annoying.

Recommend police department staff undergo civil rights and police brutality training; recommend outside law firm counsel review police department practices, the University civil rights
office and its staff and figurehead(s), and anti-discrimination policies and procedures.

Redo the roads back to the way that they were. Parking and traffic is absolutely ridiculous and unnecessary.

Registrar allowed me to walk in May and came back later saying I was not allowed to be considered a May grad since I took a class in the Maymester, when no one conveyed that it would
effect my graduation time when I simply could have taken an end of semester course or dual enrolled.

Same as first

Sanderson center is way too small for the amount of students you have. New parking gates are terrible and bottleneck every area of campus.

Sanderson needs bigger gym.

Satisfied with my time at MSU

Severe lack of LGBT representation and security here

Should not have gone to  PWI in Mississippi. Totally distorted my college experience. I would go into more detail, but the character limit has made that difficult.

So grateful to be a Dawg!

So happy I decided to come here.

Some classes in other departments were unreasonably hard for the level they were taught

Some classes too easy some too hard, this is for 4000 and 1000 level classes.Parking services BAD, I got 3 tickets in paid parking all 1-3 minutes after expired on way back to my car.
GATE system hurt all MOTORCYCLE parking (safe 4 riders) +$300 ticket for going past the gate is BAD.Since gate install, many staff hitting STUDENTS.The speed bumps NO remove
since it was gated, students not only issue on campus.STOP having quarrels with departments. Inter-department working together is important.

Some courses later in the curriculum felt underwhelming for what could have been taught, seemed to be all focused on theory over practicality

Some engineering faculty should retire due to conditions such as not keeping up with technology needed, not communicating properly, or general disinterest in the outcome of the class.

Some faculty (such as those coming straight from graduate school) should have some sort of advisor or supervisor that they have to report to in order to prevent bad teaching (teaching
strategies that require the whole class to teach themselves). Overall enjoyed MSU. I know there are a lot of students, but I wish I could have had more meaningful talks with my advisor,
Kylie Crosland. I do not understand the full scope of her work; however, so perhaps she did her job great without me knowing

Some faculty dont hold their students to a high standard in a way that pushes them to excel in the subject. Faculty must be held accountable for turning in grades in a timely manner and
providing feedback so that students can best learn from their mistakes throughout the semester. If group work is going to be required, there must be a more just way to do it. Overall, most
of the faculty genuinely care about what theyre teaching, and MSU provided me with a lot of great opportunities.

Some notes: Diversity and celebrating it on Mississippi States campus could still be bolstered. The /pageant shows are a stark example of this, and just a general lack of visibility of
diversity. Transit is improving but should be more dominant-limited hours and lack of frequency/connectedness outside of campus makes that more difficult. The library system is good but
the building itself needs improvement. Overall, the people, professors, and chances to get involved make MSU very special.

Some of the older professors are hard to follow during class.

Some teachers at the psychology department mentioned writing was an issue for this major.

Some teachers need better pronunciation of the English language.
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Specific to the mechanical engineering department, it was often apparent that instructors prioritized their research and that the classes they were forced to teach were a lower priority to
them. Also, a student maybe a year older should not be teaching one of the highest level classes of our degree program.

Starkville needs to accept the college like other major institutions.

State is run by money hungry crooks, that care more about pulling in new students with new money, rather than fixing the student life on campus for those already involved.

Stop being so crazy with parking. Kids are paying thousands out of pocket and you are charging them to get to class.

Stop charging students ridiculous parking fees while blocking off our parking lots for athletic events. Make the parking garage free for students who have paid parking. Consider your
students time, effort, and energy required to attend classes (that we pay for) by making parking (that we also pay for) more easily accessible.

Stop making student pay hundreds of dollars to park on a campus they pay thousands of dollars to attend.

Student Housing and Residence Life needs to work on their roommate matching skills, RA choices, and actually take accountability for matching clear un-compatible roommates.

Student life was wonderful. However, university administration was very out of touch with the student base. The SA government was commonly viewed as a student pep squad for the
universitys decisions, and did not really have to listen to or answer to their voters.

Students should not have to pay for university athletic events. Gates on Hardy St. are also very unnecessary and disruptive to normal traffic flows.

Such an honor to be a part of the Bulldog Family!

Suggestion: Ban protesters who commit violence like pushing and shoving from all MSU campuses. We don't have time for all that.

Thank God Im leaving

Thank you

Thank you MSU for a great college experience! Hail State!

Thank you Mississippi State for making me feel like home.

Thank you for giving me a second chance in education and my art.

Thank you for my time here at Mississippi State University

Thank you for this experience! Truly grateful

Thank you to everyone at Mississippi State University for making this experience incredible. I would not trade it for the world. Hail State.

Thank you! It has been an absolute blast and I am grateful for the people that contributed to the greatest years of my life.

Thank you, coming out of state it is very cliquey in Mississippi.

Thanks for the opportunity to complete this level of education at MSU.

The BOMP program is excellent for students seeking careers in meteorology. The only thing I would change is that the program needs to have more emphasis on broadcast and journalism
coursework for the broadcast concentration. Many meteorologists at news stations in my area (central U.S) desired college interns with some sort of journalism experience, which hindered
my ability to get an internship to complement this degree.

The Band program at MSU provides a great environment for students. Thanks Ms. Lance!  I was dissatisfied with many teachers I had in ChE. Dr. Bricka, among others, is a nice guy but
needs to modify his teaching methods. My teacher surveys for Dr. Bricka were detailed but he has yet to improve his methods but for the sake of those in his classes in the future I hope he
will heed my recommendations.

The Biomedical Engineering degree path needs a full rework. I am not prepared to be competitive in the work force alongside individuals graduating from similar SEC schools. Mississippi
State has fallen behind and is endangering the future of its students. The classes I took were outdated and the technology/software used in my department is no longer used in industry.

The CAPP compliance was not the same as an online PDF from msstate which led to some confusion on number of hours vs number classes taken.

The Campus is beautiful, Traffic circulation was bad, parking passes were terrible, and parking services were an absolute joke but the people in the office were nice despite the number of
angry people they had to deal with.

The Career Center and other resources did not adequately gear me up for entering the work force upon graduation, and did not stress the importance of internships. There were not enough
opportunities for working part time on campus. Otherwise, this was an overwhelmingly positive experience and I will be thankful for the opportunity to get my degree here. Hail State!

The Communications concentration Broadcasting & Digital Journalism should not include Broadcasting.  I have gained little to no broadcasting experience from this degree.  Instead, we
were required to take classes that taught us to be multimedia journalist which many of the students in the concentration including myself have no interest in.  I have learned more about
broadcasting outside of school working and doing research on my own than I have learned at MSU.

The EE department needs some updating with course curriculum and the teachers would benefit greatly from this. Often teachers are teaching from decade old material and it is extremely
confusing. This is not all teachers, but it is the majority of classes for EE.

The Elementary Education program could use some changes. We put in lots of work and hours, and some teachers did not give us the same in return. This program needs to do better with
exciting the students for their futures because becoming a teacher is an important career for this country that needs its teachers to be excited to go teach everyday. I do feel prepared to
become a teacher, however, I believe there are some changes that could be made to this program.

The Entrepreneurship Center provided valuable resources and assistance to students looking to start a business or learn more about business management and development. They
included opportunities to earn grants and build teamwork skills through practical events.

The Honors College was never clear about the requirements, which is why I chose to drop the Honors College. They could improve their communication with Honors students who are not
involved in all of the honors programs, because many students I have met thought they were on the right track with the Honors College only to find out in their junior or senior year that they
had missed some requirements. Other than that, I have had a very positive educational experience at MSU!

The Housing department should not wait until the month of December to tell someone they dont have a room for the spring.

The ISE department is amazing! The parking situation is horrible on campus.
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The MSU Department of Psychology opened me up to undergraduate research in my very first semester of college. From there, I got connected with MSUs Applied Behavior Analysis
program, and have been in contact with some of the most welcoming faculty, staff, and graduate students I have ever met. I will be attending MSU for graduate school and an incredibly
honored to continue to work with the MSU-ABA department.

The Mechanical Engineering department needs more professors that are not graduate students.

The Mentor Teacher I was assigned during internship displayed very little passion for her career. Because of this, I did not find it to be a very pleasant or uplifting experience. I think more
thought and screening should go into choosing mentors for students. My primary advisor, while qualified to do the job, was clearly not fond of actually advising students and provided little
aid. I frequently went to other advisors for my concerns.

The Neutral Response to feeling safe on campus was because of the general disrepair of some of the engineering buildings. Paterson, for example, is in dire need of remodeling due to
black mold, lead paint, rusty water, wires hanging out of the ceiling, and other various problems. I felt safe walking around campus, but many of the buildings, like Paterson, are a hazard to
the health of students. Bulldog bundle is too expensive and you cant choose paper copies.

The Sanderson fitness center is way too small for the amount of students we have on campus and could really use an upgrade compared to some of the other things being upgraded. It is
not the fitness center of an SEC school

The Sanderson is subpar at best. The staff are unwelcoming, and the gym is way too small for 23,000 students, not to mention other members. The membership is way to expensive and
the classes are always getting cancelled or schedule getting changed. The Student Counseling Center needs more staff, the wait time was 6 weeks and for those in crisis, it is very much
needed. Also, if a teacher has lots of bad reviews, please actually do something about it.

The Sanderson weightlifting area needs to be much bigger to accommodate the number of students working out there.

The ability for students to get involved with organizations is incredibly exclusive and lacking. Needs major improvements. As for the police there were many times living in hathorn we
expressed concern for men roaming the parking lot and we were told to deal with it and there would be no police to monitor the area during the evenings.

The academic advising I received was subpar. I essentially advised myself and as a result did not graduate on time.  I also am disappointed in the way Mississippi State handled the Covid
pandemic after 2020. The mask mandates became a nuisance where teachers and students would only wear them during class and not properly.

The accounting department needs to be re-worked. Departmental exams are unfair to students. The way the exams were given created unnecessary stress for the students.   All professors
should be required to grade on the same scale. It is unfair to students for them to walk into a class their senior year and learn that an A is no longer a 90 but rather a 91 or 93. The grading
scale should be consistent across the university.

The aerospace engineering department should provide a class on how to use MATLAB programs specifically.

The art department is so good, for sure one of the best Ive seen on a national scale. My professors were so engaged and passionate and considerate, I will always feel so lucky for my
education. Also the Presidential Scholars program was life-changing, but I guess I feel like that goes without saying. All of my mentors were incredible in both the art department and the
honors college.

The atmosphere, community, and events have all been fantastic. The biggest disappointment I had was the Shackouls Honors College. I was told to drop out because my major was not
offered honors courses as other majors were. The program has great opportunities, but for very few majors. One of the greatest things was the Famous Maroon Band. The faculty/staff is
incredible. I could not say enough positive things about their leadership and the program.

The availability of parking is a serious issue on this campus, every year it seems that parking becomes more and more restrictive. I understand that some changes are necessary and
needed, but you cant eliminate an entire parking lot, turn it into a new road, and expect their to be enough parking spaces available for the next semester.

The best college experience I could have ever imagined. I could not say anything more positive about Mississippi State. Hail State!!

The best four years! Could not have asked for more!

The biggest pro about Mississippi State University is the beautiful campus.

The biology advising needs serious work. At least in my opinion your advisor should be the one professional that you are personal with on campus. They should know your name and just
know you personally. When I talk to my fellow classmates they had the same experience too.  I had Dr. Brandy Roberts I had her for 2 years and every time I came to her office she did not
even recognize me in the slightest. I get she is very busy, but if she cannot be competent in her job then she should not do it.

The chemical engineering department is a fantastic program to get a degree. My biggest issue, however, was the unit ops labs. These two lab classes should give students the opportunity
to see process equipment operate in real time. It is a valuable experience to have, but most of the time, the lab was not functioning correctly. For both semesters where I took ChemE Lab
II, most unit ops were down and/or were not studied at all. This was the only real disappointment with the program.

The comm dept is the best dept on campus. Josh Foreman, Chris Misun, Hayley Crouch, & Drs. Poe, Likes & Fisher deserve raises. I can't thank them enough for the education & help
they've given me. My broadcast & PR classes painted an accurate picture of real work. Lastly, I must thank The Reflector, the best student newspaper in the SEC. It deserves more funding
& support. I dont know who Id be without The Reflector. Because of it, I'm confident about landing a journalism job after graduation.

The computer science department is clearly still trying to modernize and find its footing. More and better professors is what I would recommend. I felt that MSU doesnt have a lot of
opportunities for CS majors without a cybersecurity concentration.   Frats/Sororities still have unacceptable levels of hazing and are as judgmental as they get. I would not recommend any
new MSU student join Greek life unless they are prepared for hardcore hazing and constant rejection.

The degree I completed was a fine experience. I believe you should investigate and improve all facets of the quality of the Mechanical engineering experience that I started in.

The dinning services have not been up to par since covid.

The education departments classwork did not line up with what was being asked of us in lessons plans, homework assignments, etc.

The education program is miserable

The elementary education department is no joke! I worked hard for this degree, and I do feel prepared to teach. However, I feel that there was some unnecessary content that could have
been replaced with something more beneficial.

The environment is something that I will always remember and love about this school.

The faculty advisor is not up to date or fully knowledgeable about required courses or courses offered. More real world preparation in the engineering disciplines would be extremely helpful
for students.

The faculty and staff of the Chemistry Department were not helpful in my learning, although certain teachers were encouraging in my pursuits. Ultimately, I left chemistry in the MSU
academic world for the lack of my own learning (I sometimes knew more than the teacher herself!), and I would have left the university, also, had I not had too many credit hours by that
point.

The food science department deserves more funding.
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The health center continually failed everyone I know. Counseling services was horrible. The chemistry department actively bullied the students, but when I raised these complaints to the
college of arts and sciences I was assured change would occur-- it did not. The mental health services at state were so bad that I had to drive home, 3 hours, to find appropriate care.

The instructors/professors within the Communication Department are amazing and I owe my academic success to them. I am beyond grateful for the Public Relations Integrated Media
(PRISM) program and the experience that it has given me within the field. I would, however, suggest that updates are made to the curriculum to include more intentional/specialized
electives instead of requiring eighteen hours of general electives.

The last four years have completely altered my life trajectory in a positive direction. That is thanks to people I have met and the opportunities I have been given while being a student at
Mississippi State.

The main thing I can suggest is more parking for south parking. It is absolutely that we have no where to park since we share with vet school students

The majority of my time at MSU was great, and Im thankful to wrap up my education at the college I met some life-long friends and mentors (Michael Ball - BSU). If my last few semesters
at MSU werent abysmal due to an academic technicality I might would agree that MSU was worth the time. Im more than willing to discuss the reasons through another form of contact, but
for now Im grateful to graduate after such an exhausting final couple years of University.

The most competent students that I know are barely passing and half of the A+ students do not know basic concepts. I feel that the program is missing the point.

The new printing on campus needs to be addressed because it does not work. Furthermore something I would like to address is the climate for disabled students on campus I feel could be
highly addressed and needs to be changed.

The one thing that I wish MSU offered was more opportunities in different industries. I wish to go into the beauty industry, but the university has no connection with that sector. That has
made my networking and job search process a lot more difficult for me in comparison to others.

The only adjustment I would have to make would be for counseling services. I had an intake session and was told I would be placed on a waiting list to see someone and they never
reached out to me again.

The only comment I will make is about the last two years career fairs. They had way less companies than my freshman and sophomore years, and it was much harder to find a job through
the event then on my own.

The only issues with staff or faculty I consistently encountered during my time at MSU were with Financial Aid, which is unfortunate since finances are probably the most stressful part of
college for students. I hope that communication between financial aid and students improves and less errors occur when dispersing awards in the future.

The only negative comment that I would like to present is on the topic of the Bulldog bundle. It is an inconvenience to students, especially since the majority of students do not get their
books from Barnes & Noble. The books are more reasonably priced elsewhere.

The only problem I really had was with parking, its stressful when you think you have enough time to park and walk to class but you cant find a parking spot and end up being late to class.
If we pay close to $200 for a parking permit, there should be enough parking spots for everyone.

The only suggestion I have is trying to work with guest speakers that come to campus and have their events at a time when more students can attend. All of the speakers I would have liked
to see were early in the afternoon during classes.

The only thing I have is the availability of tutors for every subject. Seeked help from a chemistry tutor but he couldnt help me with a chemistry related question for an assignment in one of
my classes I took last spring/ summer semester.

The only thing I would like for Mississippi State to work on, is its parking. I believe that parking for students should not cost as much as it does considering the restricted amount of spaces
that we are given. I also do not think that as students who attend this university we should have to pay to park for sporting events.

The only thing I would suggest is lowering tuition costs for distant learning.

The only topic I found uneasy, was the inclusion of transfers and the stigma around being a transfer student from a junior/community college. The college itself was welcoming which is
great, but the extracurricular environments seemed unwelcoming. I felt that if I tried to join clubs or organizations, that I would have been judged or outcasted because I am not a freshman
or a sophomore, I was a transfer that was continuing my education at a 4 year institution.

The overall experience at MSU has been both amazing and a blessing. I felt like I was able to grow and evolve more as a person while attending classes here. The staff and faculty here
have taught me to challenge myself everyday with new ideas and methods that can help change the world we live in.

The overall experience was great here at MSU. I would have enjoyed more individual and applicable courses in the mainstream majors. I was IDS so I had freedom to choose, but this
results in a weaker curb appeal degree on first look. For example the communications course, interviewing, is one that I would highly recommend for all majors as a required course.
Regardless, I enjoyed my time here and am happy to have received the education that I have.

The parking here is not great. Students should not constantly be getting harassed for simply parking on campus and going to class. Let students park anywhere on campus for a flat fee per
year.

The parking is highway robbery. Prioritizing planting trees and placing sod replacing parking we paid for is an example of what not to do. We need parking spaces, we paid a lot for parking
and shouldnt have to stress every day about whether I can go to class or not or face at least a 30 dollar ticket to be able to go to class if i cannot find parking.

The parking is ridiculous at MSU just as the traffic. I wish the parking was more convenient for students just as theyve tweaked parking to appear very, very, very convenient for the staff
members, the handicap, and even the service parking.

The parking services is awful at MSU. Each year we came back it was worse. Especially this year with the addition of the new gates.

The positive things I have to say about MSU were the cost of tuition was relatively low, and the Geoscience professors were quite good. Outside of the Geoscience department, my
education was equivalent with a subpar community college. I was unimpressed with the level of help I got from my advisor, and my generals were very poorly taught.

The professors at MSU are typically very well-versed in their subjects, stop making them only teach off of Pearson or McGraw-Hill branded slideshows. The textbook writers who make
these presentations more often than not do not convey the content as well as the professor would be able to. The Pearson and McGraw Hill slideshows are very confusing and unhelpful,
should not be used to teach a course, and I noticed more and more of my classes used them the longer I attended State.

The professors in the CSE and ECE departments are a mixed bag -- some are great, some are absolutely dreadful.  I was repeatedly held back from my fullest potential at MSU due to my
CSE advisors constantly changing, the CSE curriculum itself changing, and my transfer credits not being properly accounted for.

The staff and professors are excellent. I loved the instruction and the people. I have nothing bad to say on that matter. Here are two issues you have heard before and refuse to address.
Parking/Parking services and the bulldog bundle. I have had adult teeth removed without pain management and would rather do that again than deal with either one. Parking is the biggest
issue that I have had in college and is seemingly manufactured. The bulldog bundle was rushed and led to a lot if grief.

The student counseling center needs to be expanded. Several of my friends had to wait months for appointments, and as soon as you're not considered at-risk to yourself or others you're
dropped as a patient. We need more counselors.
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The teaching was very poor in most classes. It was reading word for word off of power points. Very few teachers took time to actually explain the material.

The university needs to have an established protocol for medical withdrawal (that is separate from regular withdrawal) and situations regarding health that are out of a students control. If
there already is, then staff at student-serving offices on campus need to be made aware of such protocol. It definitely demands the universitys attention as it can affect the outcome of a
students education and puts an unnecessary burden on the professors of students in these situations.

The welcoming environment of MSU was a great experience and provided me with the encouragement to obtain my degree.

There are no words to describe how much MSU means to me. My entire experience here has been a dream and Im honestly sad to put this chapter of my life behind me. Unfortunately, I
will not be attending Vet school here but I will never forget the memories and lessons Ive been taught here. Hail State!

There is a divide between Greek and Non-Greek students. There should be activities that bring the whole campus together. Baylor has one day every semester when the president cancels
class, and they have fun games on their quad.  It would be nice if the education department did classroom audits to gauge teachers performance and offer them critiques on being more
engaging. Incorporating different learning styles would produce better students and increase overall satisfaction at MSU.

There is a great culture here at MSU. Faculty and staff tended to be kind and open minded. I never felt as though the university was pushing an agenda down my throat other than genuine
learning. Finally, the greek culture here at MSU is uniquely well done. I can say without a doubt I was pushed to be a better student and person through my fraternity (Sigma Chi).

There is no better place to go to college than MSU, and I have loved every second I have spent here over the past four years. I wish I could do it all over again!

There needs to be changes made to support students in an underrepresented groups. It is incredibly hard to navigate through college being first gen, COVID-19, LGBTQ+, and not a white
male. Not to mention those that may have to work alongside schooling. The department is taking excellent steps forward but the work isnt over. I think its important to be grounded in
realistic goals and changes for students to support them.

There needs to be more communication from MSU to teachers, and then teachers to students because a lot of times we would all be confused and could not get help from our teachers
because they did not have an answer. The bookstore also needs to be better about answering their phone because those of us who attend the Meridian branch could only do things over
the phone and there would be days of us calling during the stores hours and no one would answer.

There needs to be more professor accountability in the Elementary Education department. I had more teachers than not who conveyed the message that they just didnt care. Their support
and lack of teaching made this very evident. This program needs teachers who care and are passionate about teaching the next generation of educators. Retired teachers and those who
wear too many hats were a disservice to those of us who truly cared about our education.

There should be a better guidance for international students, the opportunities for us are not the same for Us citizens or residents, I feel there should be equal opportunities, the guidance
for scholarships, applications or jobs is poor.

There should be healthier food options on campus.

There should not be an extra charge for an asynchronous online class. I am the student and the teacher in those classes. The attendance policy where it affects your grade should be
revised. In classes were all you do is read the textbook and take a test, being present should not factor into your grade. Overall, great experience!

They are professional and helpful.

This has been the best 4 years of my life. I met some great people and learned so much, and there is no other university I would have rather went to and graduated from than MSU.

This has been the best experience! I talk about this institution all the time. Regardless of being a distance learner, I have all the Bulldog swag so I felt a part of the community.

This has been the best four years of my college career.

This is a great university and I have enjoyed my time here. I think it is a great thing to continue to make more and more courses available on-line. With people working full-time, it can
sometimes be a struggle to find the time to take courses but having the choice to take these courses on-line is a huge benefit and opportunity.

This is my second bachelors degree and I really appreciate how much less expensive this one is than the first one was.

This is where I matured and met my wife. Hail State forever.

This isnt so much a suggestion for the department, but I do find it very odd that during this entire process, for both my Minor in Foreign Language, it seems Ill have to call them to make
sure they have my emphasis in German recorded, and that Ill have to call them this afternoon for the second minor I completed while here at the University...

This major was exactly what a was looking for. I was enrolled in a different program, but my advisor listened to my skills and abilities. she told me I would be a great fit for the INDT
program; and I never looked back.

This place was my home away from home and I will always hold Mississippi State with a lot of love in my heart.

This school advertises itself as transfer friendly and with the miscommunication or lack of communication combined with the extra steps and hoops I had to go through such as non-
transferable credit hours, repeat courses, semester locked scheduling, misrepresentation of required course work for degrees and rigid options on electives unless granted permission
through multiple resources and staff, I have to say that this institution did not impress me or meet my expectations.

This survey is not geared toward online students. There are many PSY classes in the catalog not offered online. Many of the professors were more like facilitators: they said, ? read this?  &
graded work, but did not engage with the material or students. They did not join in discussions, and it seemed like they phoned it in. As a distance learner, I did not feel valued by the
university or many of the instructors. One instructor was on average a month late and at most 2 months late posting grades.

This university has provided me with an unforgettable experience and has allowed me to flourish. I feel confident that my education from MSU will taken places not possible at other
schools. I am excited to do my part to give back to the Starkville and MSU community following graduation and during my working life.

This university is great primarily because of the diversity of its students. My primary issue was with anyone who was handling money -- specifically account services and the office of
scholarships. This school fought for me to get here despite my financial issues, but when I reached a point where I might have not been able to stay, I was treated like garbage.

This university needs to fix the Chemistry department and provide better instruction in beginner science courses.

This was a great university to offer me the next step in my career as well as provide me a beneficial start to my independent life. I never thought Id attend Mississippi State, but now I
couldnt see myself anywhere else. Thank you for all that youve done and given. Its been great!

Those that want to graduate spring of a following year should be told which core classes they have left that are only offered in the fall of the next semester so they can graduate on time.
Maybe have each department post their list of core classes only offered in the spring and fall. Your transfer students from other universities or senior colleges are not offered a lot of
scholarships here.

Through my five years at Mississippi, I really enjoyed attending MSU. A special thanks to my teachers and advisors in the School of Human Sciences, for having me on track for graduation
and preparing me for my future. Also, a special thanks to the Child Development and Family Studies Center staff for the experiences in working in my career/major. A special thanks to the
Financial Aid office for being helpful during my experiences.
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Throughout my time at MSU as a student there were often times I felt like I was being scammed by unnecessary charges. My biggest complaint came from this Fall 2022 semester with the
introduction of the Bulldog Bundle which automatically opted me into the program and charged the $300 which could not be removed until just before the start of classes. All in all, I had the
impression that the University cared more about making money than actually contributing to academic success.

Throughout my time here at MSU, I was presented to a plethora of organizations and introduced to people/students/faculty of various backgrounds. It challenged me to become more
versatile as an artist and more social with my colleagues. For that, I am extremely thankful for my experience at Mississippi State.

Tickets to free events for students (such as sports games) should be connected to our ID to make entry more efficient.

To add more parking to the university. - Make the student section bigger for athletic events - Need better academic tutoring services

To this point in my education, I have thoroughly enjoyed attending MSU. The University has provided me with plenty of opportunities to succeed and get involved in the community.

Train freshmen/sophomore year advisors more thoroughly on what the requirements are for each major.  Better parking!! North commuter got rearranged this last year and took away a
huge chunk of our parking with that new road at Sanderson. Parking services in general need to be better - I got a warning because my tag wasnt visible, but it was. Campus is great,
environment is great.

Tuition, room, and board are extremely expensive. I do not want to be forced into tens of thousands of dollars in debt to get an education. Lower your prices because the product you sell is
not worth it.

Unfortunately through the years of being at MSU, I found it difficult to connect with certain organizations.  They seem to be biased to a certain extent. If you dont have a certain apperance
or wealth, sometimes it seems that you are frowned upon or not accepted.

Ups and Downs, but now that Ive come to the end, I like who Ive become. Ready for future career!

Use Python instead of MathCAD in the Mechanical Engineering department. MathCAD has nothing to do with the current industry. Push Python heavy. Id like to see an implementation of
an Engineering Coding specific class where students learn Python (or other languages) and what it can do for them.

Very appreciative of KaSondra Harris & Becky Faulk for guidance of my MSU experience.

Very family oriented. I believe I obtained a great education from MSU. Majority of my teachers were extremely helpful and they really cared about the students. I only had one bad
experience with a teacher due to language barrier and I had to repeat the class. I asked for extra help and went to office hours and it still did not help. The teacher still teachers at MSU
which I dont agree with because I was not the only student this happened to.

Very family oriented. Majority of my teachers went above and beyond my expectations as a student. This showed me that they really care about the well being of the students. My only bad
experience was with a math teacher I could not understand at all even after attending office hours for help, I ended up having to repeat the class. I was not the only student this happened
to and she is still teaching at MSU which I would not agree with.

Very good experience.

Very pleasant experience with many beneficial life changing encounters. I would do it all again in a heart beat.

Very positive overall experience. I got the degree I wanted, was taught by incredible professors, and now have a full-time position immediately after graduation.

Very safe campus and city. Felt very welcomed. A home away from home.

Very supportive staff.

Vicki Mann is a great advisor. Some professors were not the best with providing the correct material, but my senior level courses were all taught by absolute professionals.

We need better lab equipment for the coastal campus in order to experiment and research more efficiently.

We need better parking services. MSU is growing too fast but the transit service is falling behind. Need more outside activities on campus. The faculties are fantastic.

We need more parking here at MSU. We also need more campus involvement for all. We brought a zip line that was on the junction one day and that brought a lot of students out.

We need more parking spaces on campus for students that purchase decals.

When I felt like giving up, I was encouraged by my advisor whom I never met face to face just through emails and many emails.  When attending tutoring the student workers didn't make
me feel dumb when all the time that's how I felt!  Mississippi State has help me find myself, helped me with trust issues, helped me to open up through writing skills, and help me develop
things I wouldn't and couldn't have done on my own. Looking forward to becoming an MSU Alumni.

When I first came to MSU as an out of state student there was a lot that I did not know about, such as reapplying/accepting my scholarships every semester, how to reserve study rooms,
what apps for my phone would help me on campus, or who to go to, to ask my questions. There was a lot of subjects that I was not advised on or even told about and I believe that every
student should be informed on.

When I say I am dissatisfied with advising, this does not include Charles Freeman. He is great. This refers to my experience before that, during which I was advised by Dr. Juyoung Lee.
She proved to be the most unhelpful, un-knowledgable faculty I ever came in contact with. She gave me no suggestions or encouragement. Dr. Lee was my advisor for 2 years and never
learned my name. FDM is not a large program. We deserve faculty that cares. MSU could do so much better.

When students events are being prepared diversity should be taken into consideration. I think Mississippi State is trying to push the agenda but isnt all the way there yet.

When yall ask us to fill out those surveys about our teachers, try actually listening to them sometime. Some of these teachers sucked and I even had advisors put me in classes that didnt
count toward my major.

While I do think the general campus climate seems to promote inclusivity, theres always room for improvement. Having had experience with some of the organizations housed under
HCDC, a lot of them felt as if they were only truly appreciated during Black History Month or Hispanic Heritage month, etc. This isnt specific to any degree program, but is something Im
sure will possibly change or improve in years to come.

Wildlife professors were extremely helpful, enthusiastic, and were always willing to help me take the next step in my career. I had issues with parking services because commuter west
spots are very hard to get. I told them I was in Alaska without internet while doing research for school, so I couldnt buy my pass in time. However, they said I had to buy a pass for a lot 20
minutes from Thompson Hall. Parking services needs to be more understanding or parking lots need to be expanded.

Wish there was more opportunities with students one a face to face bases that allowed the students to help determine what degree to pursue. I had no idea that University of studies was
an option after being in college for nine years. i was about to give up on school for good when an advisor happen to hear my story and called me in to help me down a manageable path
with my learning disabilities.

With any valid permits, most of the residents with assigned lots take advantage of the spaces which leaves those with any valid permits at a disadvantage to find any parking spots. Also,
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when it comes to internships, students should not have to pay the amount of a full class to get the credits. The instruction is not done at the university but at whatever company the student
obtained an internship from.

Work on screening groups and faculty for their legitimate thoughts and feelings. The environment isn't as welcoming as you want it to be.

Would have loved more exposure to Civil3D as a Civil Engineer

Would recommend MSU to anyone and everyone. Hail State!

Wouldnt trade it for anything.

Yasma was a wonderful counselor who assisted me for many years. Professor Greg Nordstrom also vastly improved as a professor throughout my years and I told him at the end how
much I greatly apprecaited his passion for meteorology. Overall all of my professors were super helpful and knowledgeable and renewed by interest in weather and climate.

absolutely love MSU, and what it has had to offer me! Im truly going to miss it!

defund parking services

enjoyed my time here so much

fix the parking.

get rid of tenured professors. I would have taken a lot more classes had Dr. Wu not been the assigned teacher for them.

get rid of the bulldog book bundle

good times learned a lot and met a lot of people who have become life long friends

great

great job

great learning environment that granted me all the tools I need for success.

great school.

i enjoyed it

i had a great experience at MSU

i love mississippi state

i loved MSU and had a great time!

i loved and enjoyed every bit of it

it was a great and quality experience

it was good

love it! HAIL STATE!!

loved it

loved it!

loves. would do it again 10/10

my last survey was accurate.

my overall experience was great and there is nothing that i would change about it

n/a (35 Counts)

na (4 Counts)

no

no comment

none (8 Counts)

only thing that i would suggest for the future is parking on campus, but this problem has improved over my time at Mississippi State.

parking

parking is a nightmare

parking is terrible

parking should be free for employees

potential new professors need to be listened to by students before getting hired to see if they will actually be effective in explaining topics. I have had many teachers who i feel were hired
just for their intellect and not the capability to teach.  there need to be way more parking spots or less decals sold. should not have to pay to park in a garage when there are no other spots
on campus
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stop charging students outrageous prices for thing that should be cheap or free

the criminology faculty are the BEST professors in my opinion. Passionate, helpful, supportive, and extremely knowledgable.

the programming classes at mississippi does not lead to learning and needs to be reviewed on it curiculum and the classes set to for students to learn how to program.

the wifi sucks

xx


